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SUSPECT LYNCHING IN MISSISSIPPI
Protests Close
Alcorn College
ALCORN, Miss.—Alcorn A&M college was scheduled
to re-open Wednesday after a complete shutdown super-
vised by :15 highway patrolmen and Claiborne county dep-
uties. President J. D. Boyd flatly refused to discuss the
matter with the Tri-State Defender.
J. L. Scott. auditor for the board
of trustees of Mississippi institu-
tions of higher learning, told the
Tri-State Defender Monday that
there had been no threats of vio-
lence and that he did not consider
e closing of the school a -dras.
action."
However, State Public Safety
missioner Torn Scarbrough
old the L000 Alcorn students Sat-
urday that tbe officers were on the
campus "to ?reserve peace, to
4 prevent aay act of violence or
vandalism and to supervise the
evacuation."
Scott said unrest had been creat-
ed by a small group of about 5
percent of the student body who
were not satisfied with social reg-
ulations. He said the demonstra-
tions by students were not organ-
ized.
NO SPOKESMAN
''The students had no spokes-
men; they were not organized and
they did not present the president
with a n y formal complaints,"
Scott said.
It had been reported that the
siudent unrest had also stemmed
from the expulsion of a male stu-
dent who had been reported in-
toxicated and who generally fail-
s' to obey campus regulations.
Oott, however, discounted this asmotive for demonstrations. "It
certainly did not trigger the trou-
ble," he said.
The entire student body was re-
moved from the campus by spec-
ial . buses Saturday. On the night
before some too students carried
out a noisy protest around t h e
the campus grill. Police officers
were called to quell the trouble.
is not the first time Al-
corn college has been student-less.
In March of 1957. the school's all-
white board suspended the entire
student body after the students
boycotted ;lasses protesting a se-
ries of articles a faculty member,
Clennon King, wrote for the Jack-
son State Times attacking the
NAACP.
King, who has managed to stay
in the headlines, was later nab-
bed and held for an insanity
probe after he sought to enter the
University of Mississippi. He is
now in California where he is be-
moaning the fact that he ever left
Dixieland in the first place.
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS
Was He A Lynch Victim?
THE, FAMII.Y and friends of
Booker T. Mixon and other in-
terested parties who base in-
vestigated the myterious death
of Mixon are asking them.
adves. If the .is-yaor-old Mtn—
Bena truck driver is Mississip-
pi's latest lynch victim. Found
nude on the side of a road
near Marks, Miss., Mixon was
taken almost 100 miles from
011e county to another to the
Coachome county hospital in
Clarksdale where he died with-
out muttering an understand-
able word. The adou ney for the
Family has demanded a full
scale Investigation of Missis•
'101111/110111111
•
sippi Governor J. P. Coleman.
He has also asked the FBI to
probe the my sterious and Inv.
tat death of Mixon. (Staff pho-
to by Hardin)
Baptist President Jackson To
Speak At Big
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of
the National Baptist Convention,
USA. Inc , will speak at Mason's
Temple Friday night, October 30,
at 8 p.m. Dr. Jackson heads the
largest Negro religious organiza-
tion in the world.
The meeting will he sponsored
by the Education Board of the
National Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc., and the Tennessee (regular)
 Baptist Convention, with the co-
-,operation of the Baptist Ministers'
'Conference.
Ask Governor,
FBI To Probe
By BIIRLEIGH HINES, JR.
Is Booker 'P. Mixon Mississippi's latest lynch victim?
The black cloud of suspicion and the mysteriOttg cir-
cumstances surrounding the death of the 35-year-oidrwar
veteran have started whisperings of a lynching.
Mixon, from Illa Rena, usas
found lying on the side of a road
near Marks by Sheriff's deputy
Ben Collins, Quitman county, com-
pletely nude. He was suffering
from abrasions, cuts and rontus-
sions. lie was reported as a hit
and run victim. Mixon lay in a
coma in Coe oma county ospital
in Clarksdale from October 12 un-
til Friday Oct. 23 when he • died
without uttering a word.
Mrs. Mixon, along with Mixon's
uncle, James, have lured Atty. J.
F. Fates to investigate. Atty. Es-
tes said he had called for a full
scale investigation from Governor
Coleman of Mississippi as to the
cause of death. Ile also asked the
FBI to probe the death. Mr. Es-
tes said hois also at present hav•
ing difficulty obtaining permission
(ruin the Mississippi authorities to
have an autopsy performed on
lit body.
was he found completely nude?
VITAL QUESTIONS
These are vital questions that
the family would like anStnered.
Mrs. Venola Stringfellow, Mix-
on's aunt from Greenwood, Miss..
was the first to know of Miami's
' h h plight. She said Afixon's liarmer
employer, J. A. Childs of Green-
wood came by her house and at
first told ' her Mixon was -dead.
This was Oct. 12. She then called
the last person she knew 01 Mix-
on working for and found out that
he was in the l'oahoma hospital.
She then called Mrs. Earleen Mix-
on, the victim's wife and they
went to see hint.
Mrs. Alison said when she and
several others visited Alison he
(See Gov ERNOR, Page 2,)
The family and friends are pon- money Root
, body. Persons who viewed Mix-
A I on's body report that it looked like
It had been dragged from a car
since much of the flesh on his ab-
domen and back had been savage-
ly torn from his body. Why? Why
dering the significance of his nude
Meeting Friday State BaptistGroup ElectsThe Baptist conventions of Ark- inational basis.
limas and Mississippi are expect- Dr. W. Herbert Brewster is con.
ed to be present with large dele- responding secretary of the Ne-
gations to hear Dr. Jackson. who tional Baptist Convention, OSA,
recently stirred a controversy by Inc. Dr. A. E. Campbell is state
criticizing the NAACP for push- president of the Tennessee (Rego-
Rev. A. E. Campbell, Tennesseeing for more intensified integre- Ian) Baptist Convention. Dr. L. A. (Regular); Rev. H. Mims, Oldlion of schools in Little Rock. Hamblin is president of the Bap- General: Rev, L. R. Dunso n,The Regular Convention of Ten- list Ministers' Conference.
Friendship; Rev. W. M. Fields,nessee will suppl yspecial groups Forty or more choirs and sing- Memphis, District: Rev, E. Batesto spearhead the youth, women's ing groups will furnish music for
and brotherhood movements, the meeting which is expected to
Elaborate plans have been made draw a huge audience from a
for the meeting on an interrtenom- cross section of church goers in
Shelby County: and Rev. H. H.
Harper, Riverside.
Dr Jackson has won interna-
tional fame as a religious leader,
world traveler and author. Ile is
the tri-state area.
The host coin mittee will he Dr. Owen Again
composed of the following moiler -
Dr. S. A. Owen, pastor of Met-ators:
ropolitan Baptist church, has beenRev. L. A. Hamblin, Chickasaw; elected m to his 24th ter as presi-
dent of the Tennessee Baptist Mis-
sionary and Educational Conven-
tion, Inc.
During the convention in Chat-
tanooga which closed Friday, the
Rev. Roy Love, pastor of Mt. Nebo
Baptist church, was re - elected
treasurer. Mrs. J. B. Webb, also
of Memphis, was named vice-
president of the woinan's auxil-
the most pow- Mrs. Martin Luther King T regar ed as one ofo Sing 'sonalities in the nation.erful and influential Negro per- The convention provides fundsto support the home and foreigniary.
missions work for the denomina-
At First Baptist Church Friday
STEN, DOCTOR! cry on and open ears into which Mrs. Coretta Scott King, wife of tatted from Antioch tyllege in Yel- programs of the school.
IThe other day, a lady made a
comment about doctor techniques
will patients which seems to set
forth the basic theme of this ser-
ies of articles about doctors very
clearly.
She said. "Our doctors may be
better trained, more scientific and
modern, but it is so hard to get
these younger ones to listen. They
just won't listen to the patient
tat. Sure they may already know
more of the answers than the pa-
tient can ask. And I know they're
busy as can be. But there aint'
nothing like listening to the pa-
tient. Part of getting well consists
in talking about the trouble,"
eAt seems that the lady has struck
ins an important area of the re-
'Mtionship between the doctor and
le patient. It is the matter of
sonal or impersonal attitudes...
patience or impatience . . , of
derstanding or indifference.
MORE CONFIDENCE
Doctors gain more confidence
from most patients when they take
time to listen to them. True,
many patients aren't really say-
ing anything. But it's surprising
how many folks feel relieved and
gladly pay the doctor just to listen
to their symptoms . . . real or
imagined.
Sometimes all the doctor has to
add ... in addition to his attitude
of sympathetic listening . . . is a
soda pill, a glass of water, and his
hill. Never a grumble fellows.
And everybody is satisfied, except
maybe a really concerned doctor.
The patient has gladly paid for
what he wanted most .. a sym-
to pour their many miseries of internationally famous Rev. Mar; low Springs Ohio with the B.A. SANG WITH CHOIR
the mind, sou], and body.
MISS BOAT
Too many young Negro doctors
seem to miss the boat in this mat-
ter of "ear technique," They for-
get they are members of the blues
singing-eat race of folk on earth.
If there is such a thing as a need
for a sympathetic ear, then the
doctor who treats Negro patients
has his work cut out by the car
load.
Negroes generally have such a
burning need for sympathetic ears
for their physical, mental, spirit-
ual, and emotional aches and
pains . . . intensified as they are
by the racial climate.
In addition to the usual de.
velopments associated with illness-
es, the average Negro has t h e
further disability of the spirit,
which depresses his mind, clouds
his outlook, befuddles his thinking
and makes treatment difficult, for
any but the most understanding
medical practitioner, •
FAITH HEALERS
One reason faith healers, con-
jurers, "spiritualists," and similar
quacks prey so happily on the
Negro masses is their ability to
listen to indigo tales of woe .
ability to assure the "patient" that
something will be done to help
him lose his pains and blues. .
and ability to make a handful o
cotton-patch dust, a few roots, and
some branch water, serve as a top
drawer "crying towel" to wipe all
his woes away.
Basically, the quack holds hie
own among Negroes ... and poem-pathetic ear. hly among others . . because
Doctors and lawyers should he has mastered the technique of
now more clearly than most nth- 
"listening" ... just ''listening"
people that the world is loaded
folk looking for shoulders to
t
(Sea SHADOWS. Past 2)
Platform guests will be compos-
ed of ministers, laymen, business
and professional leaders of all
faiths,
Too Much Snow!
tin Luther King, will be heard in a degree in elementary education,
recital Friday, Oct 30, at 8 p.m., having received a scholarship to sons t iAnntpiioacnho, and 
Mrs. King
tookarid le
 
sang 
HELSINKI — (UPI) — A ski
race between members of the Hel-
sinki city council and governmentat the First Baptist church, Laud- attend that school.
erdale. Mrs. King expressed an early 
Madrigalwiththe gcroolulepge choir and the
officials was cancelled Sunday aft-
rs. King, a soprano, hails from desire to sing and studied voice
Marian, Ala., and is an honor and music at Lincoln high under
graduate from the Lincoln high Miss Olive J. Williams. She ap-
school of that city, She was grad- peared on several of the leading
BUM MARTIN Ia. JUNO -
In 1948 she made her solo debut
in concert at the Second Baptist
church in Springfield. Walter T.
Anderson was her coach a n d
teacher. As proof of the success
of her concert she was invited to
various parts of the county for
recitals. She traveled throughout
Yellow Springs, Harrieiburg, Pa.,
and her own home state of Ala-
bama.
Following this accolade, she re-
ceived a scholarship to New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music in
Boston, Mans. She studied under
Metropolitan Opera star Mme.
Marie Sundelitis,
LEFT CONSERVATORY
In 1954 she was graduated from
the Conservatory with a major in
voice and music education. Since
1955 she has appeared in the fol-
lowing cities for recitals: Mont-
gomery, Mobile, Birmingham, Los
Angeles, Denver, Atlanta, Chat-
tanooga, Nashville, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Gary, Chicago, Wash-
ington Cleveland and Dayton.
While touring India with h e r
famous husband she was invited
to sing in many of the towns
where she received wide acclaim,
especially at the Gandharva Ma-
hadidyalaya Irillsie school in New
Delhi, India.
Miss Carolyn Rhodes, music
major from Fisk university and
an instructor at Grant elementary
school, will serve as Mrs. King's
accompanist.
Miss Amy Bailey is general
chairman of the program, Dr. H.I
Clarke Nabrit is the minister.
ernoon.
Too much snow, it was announc-
ed.
tion. In addition it supports Owen
college in Alemphls and contri-
butes to the American Baptist
Theological Seminary in N a s h-
ville.
About 125 Memphians attended
the conference which, according
to Dr. Owen, was "an excellent
meeting." Dr. Owensaidthe
convention gave a "fine demon-
stration in the interest of Owen
college — both financial and in-
spirational."
Of Trouble
In Gun Play
Police are probing the slaying
of James Lee Todd. 43, of 3556
Forrest 11111 Road, and holding a
suspect until their investigation
can be completed,
Held is Nathan Malone, 40, of
243- North McLean, who walked
into Shelby county sheriff's office
Sunday and admitted the killing.
Police reported that Malone ad-
mitted the murder, saying he shot
Todd with a .22 caliber pistol Sat-
urday night as a climax of an
argument the two men had over
mohey.
In another violent altercation
rooted in the "love of money,"
Floyd Crawford, 32, of 313 Dison.
shot B. W. Burnett, 31, of 2325
Silver Cove, Friends of long
standing, the pair had been
caught in a crap game and Craw-
ford anted up $11 forfeit for Bur-
nett which. Crawford said w a s
never repaid.
Police said Crawford drove to
Chatfield. Ark., and got a shot-
gun from his father and returned
to "settle the argument."
He confronted Burnett in front
of White's Cafe, 894 Swift, Sun-
day night and started blasting.
Burnett was hit in the stomach
and right hip. Officials. at John
Gaston hospital said he was in
"fair condition."
GETTING READY for Ilallo•
ween and all the fun that goes
with the witch's nay. Ms n a.
Wanda and Carolys Williams
get together on their Jack.o.
Lantern The daughters of
Alr. and Mrs. Bryant Wit.
Hams, 3093 Fisher avenue, the
limp young missee will Join
thousands of other small fry
who will be out for the tradi-
tional tricks or treats Solar-
day night.
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(Continued from Page 1)
seemingly in a sympathetically un.
dust:letting manner. H's found it •
pays . , . pays well.
. Incidentally, many white doc-
tors . . young ones just open-
ing their offices and trying to snag
some practice, marginal quacks,
and some hpnest practitioners
who bother to treat Negroes as a
tired iside ... have found and are
finding that Negro patients pay
happily, heavily, and frequently
for sympathetic "ears" that "lis-
ten" to what they say,
t ?daisy white doctors never put
,
their bEon a dark-skinned pa
tient. just "listen" to him
tell e of woe . . . listen
With littErinterruption . . . listen
(with their gaze fixed steadily on
the pallest . listen like they
isave,trotither interest in the world.
FEELS ItETTER
The result — the colored patient
Astarte feeling better right away.
With the slight shove of a sympa-
thetic question, grunt, or the gift
of a little vial of medicine, along
with the personal touch of calling
the patient by name, and the doc-
tor hie' it made with the average
J'egrgatient. The patient has
he wants most . .
• s ic listener.
Mj..r''Young Negro doctors
itseed Igt-XiXds into the ramifications
of tlair•Welinique. The old time
Vegro...dtor may not have had
as napirlraining as doctors of
todayr littr he seemed to know
More ibout human nature . ner — Thelma Glass — Joyce
snore' about the nature of Negro Hi Cats and Foxes out there in crazy about James Gross' cat Newton — Lydia Campbell—Roger
Americans who personalities Nashville. What's swinging out eyes. House
have, been conditioned and mostly 
warped by the vicisitudes of be-
ing a Negro in a time and place
puck as this and that.
The old Negro practitioner . . see everything and everybody who
the kind of doctor Negroes need is in a What!s happening mood.
today . . understood that the
pills • and stitches to make him
feel like somebody ... like keep-
ing oh Irving . . like keeping
on keeping on. The Negro patient
needs listening, doctor . . more
than must need operating. Do you
dig it? Selah
STANDING BEFORE the Cer.
tlficate of Incorporation Issued
to the Schenley Wholesalers
Foundation by the State of
New York, Miss Lorre Curry,
a recipient of a grant-in-aid
0
from the Foundation, was able
to extend her personal thanks
during a brief conference with
Sidney E. Frank, (right) hon-
orary chairman of the Founda-
tion and a vice president of
Sehenley Industries, lee., and
Stanley S. (leaden, counsel and
a director of the orgasization.
The University of Lausanne
medical student was in thia
country for a clerkship at Sy.
' denham hospital in New York.
MELROSE REVIEW
Georgia Dean Dies
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Cherry
L. Emerson, former vice president
and dean of engineering of Geor-
gia Tech, died Monday. A gradu-
ate of 'Meth, Emerson had direct-
ed the expansion program
your way? I am going to tell you
what's swinging out my way on
the big "M" campus.
As I fall into the news, I can
As you make it thought the path
of life you can see - outstanding
figures around the campus and
the city. You can see Joe Smith
in a graze, thinking about J.
Mitchell-B.T.W. Floice McKnight
is thinking hard times out, while
Charles Oliver is carrying Eddie
Mae Willis' books to class.
Kenneth Cox threw his crutches
down trying to make it to some
girl's house; Doris Oakley is won-
dering about Brooks at war. Bar-
bara McKissarck is having trou-
ble with a certain fellow. Evelyn
Spencer please tell Tommy Mar-
tin you love him. All the girls are
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
—Orste City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
11. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
lierb:rt Streidi • Since 117 • Walter Stritult
Robert Jackson get off Mar-
garet's line — it's somebody new
now — laugh. Lynn Bumpus what
would you do if it wasn't for love?
Savoy Beard is forgetting about
Jana Davis. Charlie Parker I go
for that little brown jug on your
shoulder. Curtis Johnson why did
Curries look so strange to you —
been there before.
been there before. Jewel Reed
why don't you put a lock on your
pocket?
REPORT CARDS
Everyone was looking forward
to the most outstanding thing in
their school career. This was for
the six weeks. This was a happy
moment for some people and a
sad one for others. With a little
more effort, it will be a happy
moment for everyone.
TOP TEN JUNIORS
Robert Jackson — George Milian
— Booker Cole — Charles Mar.
shall — Tommy Martin — Thomas
Hill — Jerry Ross — Charles Me
Clanton — Walter (Farmer) Lon-
don — John Rutland Deal — Clara
Smith — Margaret Sherrod Shir-
ley Jeans — Jueinne Briscoe —
,Carol Doxey Eddie Dale Ford —
,Arnette Hill — Rita Wilkes — Ann
Lemons — Dorothy Talyor.
TOP TEN FRESHMEN
AND SOPHOMORE
Foy Fellows—Odell Henry—Or-
lando Harris — Charles Harris —
Sarry Mitchell—Charles Fife—Roy
Chester Thomas, Walter Bell —
Chuck Anderson — John Edwards
Maurice Spruille Deals: Mary Wel-
lace—Francetta Estes — Gloria
Campbell — Evelyn Spencer —
Bernestine Pruitt—Charlene Kin-
CITY WIDE TOP TEN
Fellows: Kenneth Cox (Mel),
Ural Williams (Man), William Hig-
gins (Wash), Arthur Hull (Mel)
Joe Henry Lewis (Man), Robert
Walls (Man) Tyrone Patterson
(Wash) Robert Carpenter (Ham)
Robert Marshall (Ft. Bert), last,
but not least, Floice McKnight,
(Mel.)
Deals: Carolyrt, Love (Mel) Hat
tie Smith (Man.) Marion Pegues
(Wash) Alice Morgan (Ham.) Dor
othy Burnettt (Mel), Brenda Mar
rel (Carver) Lorian Davis (Car
ver) Loanne Ingram (Ft. Bert.
Rita Kilgore (Wash), Betty Gillis
(Ft Bert)
GIRLS WANTED
Savoy Beard, James Gross, Cur-
tis Johnson, Roy Kinnner, James
Boothe, Charlie Parker, Lawrence
gle, Rannnie Franklin.
The El Coettes Social club com-
posed of young ladies of Manassa
is having its membership drive.
All "young ladies" interested from
all schools please contact Miss
Beverly Cole for more information
(BR 6-9519).
The Honky Dory Fan Club is a
newly organized club composed of
boys and girls between 14-17 years
of age. Please contact Miss Pearl
Cole (WH 6-9519).
It's about time for me to make
it down the track, to bring you
the news as it happened when it
happened and where it happened.
DON'T MISS
Your
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Read it Each & Every Week'
Use Our Home Delivery Service
KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING.
maw Fill in Application Now a—
 Application For 
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service
4-1
ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery  Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
NAME
BATT)
Ylease Print)
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE 
 PHONE 
I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday and costs only 15c
Thank You.
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept., c/o Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington,
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PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
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(Continued from Page 1)
was in a coma and although he
didn't speak he moaned as if he
was in considerable pain. M r a.
Susie Mixon, his grandmother,
who raised him from a child, was
so distraught and grief stricken
that she could not enter the room
James Mixon of Memphis, on
de of the dead man, said he was
puzzled when he went to the hos-
pital to get his nephew's body to
bring to Memphis. He said he
asked but couldn't find out who
signed Booker T. Mixon into the
hospital on the morning of Oct. 12.
"I asked some of the attendants
In the hospital and all they could
tell me was that a colored man
brought him in," he said.
Dr. Aaron Henry, pharmacist
and NAACP official in Clarks.
dale, Miss., too, was puzzled by
the lack of clothing when Mixon
was found and the refusal of
seemingly everyone concerned to
tell who signed the nude and fa-
tally bruised and battered man
into the Coahoma hospital.
"There must be something
wrong," said Dr. Henry. -There
are only two ambulance agencies
in Marks, and one is Negro and
the other white. I know for sure
the Negro company didn't take
the body to the hospital and I can
remember times when a white
ambulance driver would see that
the victim was a Negro and re-
fuse to carry the person, so I can't
see the white agency carrying
Mixon."
After the body was brought to
the hospital, Dr. Joseph Jones, jr.,
Negro physician and surgeon of
Clarksdale Was called. Dr. Jones
said Mixon was in a coma.
"He had multiple abrasions and
bruises on his face, head, abdo-
men and legs," the doctor said.
"Furthermore," the doctor contin-
ued, "there were brain injuries
and head fractures. I would say
he could have been dragged by a
car, perhaps over some grass."
Booker T. Mixon was described
by his family as being a "fun
loving guy." "He loved to be out
among his friends and go places.
He was always going places,"
said Mrs. Stringfellow.
The diminuitive (he stood five
feet five and weighed about 135)
Mixon was said to be a fellow
who didn't like to keep still. He,
his wife and two children had just
moved back from Chicago to his
birthplace, in early 1959. He work-
ed for Mr. Childs hauling dirt and
gravel for about three months.
Suddenly be left home, Mrs.
Mixon said, she finding out later,
after his body was discovered that
he had been working in Crenshaw.
He had been on the job driving a
truck for only three days before
' he was taken !he 11"qt-et a I .
' "MISS FISK" holds court with
her attendants at the Nash-
ville university. From left are
lovely senior Misses Mary Jo of Dayton, Ohio; and Carol*
Parker of Portsmouth, Ohio; Jenkins of Columbia, S. C.
Janeice Cochran, "Miss Fisk,"
West Memphis Couple
Fetes Out-Of-Towners
For the past two weeks Rev, honor of Mr. Reddck and Mrs.
and Mrs. Carey Smith had as Annie Mal Jackson, Mrs. Red-
their guest Johnnie L. Reddick of dick's sister. By the time you read
Chicago, who is Mrs. Smith's cou• this Mrs. Jackson will be on her
sin. He also is the son of Mrs way to California to horn her bus-
Ida Reddick of 618 S. 14th st. band, and Mrs. Reddick will re-
While here he visited many relit- join her husband in Chic a g o,
lives and friends, where he is an employe of the I
A warm reception was given in Metropolitan Funeral home.
The reception was given at
home of Mrs. Mary Nevells •
laz Cummings st., in Memphis.
Mrs. Nevells, a cousM of t is I
family, is a member of the Pro-
gressive Baptist crurch.
Attending this reception were
Mr. and Mrs. B. T. Seymore, Sr.;
Mr. and Mrs. Collis Seymore;
Rev. and Mrs. Olie Seymore, all
of Marion, Ark.: Rev. and Mrs.
Carey Smith of West Memphis;
Rev. and Mrs. H. Brichenridge of
Earl, Ark.; Mrs. Rosa Sanders,
Sirs. Donie Stewart; Mr. and Mrs.
Settles; Mrs. Mary Thomas, allV141-%3:44,"
of Memphis; Johnnie L. Reddick
......... . N STERN UNI ON ,_  
 of Memphis, Johnnie L. Recidfre.
of Chicago, Mrs. Annie M. Jack ,.. -'
.....
son of Memphis, Miss Shirley
„:• ..... .
, 
T-H---tj ' -------- 
_ Reddick, West Memphs, M r
TELE GRAM --\ 
— 
s.
Pearl J. Reddick of Earl, Mssss, L ,f
_± 
Mary Louise Reddick and Willie
C. Reddick, both of Earl; and
Misses Glenda Fae Seymore and
Delos Seymore of West Memphi,
also Mrs. Mary Nevellus of Me
phis.)41:1/40:a Ea ss P COLEMAN
GOVERNOR Or STATE OF MISSISSIPPI
STATE qA.Fq TN_
ne.
JACKSON MISS;
DEAR GOVERNOR COLEMAN{ "
/HIS OFF ICE HAS BEEN RETAINED BY THE NIXON FAMILY TO INTERCEDE IN THE
, A,, li ITER CONCERNING BOOKER V NIXON, DECEASED,NEGRO MALE, AGE 35, ITTA BENS
1 INTENSECRIMINALITY BY E VI DEN GAINED O
MISSISSIDPI.
.,,
, ,... .firE eAriot AND FRIENDS FEAR BRUTAL -ATTACK WITH
, REVEAL DEATH BY TRAFFIC MISHAP.
CEN BODY MERV* I I ONS REVEALING HEAD SLOTS,',. 
MISSISSIPPI ON OR ABOU 4130 AN OCT 12 1959.
A VAST DIFFERENCE Or 0/PINION AS TO THE PROMATE CAUSE Or DEATH IS
SUBSISTING
1 THIS ACT •POW OTHER CITIZENS ., I URGE TOUR FORTIIIGHT ACTION IN DIRECTI
. INC DECEASED CAS VET Slits QUESTIONABLE HOMICIDE ON HIGHWAY
.: FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SAZETY AND THE PREVENTION Or RECURRENCES OF JOH
' APPARENT D11001/001 OF All MO F MEW BODY SKIN ABRASURES . LOCAL RELEASES
3, PAWL., COM1STV
- ' INTERROGATION TO DETERMINE CRIMINAL RESPONSIBILITY AND TO ALLEVIATE LAML( 
SUSPICIOUSNESS. THE URGENCY OF THIS SuSPENED WAITER , DICTAfES 0 DEFINITE
NEED FOR A DETERMINED ouigv.
THANK YQU FOR,RECIEDI OF THIS NEGUEST SIM YOGA URGENT AND CONSIDE
IMMXXII REPLY BILL BE GREATLY APPRECIATE). THAWING YOU VER
KINDLY, I-
TOURS TRULY
CITES ATTORNEY
STATEMENT REQUIEM. NT THE ACTOf AUGUST 2s, ISM AS AMENDED SYTN( ACTS OP MARCH 3. 1533, ANDlULT 5, 15411 crii. Ye, United Stat••(ode, Section 233) SNOWING Taxowes nisei I p. MANAGEMENT, AND iC UlA TION OF The Trl-State I:Wonder,published weekly at U. R. Foot Office,
Memphis. Tenn. for October 1, Mk
I. The nerne, and addr sssss of the
;mot !then editor, man ulna editor. andbusts.. managers are:
Publisher John IL Bengetacke, 2400S. Michigan • Ave. Chicago, Ill.
Editor L. F. Palmer, Jr. 238 South Well-ington, Memphis. Tenn.Manager editor L F. Palmer, Jr. 2311Oman Wellington, Memphis, Tenn.Business manager L. r Palmer. Jr. 234
South Wellington, Memphie, Tenn.
a The owner is: III owned by a cor-poration, Its name and address must beslated and also Immediately thereunderthe names and erlOressee of stockholder.owning or holding I percent or more edtotal amount of stock. If not owned bya c or porgtion. the name. and addresseeof the Individual owners must be MM.If owned by a partnership or other Me-Incorporated firm, its name and eddrese,
as well a, that of each individual mem-ber. must be given.)
The Robert 5 Abbott Publishing CeJohn H. 13engittacke, 2400 /3. MichiganAve. Chicago, Ill.
Eetate of Robert 15. Abbott (deceased)2400 South Michigan — Chicago. III.1J oho H. fiengetacke. Myrtle L Seng•etacke. Frederick 13, feengstacke. True..tees. 2400 8. Mk Mean Ave. Chicago, Mil
3. The kno•n 
bondholder,,Sod other security holdersowning 
mortgageSod 
percent or more of totamount of bonds. men . or other
securities Sr.. Non•.4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include. Ineases where the stockholder or SecuritySaid,, appears upon the book, of theeernoany as truste• or In any otherfiduciary relation, the narn• of the Per-son or corporation for whom such true_
to. is acting; also the statements inthe two naregraPhs show the 'Meet a
to i knowledge and bollef as toIf. circumstances and conditlOna Un-
Or which stockholders and secantyhomers who do not appear Upon th•books of the company es trustees, holdStock and securities in a capacity otherthan that of a bona fld• owner
S. The Average number of robin of
each Issue of thin publication sold ordistributed, through els Malls or other-
to Paid subscriber. during the I11101Mbs preceding the data shown abov•
VW 41.581,
L. F. Palmer, Jr.
Ed Itor-Publiehe r,
Sworn In and subscribed before me
thl.  day of 
 1359(Seal)
relines) H. Pester(My commission expires 
Accidents Don't Stand DARK EYES
A Ghost Of A Chance -mift%lehIt's almost time for that skeleton, they suggest checking children's
, costume to come out of the closet, masks to see that eye openings
I and get together with the otheT I are large enough for good vision.
"spooks" 10 r some Halloween But, even the most circum-
merriment. An old-fashioned par-j sped "ghost" can have an tine's.
ty. , with bobbing for apples and
"pin the tail on the witch's cat,"
can be fun for the youngsters. but
It should be late as well.
Safety experts say that burns
are the chief sources of Halloween
danger and they recommend avoid-
ing them by substituting flash- And: if while the spooks at
.lights for candles in Jack O'Lan- your party are occupied, other spi-
terns, using metal or plastic orna- rits rise to the occasion and mark
ments rather than those made of your windows with wax or crayon,
paper, and sturdy fabrics for Cu, don't despair. These markings can
turnes instead of crepe paper or be removed with turpentine follow-
gauze. To guard against falls, ed by a soap and water washing.
pected mishap when romping at a
party, so be prepared to give first-
aid for a burnt thumb or skinned
knee, Have Vaseline Petroleum
Jelly, sterile gauze bandages and
antisetic on hand for treating
minor burns, cuts and bruises
Memphis' Favorite for 9 *sight years
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Coleman, junior, chaplain.
Students making the trip are:
Dorothy Bilbrew, Nesby Blanch-
ard, John Ray Buntyn, Mildred
Coburn. Mary Crockett, Maryl
Falls, John Hooks, Mamie Kilbon,1
Jean Lee, Charles Lewis, Virginia
Owens, Sadie Sawyers, Steve Tay-
lor, Darnell Thomas, Will i& in
Thomas, David Turner, Ben Ward
and Edgar Young.
creation of past historical hair
styles of each era, complete
with authentic costumes. Ilelen
Duncan. known throughout
Memphis as a top model and
designer of clothes will be the
featured model. Donations are
st.3s in advance and $1•30 at
the doer.
iss. Work Camp
hteen LeNloyne college stu- drains for sinks, cut lifewutel,,
to are at Piney Woods school sorted old clothing and hemmed I
Piney Woods, Miss., this weekleuttains for the auditorium stage.
uctmg a four-day work camp.,Similar chores are being done this
bey left Memphis, Tuesda yiweek at Piney Woods.
fling (Oct. 27), on the City of Miss Darnell Thomas, a senior,
vr Orleans and will return tots president of LeMoynea Chris-
Bluff City Saturday night, OcIrtian Fellowship. Other officers
'are: Miss Thelma Townsend, stn-
LeMoyne students attracted ior, vice president; Miss Frances
tional attention iast year when . L. Thomas, senior, secretary-
( y conducted a similar worki treasurer, and Miss Berme Jean
mp among sharecroppers at the
Imo Homes in Lilbourn, Mo.
embers of LeMoyne's Chris-
Fellowship - the work camp
dents are under the direction of;
Rev. Lionel A. Arnold, col':
e pastor and professor of philos-
and religion.
t Delmo Homes last Thanks-
ing, the LeSfoynites repaired
lings, patched roofs, made new-
ISS VIVIAN ANN BARNES
ill be one of the featured
odds in the upcoming Third
nual Hair Stsle and Fash-
.11 Show being presented by
e Tennessee Progressive
eauticians Association NoN.
at the Hippodrome on Beale.
he show mill feature a special
The bloom of the native Alfieri- chopped
can vines — the tomato and the . Combine soup and coconut in
Ilbkin — combine for a special saucepan. Simmer 10 111.1 n u t e s,ween treat — Harvest Soup, . Serve garnished with half a thinAmerican. Start with velvet- lemon slice. Makes 3-4 servings.
smooth Heinz Tomato Soup, add Corn. anodic' coc,riliiit)in . -. e
canned or fresh pumpkin puree, Western hemisphere, by the way,
an-spice, thyme, salt and pepper. is 0 n e of several vegetables
kleat kill bubbling. It's as simple added to tomato soun for t'cr • ,..
' a that. Corn Chowder, This is an espe-
- 
For festive service on this nicht daily colorful soup.
strange sights and sounds, hot. CRUNCH'. CORN coOlVoLe
w out a pumpkin shell and use 1 can (10 3•4 ounces) Heinz Con.
as a holder for a soup bowl. densed Tomato Soup, undiluted
erhaps you'll find a plain heat-1 2 cups milk
sistant glass mixing bowl will 1 cup whole kernel corn
the best. Be sure to select a 'a cup cooked, diced potatoes
mpkin a few inches bigger in 1-4 cup chopped green pepper
meter than the bowl you „.ani 2 tablespoons chopped onion
use so that it will fit down11.4 teaspoon salt
the shell. 11-8 teaspoon pepper
MYST SOUP. AMERICAN I Combine ineredients. Simmer
as (50 3-4 ounces) Heinz Con- 10 minutes. Makes 4-6 servings.
ensed Tomato Soup, diluted Cabbage Patch Soup — children
ith an equal quantity or milk I will love the title — is a filling 
sandIshipnow is the timef rondochowder - type dish. Condensed or 1 cupcup pumpkin
I tomato soup and cream of pea are minced dams and lb La. NAACP Prexy Says I minimum in order that a greaterteaspoon ground allspice cu •latn liquor
combined, then heated with tend- hind Move number of students could receive!Combine ingredients in sauce Politics Be some aid.er-crisp grated cabbage and chop-
! pan; heat to boiling. Makes 2-3 To Ouster Her Group I "As effective am the presentnil pepper I d • servings.ICABBAGE PATCH SOUP NEW YORK — An injunction !scholarship aid and loan plan is.Combine ingredients in sauce! Serve any of these tomato
p Heat just to boiling, stirring' 1,i cups water i ed soups as the introduction to abas- NAACP activity in t H 
due to the record number of a
,meat and salad meal or use it as 
P.
i jonally. Sla'ses J•.. servines., State of Louisiana was politically. Plications, many students are stillin need of help," President White
2 cups coarsely grated cabbage
inspired. Mrs. Doreths A. Com•
FIRST OPEN HOUSE guests
arrive when Knossille's Post
Me of the American legion
dedicated its 022,505 public
lounge addition and its remod•
eled and redecorated plant.
Mayor John Dunca. center,
and County Circuit Judge C.
Howard Bozeman, right, were
first a flIOng Open House guests.
Followed by Commander J.
Harris and Chaplain R. E.
Belafonte Film To
New Daisy Nov. 6
An explosive drama of hate,
fear and the ironies of fate is the
tale told in the new film, -Odds
Against Thmorrow," a United
Artists release, which will open
Friday, Nov. 6 at the New Daisy
Theater. The picture, produced
and directed by Academy Award
nominee (-1 Want To Live") Rub•
ert Wise, stars Harry Belafonte,
Hubert Ryan, Shelly Winters and
co-stars Ed Begley and G I or i a
Grahame. The screenplay was
written by John 0. Killens and
Nelson (lidding who based their
script on the novel by William
McGivern.
With the exception of one im-
portant sequence which was film-
ed in upstate New York, the en-
tire picture was photographed in
the big Metropolis itself taking in
some of the famous and many of
the less famous sites of the great
city.
"Odds Against Tomorrow" is
the story of three desperate men.'
none professional criminals, who
conceive and execute a daring
bank robbery with the utmost
care for detail. Their personal
emotions, however, Interfere with
their careful plan for the crime.
One is a bitter, hating Southerner
(Robert Ryan), one is a night-'
club entertainer in desperate need
of money (Harry Belafonte), and
Iwo year retirement to accept the
:role of the "other woman." Glo-
ria, who won an Academy Award
for -The Bad and the Beautiful,"
'teams up with Robert Ryan for
the first time in eight yt ar s,
when they both starred in "Cross-
fire."
A noted young ballerina, Car-
men de Lavallade makes h e r
'straight acting debut in the film,
!appearing as Harry Belafonte's
. girl friend.
. The score for "Odds Against
'I'clinorrow," composed in t he
!modern jazz idiom use was the
!score for ("I Want To Live") was
written by the noted pianist and
ileader of the Modern Jets Quar-
tet, John Lewis.
Know What You
Are Doing When
Selecting Heat
Selecting a furnace for your
house is as important a purchase
as you will ever make. Thus, you
had better give it a lot of thought.
What you are after is the most
comfortable :end economical heat
for your money,
When shopping around for heat,
rememberthat heat can
really be a bother so make sure
the third, a vengeful ex-cop who that the unit you install will give
plans the "Oncel.n.o.lifetime" You a constant temperature thru• 
.
robbery (Ed Begley), out the house.
Shelly Winters as Ryan's ei I
- - nth, big headaches in heating is
ed for Dec. 6 at New' York's fam-
ous Commodore hotel, Or, Can.
non gave his fellow professionals
some hard statistics.
"Being a professional," Dr. Can
non advised Negro lawyers a n d
doctors, "puts you in the top three
I percent of. Negroes economically
and the top one percent educa-
tionally."
"To put it another way," Dr.
cannon continued, "do you real-
ize that 97 percent of Negroes eco-
nomically and 99 percent educa•
tionally are less able then you to
support the cause of their ad-
vancement?"
The purpose of the FEE dinner
is threefold. It will honor M i t
Marian Anderson. stimulate inter-
est 
i
and participation in e Asso-
ciation's life membership pro-
gram and specifically raise $100,-,
000 toward the Association's na-
tional budget.
EARLE•
7
 
ARK.
by BENNIE RUTH 51cCORIELE
The Zion Chapel ANIE cherch
rendered a program Sunday, Oct
IS, in the Dunbar High school B-
inary. Mrs. Raker and Mien - Ann t
Thomas from West Alemphis,I
Ark., were guests on the program .I
NIrs. Baker was the pianist and,
played an instrumental solo. Miss
Themes sang a solo. The program
was sponsored by Miss J. Fields,
Wednesday night, Oct. 21, began
the third anniversary for Rev. R.
I,. James as a pastor of the First
Baptist church. His wife, Mrs. R.
, L. James has been a faithful help-
er to her husband in his pastoral
work. The anniversary continued
through Sunday, Oct. 25.
On Wednesday night, the guest
churches were St. Luke of Earle,
and Shady Grove of Parkin. Ark.
The sermon wall delivered by the
sissippi River in the early 1800s.
'Magic Or Nut?'' by Edward Ea-
ger will provide much fun for the
reader tor who could resist a
wishing well and wishes coming
true Ti, explore tither countries
through books there is the story
of al•xican life in lieluit Wash-
burne's ' Tomas Goes TrLding."
For ...isler llos and girls there
is "Fa IalUee Modern American
Women Writers," by Jane Mier.
and 'They Stand invincible: Men
friend, has a wonderful opportu- servicing of furnaces and boil-
her fine talent in the moving and 
 a
pivotal role of the one important itself as heating at stem that 0 Miss. Vocationalperson in Ryan's life, Gloria Gra- will not require frequent and ex-
hame emerges from a voluntary pensive servicing,
oily once again to demonstrate 
•ers. Be sure your unit has proved
5.
Anderson, the distinguished
Coen?, show int.-reel in the dis•
play pointed out by hostess,
Barbara Patton. Melillo. stu•
dent, at right. Mrs. W. H•
Mabrev is seated to begin pour.
ing tea,
Say Negroes In
Sot„ Oct. 31, 1959
Library Plans Big Things For
Upcoming Children's Book Week
National Children's Book Week
will he observed this year from
Nov. 1.7, Go Exioring in Books!
is ihe theme, atel with 1 me) new
hooks and tnany thousands oh old-
, r 195P is a good :ear for .
the young book explorers.
To celebrate Book Week the
Vance Avenue lfranch of the Mem-
phis Public Library itsta planned
special programs and displays. It
will be an ideal 'tine for young
readers to explors new realms, and
reed in areas not tried before.
A few of the new Go. inclule
Eether meek's ".1.1“. hill 11131
Grew" a "Beginning to Read book"
that first and second graders will
not want to miss. Another easy-to- ,
read story is "The Boy W h o
Wouldn't Say His Name," by
Elizabeth Vreeken, Third graders
can ploy "Clean Clarence", by,
,tuat imagine
Fe. 't fat a. 'P:rwm()Iirlisch!
star and has lunch on a silver tray.
Professions INTER ME MATE GROUP
Have Easy hie
! The Intermediate group will fine
a ariety of subjects to attract!
them from "The Thing at The
I out of the Bei, and Other Scary
ales." by Matta Leach to I.eon
Jed KessItr's "Art is Every-
's:Eli. yiniN Dr George where " tlaietine Gov) it's latest
book "The Year The River Froze"Cannon, Ne.ACP Fight for Free..
dom Fund Dinner to rkke.„,,,,,. 15 about Memphis and the Mis-
recently suggested that Negro ft ii
Ifessionals don't realize "they hate
, it so good."
In appealing for support of the
lAssociation's third annual $100
per-cotiple dinner, this year sho-t
'Math Sotup is the hate (0 c I
many tempting blends. One we're
ceriatin will be popular is Tome-
Coco Soup — an exotic combine-
ion of tomato soup and shredded
oconot. Latin American in origin,
his ',teaming, crimson blend oes
at a touch of sweetness to de-'
'gla the palate.
' L1
can (i0 3-4 ounces) Heinz Con-
devised Tomato Soup, diluted
with aa equal quantity of water
cup Halted coconut. finely
Baked while
you sleep
flavor
RYAN AND BELAFONTE
square off against each other
In a clash of emotions in the
explosive -Odds Against To-
ntorrow" opening at the New
Daisy Nov. 6.
bre, president of the National As.
saciation for the Advancement of
Colored People in Louisiana,
charged recently.
Ifere to attend the regular
monthly meeting of the NAACP
board of Directors of which she
is a member, Mrs Combre told
reporters at a news conference
that State Senator William M.
Rainach, leader of the White
Citizens Councils in Louisiana and
a candidate for governor, was be-
hind the anti-NAACP injunction is-
sued by a state court at Shreve-.
1 teaspoon salt
1 can (1014 ounces) Heinz Con-
densed Tomato Soup, undiluted
1-8 cup milk
IR teaspoon pepper
Heat water in saucepan to boil-
ing, Add cabbage, onion and salt;
cook over medium heat 5 minutes
or until vegetables are tender.
Meanwhile, blend soups, milk and
pepper. Stir into cabbage; heat.
Makes 5-6 servings.
Tomato soup — the kind that
comes in cans — can also be used
as the base of a jiffy-quick and
taste-tempting clam soup.
TOMATO CLAM sOUP
1 can (103.4 ounces) Heinz Con'
densed Tomato Soup, undiluted
3-4 cup milk
yal3 (10 ounces) minced clam
. -
the Main dish, If you choose to
make the soup the main attrac-
tion, try serving it with hot torn
bread (hot buttered French bread
I with the Chrunchy Corn Chowder)
and a salad.
Here are some suggested com-
binations:
Harvest Soup American, Tuna
and Apple Salad, Corn Muffins;
Toma-Coco Soup, Tossed Salad
with Grapefruit and Avacado,
Corn Sticks;
Crunchy Corn Chowder, Wal-
'dorf Salad, Hot Buttered French
Bread:
Cabbage Patch Soup, Cottagei
Cheese and Grated Carrot Salad,
Corn Sticks;
Tomato Clam Soup, Mixed veg-
etable Salad and Bran bluffing
(YOU KNOW, MISTER,I'M LEAVIN' HOME
'CAUSE r GOT A
SPA NK IN'
YESTERDAYt
port on Oct. 9.
Catnpaigning on an all.out seg-
regation platform, Senator Rain-
ach, the NAACP leader said, "is
t seeking to purge Negroes from
voters' lists throughout the state
you SHOULDN'T
TAKE SUCH
TRIVIAL
MATTERS
TO HEART".
ies and areas in th• siat• and
Mid-South to aid students from
those areas.
Presently letters are being sent
Shelby County area seeking their
help in establishing a tend te aid
students front that area and plans
are now being formulated for sim-
ilar moves in other areas
"We are taking this step be-
cause we realize that the college's
aid program cannot give effective
hip to all of the many, many
young people who need economic
help to all of the many, many
cherished dream of a college ede-
cation. Thus, we tern to the ii its
charitable persons in our state
and area to help us help these
students," President White declar-
ed.
tttttllllhltltlltlllltlbthhltllltllltltllthlhlllhlbtlhhhltltltllblfllt
May Use Lakeview
As Model For Unit
In South Africa
The managelnenf of Lakeview
Carden% has received a request
from the Union of South Africa
for brochures, specifications and
plans on the new housing devil.
opulent which is setting the
pace for luxury homes for Ne•
groes in Meniphis.
The request came througb the
United States State Department.
and was forwarded he the Lake.
view managetnent. From all In-
dications, the South African gov-
ernment is interested In utiliz-
ing I.akeview Gardena as a
model for a similar housing
unit.
Lakeview Gardens was fea-
tured in a housing story in Time
Magazine September 21 and
spokesman for the management
told the Tr' Slate Defender he
thinks this is where South Afri-
can officials learned of the de-
velopment.
ITTA BENA. Miss — Over
$14,000 have been awarded by
Mississippi Vocational college in
student scholarships for the 1951)-
60 school year with a record num•
ben of students receiving and ap-
plying for scholarship aid, Presi-
dent J. H. White announced this
week.
'the scholarships were awarded
to the top high school seniors in
the state and area who show evi-
dence of possessing outstanding!
ability and to a great number ofl
students who must .,,have financial
assistance in order to enter or re•
main in school.
Scholarship awarded were
Award, Academic, Full-Fee a n d
Area Scholarships with a great
number of students also applying
for work-aid and loans under the
Federal Loan Plan,
President White pointed out that
scholarship aid and loan applica-
tions were at an all time high
forcing a number of the scholar-
elaborated and slated that as a
means of stepping tip the aid pro-
gram the college is currently try-
ing to establish funds in many eit-
because he knows he cannot car-
ry these voters in his race for
the governorship.' Moreover, she
charged, the state senator be-
lieves "that his role in instigating
the injunction will enhance h i
candidacy among white voters."
This view, she said, has been re-
peatedly expressed in Louisiana
newspapers.
Robert L. Carter, NAACP gen-
eral counsel, announced that the
Association will seek to have the
injunction dissolved at a hearing
scheduled for Nov. 2 in the dis-
trict court at Shreveport.
FOU'R.E K34(TY LUCKY")TO HAYS! A LOVING
tvid7THER Ai-JO DAC> • •
WHEN I WAS YOUR
AGE, I WAS LEFT
AN ORphIAN
JEtS ELI, STA NTON, ai Mug
young San Francisco model
poses graciously st the pool
of Miami's famed Sir John Re-
sort Hotel to salute two of
Miami's finest men in blue,
Dave Hitcher (left) and Leroy
F. Rogers. Miss Stanton, who
pastor of Shady Grove, the Rev.
W, N. Gray, and his subject was
"What Evil 'lave You Done?" The
program was sponsored by the No,
1 Choir and !Mother Board.
On Thursday, Oct. 22, the guest
churches were New Hope and Pil-
grim Rest. Sermon by the Rev.
A. C. Milton, pastor of Pilgrim
Rest, sponsored by Deacon Board,
Mission Society and Usher Board.
On Friday night, Oct. 23, guest
churches were Mt. Zion and St.
James. Sermon was by the pastor
of St. James, Rev. J. L. Davis.
On Sunday, Oct. 25, the guest
church was the St. Matthews
church from !Memphis. Sermon
Was by the pastor, Rev, H. It
Harper, sponsored b y Sunday
school and Training Union. Each
night was sponsored by the church
auxilianex.
The St. Luke 1M. B. church will
have their annual Men's day pro-
gram Sunday, Nov. 1,
The Crittenden County Council
met in Marion at the Negro ex-
tension office.
The next meeting will be the
first Saturday in November.
117ift Prevneff
A ...we xeskell hi rcia or wow
shosuld nowise he sided met hes*
a-s..h if firef, then hon. • MO&
vestioleci room 442 411.
MAIDS (111i NEEDED AT ONCE
Oua minified ;obi. $30-60 weeklk. be.,
homes, 'Osman.). toss. Meets lolv•sked.
Uolform, room. board free. A..1 Agent?,
MA Melo Si Nempsead
Leos Island, N. Y.
2cx
JACK CUMMINGS
CURT JURGENS
MAY BRITT
—the
BLUE
ANGEL:
THEODORE1MR
9.,eciee •
EDWARD DMYTRYN
tr,e.alft
NIGH. BALENIR
.0.. nisei • MINIMII•00
Who Are Reshaping Our World,"
by Robert Bartlett, Rosemary
Sprague has told an interesting
story of the 18th Century French
ballerina LaCamargo in ''Dance
for A Diamond Star." For those
who want to learn dance steps,
there is Betty White's "Teita-age
Dance Book."
In addition to all these 'good
hooks in which to explore there
IS a story hour at 2 o'clock SOW,
iIa', Nov. 7,
poses for ad agencies ott the
West Coast, is also a book-
keeper for a San Francisco
insurance company. Standing
5--Yeet 7 inches, she Is quite
a figure study herself, mea-
suring an eye popping 36-23-36.
Be Confident!
use
Home•etyle douches can't do'
the job that "Lysol" can—milt
keep you sure of your daintiness
the way you.want to be!
usBut .'"Lysol7jdoeit tlyso17.
kills the very germs that cause,
embarrassing odor!,
Every time you douche with
"Lysol"(you.can be confident!
Try Wand see. "Lysol': blind
disinfectant is mild. Won'auri
you!
For free booklet
on how to douche,
write: "Lysol.",
Bloomfield, New
Jersey, Dept. 0259.
SRAND DISOIFECTANT
LoSsilils4Ohedso
Starts SUNDAY!
4 Big Days 4!
Could a
man have a
better reason
for thrown)t
his life
away?
1-4 cup chopped onion
him say to her, "I Believe ToErnestine Rite, Mrs. Mavis Ghol- apple juice, to pre\ eni browning. The assembly ended by remarks M Soul" A few shakes over Iston, Mrs. Helen Walls, Miss Joan Use sugar in small amounts from our principal Mr. Harry T. 1W. L. Yarned°, Rev, A. L. Mc- Smith, Mrs. Helen Bowen, Mrs. when cooking to bring out flavor, i saw a "SPUD" man in a "CAM-
Rev. W. T. Grafton 
Hattie House, Mack McKenzie, not mask it.
I The Wildcats jouneyed off to ter tip and a "VICEROY" spare-
! Cash.Cargo, Rev. H. C. Nabrit and . EL CAR" with a streamline fil-
Devotional leaders will be Jo- 
Miss Dorothy Campbell, Miss Mil- To keep apples whole, add sugar lEast St. Louis to compete against who-who-who — Oliver Ingram andlie Toliver and Miss Gertrude at beginnning of cooking.
seph hIcGhee, Mrs. Ruby Riles, ILincoln High. After they return, Carlene Person. I asked him"Is
Miss Irma Williams, Rev. Wil- chairman are Miss Mary Ann Ju- flavor of apples that have been 1
Bridgeforth. The chairman and co- Lemon juice may improve the ;they 
will play Father Bertrand.; life doing you a eoed deed?"'
Lam Suggs and Mrs. Agnes Tra- in storage. A small pinch of salt Plenty of excitement so check I "You Better Know It." Time get-ilian and Mrs. Joan Johnson. Iwith them.Cl. GREATER MIDDLE BAPTIST may also improve flavor. , ting short, life getting weary, II
Rev, 0. C. Collins, Rev. R. R. Apples have most flavor if PIN THIS I am headed to my pad in "LuckyWoman's Day at the Greater ;Callahan, Rev. J. W. West, Rev. Will someone inform T. W. that I Strike circle."1 Middle Baptist church brought to cooked in a small covered Ban IE. H- Johnson, Rev. H. C. Na-, or dish. Long cooking and too when we have an assembly that l The Debutante Society is a high-;the membership personable andbrit, Rev. L. A. Thigpen, Rev. F. d namic Miss L E Cam bell as much sugar destroy the pleasing is no place to "slop." Louis "Sail- ly recognized club; it represents ,
IS. inspirational speakers and al-  
 Now for a pleasing pork 'n' ap- girls. "Is It. Real" Williametta '
F 4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Set., Oct. 31, 1959
CHURCH NOTES
A Guide To Good
EATING
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
\ Pork 'n apples go together likelove 'n' marriage. Whether it's
BAPTIST INSTITUTE , center. More than WOO Was Ygia- sausage and apple rings for break-
The Twenty-second Annual-insti- 'ed. fast or a loin roast flanked by cm-
lute of the Memphis Sunday School ANTIOCH BAPTIST • namon apples — pork and apples
and Baptist Training Union Cong• White and Pink roses centered make a delicious pair. 
These two
reit' will be in session Nov. 2-6, at are the main attraction in local
the S. A. Owen Junior College the table 
at a tea given by the
from 7 to 10 p. m. This Institute
provides a medium by which the
local church leaders may study
to become more efficient in per-
forming their duties in the field of
Christian Education.
It is the belief of the directors
of the Institute that the Christain
education program of churches
will develop in proportion to the
efficiency of the leaders. There-
fore, leaders are urged to lake
advantage of the golden oppor-
L-', tunity for improvement afforded 
tuarbrated last Sunday at the sane- apples for salads and snack trays
y•
- through the Institute. Mrs. Josie E. Lang, Mrs. C. 
—you name the occasion and there
Crowder and Mrs. Goldie Fletcher
were the hostesses. Rev. Brady
Johnson is the pastor.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
markets. The USDA tells us that
the prices of both apples and pork
of 1377 N. Bellevue, recently. It ar eseasonally low,
was held at the Mary Wayne This food combination is a three-
way bargain — it's economical,
school. it's easy to cook and it's an ex-
Guest speaker for the occasion cellent protein-vitamin buy.
was Mrs. Maggie Johnson. Mrs. Latest estimates place the 1959
Earnestine Homer, an attractive crop of apples at one hundred and
and ardent worker of the church, eighteen million bushels — so mi-lady can plan apples for the lunch
box, apples for after school eat-
ing on the run, apples for pies,
for baking, for apple dumplings,
ladies of Antioch Baptist church
was crowned queen.
The tea led up to the Annual
Woman's Day observance, cele-
is an apple for it.
There is also, a variety for your I
every need. Here is a list of the'
most popular varieties found on
the Memphis markets and their
uses.
Jonathan — all purpose, sauces,
pies
McIntosh — all purpose, fresh
York — all purpose
Red Delicious — Salads, fresh
Golden delicious — Fresh, bak-
ed, salads
Young People Day will be held
at the Mt. hloriah Baptist church
of Carnes, Sunday, Nov. 1. The prin
cipal speaker will appear on the
3 p. m. program. He is Floyd
Rhodes, jr., of the Golden Leaf
Baptist church. The celestial choir
of Greater White Stone Baptist
REVEREND Fred Shuttles-
worth, dynamic young integra-
tion leader of Birmingham,
Ala., discusses the pleasant
atmosphere that prevails at
Sir John Hotel with Gordon
Powell Talks
About South
In Esquire
NEW YORK — "The greatest
hope for changing the status quo
in race relations lies in the
South." This statement, made by
Adam Clayton Powell, jr., appears
in the current issue of Esquire
magazine which was released last
week.
Powell, now serving his eighth
consecutive term in Congress con-
tinues in the magazine, "M o r e
and more I'm coming to realize;
that the Northern liberal is in-
creasingly hypocritical and the
Southern liberal is increasingly
honest.
"Negroes know this; Negroes ,
accept this. I have great hopes1
for something daring to happen
in the South. The day a white
stands up in the South who has
enough stature and talks the truth
you'll see a new day.
"The future of the nation rests
on how the Negro and the white
in the South move out of their or-
bit and thrust ahead to a new pin-
nacle. I believe the future of
America resides in the South, in
the daring relationship of the
whites and Negroes."
a group o' young ladies respected
church will furnish the music. Winesap — baked, fresh The school year of 1959-'60 is "PHILLIP MORRIS CAFE" and to the highest who serve as host-
During the morning worship When buying apples for pies al- no longer 'an infant and as it the people were really talking esses to Hamilton. They have of- the unexpected. Many times 
crisis extent that we as leaders, teach-
era, mothers, and fathers will we
hour, the pastor, Rev. R. W. Nors- low six to eight apples or two grows. we here at Hamilton con
-I about MaxineH II' • ho ingvirort a n d 
ficially selected it's new members Present themselves in various be in a position to help thote who
worthy, will deliver a special pounds per pie. One pound of ap- tinue to strive for the total im-' preceeding its initiation week, end- forms. Men find themselves in- are coming behind us. .'
Cal 0., field sec'y of CORE.
Reverend Shuttlesworth ad•
dressed a mass meeting dur-
ing the CORE sponsored three
week workshop.
Hamilton High
pies will make one and one-half provement of our students. An mos es apploac e,,
cups of apple sauce, while one assembly program was held Oct.: she said to me "LET THEM
bushel gives 16 to 20 quarts of ap- 20, in honor of our queen, Miss! TALK." Too much noise so I mov-
ple sauce. Carlar Thomas. Ceremonies were ed on down to "SALEM HOTEL"
Here are some snore tips that carried out by William Terrell and laid down in an "OLD GOLD'
Baptist church will sing the hymn. you will find helpful when using and Wash Allen. bed to rest. I was really living
The committee members w h o apples: The 
footballthe "LIFE."
 team carried out an
have worked fervently to make Wash always before using. important part in the assembly; Later I jumped in my car and
the day a successful one are Ray- Peel just before serving or cook- afterwards a pep rally was given pushed on down to "L & M"
mond Neal. John Johnson, Mrs. ing, for our team in the assembly: DRIVE IN" and who did I see inaf-
Juanita Nesbit, Emery Clark, J. W. lf they must stand before using, terwards a pep rally was given that flip top car? Malfred Bolden
Westbrook, Miss Essie Irby, Mrs. sprinkle with lemon, orange, pine- of our team and student body. and Bettye Ewing and I heard
y . . PLofton and Dr. S. A. Owen are apple flavor. or Boy" Woods has retired from j — uest speaker,last Sunday.Miss
ternates for the Institute. Campbell spoke at 330 p. m. Ap- Parker and Bernard Robinsonitple combination try our recipe
Charles H. Ryans is president peering on the program also were
-Pork Chop Skillet." What is happening between Law-
of the Institute. Other officers are rence Fant and Shirlene Body?
Rev. A. hicEwen Williams, dean, Rita Kilgore, there is a certain
Rev. H. C. Nabrit, assistant dean young, man at Hamilton that goes
and Mrs. Helen Matthews, assist- for you, "Tuberculosis And The
ant dean. Simues Blues" — Herbert Stout
THE GREEN TEA and Barbara Woodard. "Never
Among the festive fall tea tables servation. 1 2 tablespoons sugar Know How Much I Miss You" —
at the Ellis auditorium. a Sunday Mrs. Jimmie Ida Bradley wasI 1 teaspoon cinnamon Doris Thompson and John Sand-
ago, were ones from five of the the general chairman. Assisting Have loin chops cut 3-4 inch era,
churches of the city. They were her was Mrs. Frances Hooks. thick: Season with salt and pep-I There is a lot of gun play goino
the Metropolitan Baptist church, The church is presently ranking per, brown slowly Us own fat onion around the campus so watch
Mt. Olive Cathedral, Second Con- plans for its forth-coming five both sides. Add water, cover and, out Maxine Hollingworth .M. B.
simmer 30 minutes. Remove chops his putting on her guns. T.I1gregational church, East Trigg . 9 Isnight revival. It commences Sun-
Avenue church and the Mt. hlo- day, Nov 15. Rev. B. L. Hooks,' from skillet. Add two cans un-', dedicated to Shirlene Body re-
nab Baptist church on Carnes.
Hostesses for the Metropolitan
Baptist church were Mrs. Laura
Roberson, Mrs. Flora Cochran,
Mrs. W. Lockard, Mrs. Bessie Cla
brook, Mrs. Fannie Royal and tin Luther King, vvill give
Mrs. C. Ramsey. Miss Annie Hick. chat at the First Baptist Lauder.
ens was the chairman.
Miss Edna Earl Fisher of Spring-
dale Baptist church and Mrs. Mary
Bradshaw of Eastern Star Baptist
church. Mrs. Alma Bowen of New
Tyler AhlE church was mistress
of ceremonies.
A musical culminated the ob-
The Mt. Olive hostesses were
Miss Martha Lee Jones, Miss Ethel
Vann, and Miss Sarah Vann. Mrs.
Erma Jones was chairman.
Mrs. Marian Gibson, Mrs. Edith
Hubbard, Mrs. A. A. Latting. Mrs.
Stotts were the hostesses for the
Second Congregational church.
Hostesses for the East Trigg Ave-
nue church were Miss Antonia
Moore, Miss Sylvia Banks, Mrs.
Margaret Naylor and Mrs. Ruby
Bankhead.
Mt. Moriah hostesses were
Mrs. Maedelle Smith. chairman,
Mrs. Helen Bowen, Mrs. Dorothy
Chism, Mrs. Nellie Smith and Mrs.
the pastor, will conduct it. \kdrained corn: season ith salt and quested by Lawrence Fant. — "I
LAUDERDALE
pepper. Arrange chops on top Know I Did You Wrong,"FIRST BAPTIST
of corn; place one slice of apppic Barbara Kinnard, did you get
dale church. Mrs. King has ap-
peared in the United States as well
as abroad.
A donation of $1.00 is asked.
The general chairman is Miss
Amy Bailey. Rev. H. C. Nabrit is
the minister.
The sisterhood of the church is
sponsoring the recital.
CME MINISTERS' WIVES
The CME Ministers' Wives club
has been very active since sum-
mer vacation. One of its most en-
joyable affairs was a coffee hour
for the out-of-town ministers' wives
who attended the recent conven-
tion at the Mt. Pisgah (ME church.
Mrs. J. C. Martin is the prem.-
Armfield. dent and Mrs. E. L. Strong is
The Green Tea benefitted the the vice-president. The reporter
Jesse Maham Center, a day care is Mrs. W. H. Taylor.
Friday. Oct. 30, at 8 p. In.. Mrs i on each chop, combine sugar, cm - 1 your phone numbers correct? OnCoretta Scott King. wife of Mar- namon and sprinkle on apple.one ''KOOL" summer night al
slices. Cover and cook on medium "NEW PORT" in the SPRING" I
low heat 10 minutes, or until apple; was strolling through 'CHESTER.
slices become tender. 'FIELD LANE," and but who did
"A Guide to Good Eating" is a I see? Hazel Brown and Arron
service provided to readers of the James. She was singing ''l Could
Tri-State Defender through the co- Love You" to him. Oh what a
operation of the Memphis Dairy scene so I decided to go to Mr.Council. Mrs. Williams is a teach- 1
er of Home Economics at Manas-
sas High sch000l.
GO BY BUS„„„1„„„„„„.
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO
51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111iMili
IS "IRON-HUNGRY BLOOD'
•
MAKING YOU
ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?
Aro You So Run-Down You Can't Gins Your Husband and Family
Real Companionship? Then Discover The Wonderful
{load-Strengthening Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Weimen1
Row tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
so tired, so weak and run-down blood...to restore strength and
she can't be a real companion! energy so you feel ftne again fast I
Luckily, it's often due to "Iron- P1Mtharn's unique formula can
Hungry Blood" (*simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
thetency anemia) . Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot Flashes" of
such awful weariness. change-of-life! No wonder so
Now, a wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkham's
can help relieve this condition... Tablets all through their lives!
thus renew your vitality! It's If "Iron-Hungry Blood" hag
Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablets, only left you weak and run-down —
Iron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get Pink-
women! Rich in iron, PInkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Tablets start to strengthen Then see If you don't soon teal
"Iron-Hungry Blood" in one day! "all" woman again!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' teata prove famous Lydia I.
Pinkoam a Vegetable Compound Mould) also brings quick natal
from dmcomforta of monthly pain and Cluangaiofilltat
Words of the Wise
The liar's punishment is
not in the least that he is
not believed, but that ne
cannot believe anyone else,
—(George Bernard Shaw)
CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity
After 35, irregularity often be-
comes a problem. What you need is
something that aids nature and helps
establish regularity Such an aid to
regularity is the daily use of SFILTIAN.
Here's medical ei,idence: A group of
men and women took 3F5UTAN daily
under medical supervision. In case
after case SERUTAN, taken daily,
helped ritabh3h regularity. So, for
real relief from constipation after
35, try SERUTAN, powder or granular.
S
-Read if Backwards"
ERUTA
XiDebunicer
BY JOHN HARVEY FUMY PH D
INJURIES ARE NOT THE
CHIEF HAZARDS OF
FOOTBALL
I Although parents usually do
Most of their worrying during the
football season because they fear ,
bodily injuries to their sons. the
truth is that broken bones are not
the major hazards. Doctors say
that the greatest danger to foot-
ball players lies in injuries to the
heart and lungs. due to the vio-
lent form of the game. It is
recommended that every player
be given a thorough physical ex-
amination frequently, and that the
playing season be approached by
building-up exercises.
Bawls listen vacuum Sags, Hews
sad Ports and Parts
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS
Open
Nites
Free
Parking
4 pork chops
Salt, pepper
1-4 cup eater
2 12 on. cans Mexican style
whole kernel corn
4 unPeeled, thick apple slices
Serving
You
Since '32
Radii awl TV 'Naos Checked Pens
760 Union Ave.-1A 7-2631 -2268 Park Ave -FA 3-8507
— 
Instructors of the Institute in-
-= elude some of the city's most out-
standing religious leaders. They
are Rev. L. A. Thigpen, Rev. S.
H. Herring, Rev, R. W. Norsworthy
Rev. S. A. Owen, Rev. Roy Love,
Rev. W. M. Fields, jr., Rev. W C
Holmes, Mrs Alta Lemon, Dr R.
Q. Venson, Miss Cornelia Sanders,
Mrs. M. E. Fisher, Mrs. Julia Pul-
ham Mrs. Sam Ella Bowden, Mrs.
— A. MeEwen Williams, Mrs. C. R.
— Johnson, Mrs. Myrtle Crawford,
'7 Mrs. Daisy Blackburn, Rev. 0. C.
Crivens, Mrs. Mildred Hodges,
Mrs. Nancy Givands, Mrs. B. J.
Baskin, Revs E. W. Williamson,
Miss Dorothy Ewell, Mrs. B. D. message. It will be 
centered
Robinson, Mrs. Mary L. Robinson, around the scripture theme for
Mrs. Debora Thompson, Rev. B. the day, "Remember Now The
L. Hooks, Rev, E Waller, Mrs. Creator in the Days of thy Youth.". 
Clara P. Tate, Charles Terrell, Abraham Campbell of Columbus
Clifton Satterfield, R. A. Wash-
ington, Rev. A. Terrell, Jessie
Bishop, Robert Brown, Mrs. Geor-
gia Atkins, Mrs. Jennie Young,
Rev, A. MeEwen Williams, Prof.
L. V. Johnson.
, The minister's aeminar will be
conducted by Rev., F. Lofton, Rev.
ing Oct. 23. New members are as
follows: Claudette Greene, Nettye
Bradley. Delores Flynn, Charlotte
Hines, Helene West, Nettye Rupeot
Bettye Bowen, Brenda Jeffries,
Georgia Carroll, Jacquelyn Nes-
bit and Ella Ingram.
TOP SENIOR BOYS
Robert Flynn, William Terrell,
Lawrence Fant, Claibioe Burros,
Malfred Bolden, Wash Allen, Oli-
ver Ingrom and Decoy Wedester.
TOP SENIOR GIRLS
Maxine Hollingworte Bettye
Ewing, Bobbye Bands, Calar Thom-
as, Eddie Smith. Alice Morgan,
Shirlene Body, Wilhametta Park-
er
TOP COUPLES
Helen West and Lawrence Fant,
Clabm t Burrus ytid Yvonne Par-
ham, Oliver Ingram and Carlene
ei son, Wash Allen Ind Elven
2rawford, Sampson Brisco and
Barbar Robinson
Life today is a matter of crisis.
The oddity of living today finds,
us living constantly from one criti-
cal moment to another. We are
never free front one moment to
another. Those who are not invol-
ved in an economic criss find
themselves involved in [floral cris- i
is. Those who are not involved in
social crisis are constantly in the
midst of spiritual crisis. These
crisis like most of the other things
that happen to us are not without
their virtues.
Crisis historically have in most
cases brought out the best in men.
Many men in their most critical
hours have been able to rise up as
they never would have ordinarily.
Many times when men find them-
selves 'backed up agains the wall'
they are able to rise up as they
never would have. Many times in
the ordeal we see people rise up
as they never would have. Some-
where down the bitter road of ad-
versity men are able to reach out
and get something no one thought
they had.
History reveals that many men
have in the midst of a critical mo-
ment been able to rise up and do
voiced in critical moments when
haunted by temptations, t rials,
crosses and the like. It is in many
instances in such hours when men
rise to their noblest heights.
The Prodigal Son, like many of
us, could have blamed everyone
for his shortcomings. He chose
rather to go hack to his father
and say, "Father, I have sin-
ned!" How beautiful it was that
he had matured to theh
for all that had happened to him.
In the midst of many of our de-
feats we lack the moral integrity
to accept full responsibility for our
own shortcomings. How pitiful it
is that many of us never measure
up to fullest expectations by
choosing rather to take shortcuts.
Men grow in stature only in pro-
portion that they are able to rise
up to all the crisis confronting
them. It is easy enough for men
to become cry babies. In fact there
are too many cry babies among
us today. The fact that time aft
we come in contact with people
who are on the verge of giving
up or commiting suicide and the
like to escape what life holds in
store for them is very evident that
they have failed to grow up.
Today we need men who have
so come to grips with life itself
that they are willing to be a light
for someone else. In the midst
of all the weaknesses among us to-
day the world needs men who
have been able to soar above ad-
versities themselves and are now
in a position to help someone else.
The wear and tear of today's liv-
ing demand that we be in a po-
sition to not only keep ourselves
level but assist in keeping some-
one else level.
One thing stands out in front of
everything today — if we "el,
going to be the kind of people
should be we must fortify o
selves. There is no place t
for the unfortified man or wo
Each of us is so crisis bo d
that survival is depending defieeite-
ly on our personal fortification.
Nothing else will do. Only to the
Teachers Set
Reading Clinic
George H. Barnes, siaperintend-
ent of Shelby county schools, has
invited a reading consultant, Miss
Anne E. Price, to conduct a clinic
for Negro teachers at a workshop
at Shelby county training school
October 29 and 30 from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m., each day.
Theme of the workshop will he
"Reading — The Key To Led'
ing." Mrs. Elizabeth N. Town%
is Jeanes Supervisor of the cou‘
ty.
Miss Price is one of 10 general
consultants for the St. Louis
schools. She was a guest lecturer
at the 16th annual reading con-
ference at the University of Chi-
cago.
REDEEM YOUR COUPONS
WORTH 600 FREE QUALITY STAMPS
Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR.
THIS week bring us Coupon No. 4 - Good for 100 Free Stamps-
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps
Yes Madame,
What do you say, if we start
getting daddy in the mood for
the happy holidays ahead? It
is said that the best way to a
man's heart is through food. I
would like to add that it is the
hest way to his pocketbook, too.
Try tapering a good supper with
a real he-man dessert then after
he tells you its the best dinner
he's ever had . . .how can he
refuse you anything? Jack Sprat
loves to help you please dad
and the small-fry'. What could
make you happier?
Mb.
As a bait and reminder of the
holidays ahead make a mince
meat pie using corned or the
kind you buy by the pound, add
one diced apple, two table-
spoons butter; place in unbaked
pie pastry crust with strips
cross top luscious slices of
cheese while hot—yummy good
it is!
Maybe you would rather use
a pumpkin filling . . . to a pie,
use 1 cup cooked pumpkin, 1
cup apple sauce sweetened to
taste and seasoned with fx tsp.
nutmeg, fa tsp. alspice, la tsp.
LISTENERS TO THE RIg Star radio talent show were given a
splendid treat as these talented boys and girls appeared before the
microphone of 50,000 watt WDIA. The Big Star talent program is
presented each Saturday morning at 11:30 a.m, with genial A. C.
Williams as the friendly master of ceremonies who helps each per-
former to do his or her level best. The group above includes, left
cinnamon. Dot pie generously
with butter. It's spicy and good.
More holiday desserts made
with Jack Sprat enriched- wheat
flour next time.
Bye For Now,
Jana Porter
JANA PORTER
to right first rovv: Ruthie Jefferson, Joyce Great% Vendell Jackso
Barbara Stevenson, and Ruth Davis Second row — Charles Can
non, Paysla Green, Bobbie Jackson and Delores Brown. Standing
in front is Bonnie Lee. If you would like to appear on a future Big
Star show over WDIA, just contact the station and an audition
try-out will he arranged for you.
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STOPPING OVER in Memphis are these Memphians who have leans. Left to right are Quarter- Lester Lee and Guard Johnny
enroute to Jackson, Tenn., for a brought glory to the Xavier uni• back Grant Ward. Center Floyd Williams, (Staff photo by Hardin)
gridiron battle with Lane college versity football team of New Or- Banks, Guard Lero) Holmes, End
PALL ROBINSON, right, son of ington high school graduate, has A&I university. Robinson is shown seph Mack of Knoxville. namedMr. and Mrs. Alfred Johnson of been elected vice President of the with two classmates, Barbara the class representative to t h eMemphis, and a Booker T. Wash- freshman class at Tennessee State Lindsey of Chattanooga who was student council. (Photo by (lan-
elected class president, and Jo- ton, Ill)
PUMPKIN PICKING is in the
min& of RetAy and George
Stchlbalti, daughter and con
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Archi
bald, Int Mason street, as Hal-
loween closes in on Memphis.
Betty is a student at Booker
T. Washington High school.
George attends LaRose (Staff
photo by Billy Duncan)
MISS MILDRED WINFREY,
who owns a string of "queen"
titles — including 'aft Blues
Bowl Queen. '55 Jueen of Klon•
dyke Civic Club, Countess of
of the Count's Club and Miss
MISSISSIPPI — BOULEVARD
Seventh Day Adventist church
Tropicanna — practices her
camera lechnique before head-
ing for Washington, D. C. The
lovely Hiss will enter How-
ard unisersity in January.
(Staff photo by Billy Duncan)
MEMPHIS
Photo fr Topics
H DUNCAN
LUNCH OVER, students a t
Owen college get back to their
books. Left to right are Sam
school is visited by the TH.
State Defender lensmen. Miss
Lary, A. D. Adams, president
of the student council: Miss
Lillian Ruffin, Miss Freddie
Maxine Norman of 1052 Shaw.
rear, is the instructor. The
school is located at 1051 Mit.
SHOPPING FOR MASKS —
Odell Dailey, left. and Jackie
Woods are serious as they
go about the serious tasks of
choosing false faces for up
coming Halloween fun. Boys
Mae Street and Miss /Abell
Massey. All are from Mem•
phis. (Staff photo by Hardin)
hIsd. Staff photo by
Hardin.
stopped in Pillow Street Sun-
dry, 1371 Pillow, to make
their selections. Store is °Pet-
aled h) Mrs. Corona Grant.
ham. (Staff photo by Billy
WOO
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MISS F1SK—Meet .laneice Cochran of Dayton, Ohio,
who reigned as -Miss Fisk" during the Nashville uni-
tersity festive homecoming ceremonies. A feature of
the homecoming day was the 2nd annual high school
..111111.....,1111111111., 
hand contest. "Miss Fisk" is flanked by her attendants,
Mary Jo Parker (left) of Portsmouth, Ohio, and Carole
Jenkins of Columbia, S. C.
U S. Allergy Population
Is Twice Size Of New York
neat:int a C.11. ll'e the size of
New York. where all the inhab-
itants have shortness of breath
. . . wheeze and choke . . . suffer
bothersome rashes.
That's the magnitude of Amer-
ica's allergy problem!
Among chronic ailments it ranks
third in frequency: first among
children. Half of those afflicted
first suffered in childhood.
The tickling in their throats .. .
their watery eyes . . . constant
sneezing and wheezing bring mis-
ery. They suffer from poor appe-
tite . . . little sleep. Their school
THIS YOUNG ALLERGY victim work is sub-par. Often, their
stifles a sneeze, He is one of the troubles begin in infancy.
many children hit by. chat has
been ranked as one of America's
most chronic ailments.
See Drop In
Air Travel
Fares Ahead
BY ARNOLD DIBBLE
TOKY0—(UP11—Air travel fares
probably will go down consider-
ably in the Spring of 1960, or even
sooner.
This prospect became clear as
the annual International Air Trans-
port Association IATA prepared
to Close its annual meeting last
week.
Ever since the coming of the
mass-passeneer jet age, many of
the major airlines have pressed
for lower fares because the big
jets are more economical to op-
erate, passenger for passenger.
'REBATE' SYSTEM
But the real impetus at the mo-
ment, this correspondent learned in
talks with delegates to the IATA
conference is in a rebate system
which already has been launched
by some airlines,
cording to these sources, is flour-
ishing widely on many internation-
al routes.
REAI.ISTIC RATE
For this reason. man European
airlines, especially Over-
seas Airways corporailen. are
pressing for a more reali,'Ic rate
structure, one that would Isake it
virtually impossible for the "re-
bate" system to he used. lines which would not hare jets tics and Space Agency. should as-
7s leader la Aim for bolding for some tints to come. sume primary responsibility for
This - sensitization" study in-
volves real detective work, ex-
haustive patience and skill.
Whether or not such tests help—
and they usually do — every house-
hold can provide relief for a young
allergic. Room or home filters are
probably the best way, but you
should buy selectively.
CHECK ON CHILD'S HEALTH
Only those which attract pollen
and dust particles with a high
charge static electrical current
are really efficient. A compact,
portable unit such as Puritron will
rid a child's room of noxious pol-
lens and dust, allowing him sound-
sleep and comfortable surround-
ings, no matter how severe his
allergy.
Parents can also help by wateh-
ing children's general health. In-
fected teeth . or diet may be a
:actor: exercise often helps; but
sometimes rest is needed.
These measures won't cure an
allergy, but they contribute to bet-
ter resistance.
If your child suffers even the
slightest irritation — whether he
sneezes, has a running nose. itch-
OVELORN
3y1f E
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Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a wid-
ow in my middle 30's seeking a
nice man — one who wants a good
wife. My complexion is light
brownskin; 'weigh 115 lbs ; a
good church worker: reading and
writing are my hobbies. Very
easy to get along with. Only those
sincere will be considered. Will
send photo in letter. Mrs. Lillie.
Daniels, 733 S. Scott St., South
Bend, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chaste: I personal-
ly know you have helped many
lonely people. I am 32, single, 5
feet, 91/2 inches tall, light com-
plexion, 162 lbs., brown eyes with
curly black hair. I am seeking
companionship. I enjoy bowling,
swimming, movies and all types
of clean fun. I know there are
many lonely people such as I who
long to hear frora someone. You
helped a. cousin of mine and he is
now happily married. I ant a for-
mer service man. Joseph W. Cox,
jr., 3510 N. 33rd St., Omaha, Neb.
• e •
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a man
30 years of age, 6 feet, 1 inch
tall, brownskin, 185 lbs. I am a
nice dresser and like all sports.
Love to travel. I would like to cor-
respond with young ladies be-
tween 18 and 30 with a good sense
of humor. Will answer all letters
please send photo in first letter—
will do likewise. Larry Hill, 696
Clairmont, Detroit, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: You have
helped others, please help me. I
am a widow seeking a companion
between 50 and 55 — one who
believes in the golden rule. He
must be sincere and understand-
ing. Please do not waste my
time if you are not looking for a
good companion. Mrs. Beatrice
young man 25 years old. I have
been in Chicago about a year and
hate not met a nice young lady.
I am 5 feet, 101/2 inches tall,
weigh 165 lbs., black hair a n d
',lack eyes. light beown complex-
ion and said to be nice looking.
work at the post office and go
te TV school at night Would like
to meet a you= laly between
2e and 25, weiring between 125
and' Iter lbs. around ('el, 5 inch-
es tall. Woula prefer someone liv-
ing in Chicago. Wil• answer all
letters and send photo. Dennis
Dawson, 8641 S. Wabash, Chicago,
19 III.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
? young lady, 29 years old, intel-
ligent, re Ii gious and industri-
ous. I would like to correspond
with young men between 30 and
35 with a good Christian back-
ground. Sarah Roberson, 1627 Al 
byst., Alton, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante:
interested in hearing from a man
who is kind and sincere— one
who wants a good wife. I am
37, 5 feet, 7 inches tall — dark
complexioned. Will answer all let
ters and exchange photos. If not
sincere, please don't write. E.
Josephs, 12 Phillip rd.. Kingston
11, Jamaica,
Praises
Center Of
ontreal
By ALEX DIXON
I am
Brown, 1139 — 29th at., Newport, MONTREAL, Canada — The
News, Va. large gray stone building of the
• • • Negro Community Center resound-
Dear Mine. Chante: Please help ed pleasantly to the patter of hun-
me find a Christian man. 1 am a dreds of children's feet, as they
missionary, 39, 130 lbs., br own con" and go, taking part in the
complexion. I have been married regular acivities conducted by the
Center each day of the week.and hate children. Am a good
cook neat dresser, fair education. The Center is housed in a huge
Have heard that you've helped rambling building which resem-
others find new friends. Mrs. F. b
afon
re
E Herring, P. 0. 251, Clayton, 
fort ss.
enters im
similarityen t edss
whe  ,
Ala, and steps into the foyer which
• • • leads to the neat offices on the
Dear Male. Chante: I would be main floor of the four-story build-
very happy if you would publish "IC
my name in your pen pal column. The staff of this institution con-
I am 35, 5 feet, 41/2 inches tall, sista of trained and highly comp.-
152 lbs., complexion, light brown, tent social workers and is open to
I am employed by the govern- all children and adults, regardless
ment. Very much interested in of creed or color.
American Pen Pals — male or fe-
male, Hubert Porter, 91/2 Lynd- 
Ob.,ect of the center is to pro-
Rd., Cross Roads. P. 0., 
vide facilities and leadership, ed-
ucational and social opportunities
Klngston, Jamaica, BWI, for the co it d 
ing throat or eyes . . . or if his
bronchial tissues are the target
point with resultant coughing,
wheezing and shortness of breath—
remember that he probably won't
outgrow the malady.
EARLY TREATMENT
The old wives' tale which says
he will is not only fallacious —
it's dangerous. Childhood allergies
are not rare: incidence is estimat-
ed at 14 percent. And 84 percent
of such cases are rated MAJOR
allergic conditions. The sooner a
suffering youth is examined by a
specialist — the better!
Outlook for the next generation?
A lot better than ours now. Medi-
cal associations throughout t h e
country are constantly adding to
our knowledge. Research is de-
veloping better serums . . . more
accurate diagnostic tests . . . to
approach the level of the strides
in the field of air purification.
Until a complete cure is discov-
ered, early treatment is the best
approach. It could make the dif-
ference between a happy and an
unhappy adulthood.
Present-day trends which substi-
tute formulas for breast-feeding
are said to be a major cause of
infantile eczema. This skin irrita-
tion — 23 to 85 per cent of the
time — later develops into res-
piratory allergies including asth-
ma.
RELIEF FOR SOME
But chances for accurate diag-
nosis — and relief — are greater
for youngsters than adults; symp-
toms are recognized inure easily
in youth: treatment van [(gestalt
tissue changes that render them
beyond cure.
The cure, in any case, is a crim-
ples matter. A thorough medical
study is usuallj needed — of a
young patient's home . diet
. . . recreation . . even the air
he breathes: every phase of bin
environment must be inobed to de-
termine the cause of his allergy.
Future Of Rocket
Experts Is Cloudy
WASHINGTON - U1'1, - The n
fares is said to be Japan Airlines. current furore over the fu
ture of I
There are some reports that JAL Army 
rocket expert Werhner Von u
iu'elsBraun and his fellow scientists t
that fares actually should g° :narked another chapter in a long a
up. But JAL is not likely to find line of intra-government rivalries
much backing for its views, over this nation's misaile and space
Thus, it is virtually certain that programs.
passengers will be able to go far- The heart of the problem: what
(her and faster for less money is the best role for each govern-
(mat year. menl agency to play in 
the l' S
'AT! with one of its gravest crises
effort to keep pace with the Soviet
I
ln its E3 years of existence. No one 
s'inleio i nsn a nd the he developmentesnloeafion  
of 
outerm min-
is
the leavel association will space?
creak up over the issue, but the Von Braun and his fellow Ger-
o-ganization is likely to undergo man-born scientists at the Army
considerable stress before every- Ballistic Missile A
gency at Hunts-
hing has been worked out. vine, Ala., stole a march on 
their
Most of the carriers are in favor Navy rivals by successfully la
unch-
•,1 lower fares. Pan American ing the first U S earth satellite on
:igreed only reluctantly last year Jan. 31. 195R.
to surcharges on jet fare tickets Cong:ress later decided that civil
to protect some of the national air- ian agency. the National Aeronam
on-military space research. In
inc with this object, a move was
ndertaken a year ago to transfer
he lluntsville team to the new
gency.
-
mmun y an encourage
a better spirit and understanding office or authorized light bulb From then on b
urned-out bulbs be -
Dear NIme Chante: I am a beween the races, agency of the utility. Currently come "legal tender" for new 
ones
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Time To Brighten
Indoor Lighting
INIth daylight saving soon to be there are 143 exchange loc
ations
discontinued until next spring, it's in Chicago and 313 in communities
served by Public Service Company.
904(.1tE....t'AA
TIRED OF 14101046
54 %'
OKAY— LET'S
Pl. ROI CIGV.4-1.10
P‘C•K
kELP YOU1
140.0e DO YOU
PLAy laalit 7
lime once again to brighten indoor
lighting for the long night ahead.
For local householders this usually
means a visit to a nearby light
bulb exchange of Commonwealth
Edison Company.
Toe popular socket filling serv-
ice continually supplies homeown-
ers with bright new replacements
for burned-out bulbs. In existence
for almost 70 years, the Edison
light bulb exchange plan is the
oldest and largest operated by any
utility.
It is offered to residential cus-
tomers as a built-in bargain of
their electric service rate. The
charge for unlimited bulb renew-
als in homes or apartments is
15 100 of a cent per kilowatt-hour
on the first 100 kilowatt-hours of
electricity used each month. The
maximum monthly charge to
homeowners is 15e.
NEW BUMS
Customers may obtain new bulbs
for burned-out ones at any service
Exchangeable bulbs are identi-
fied by the utility's -Little Bill"
tmiemark, or the words, "Renew-
able Service." Sizes and styles of
incandescent bulbs are provided
for all general home' lighting
needs.
Popular types, including new
"snowy white" bulbs and mogul
base 3-way lights for floor lamps.
are exchangeable at no extra
charge. Some decorative and spe-
cial purpose bulbs also are avail-
able for small additional charges
In most cases the exchange prie.
is substantially less than the bulh's
regular retail value.
A customer applying for electrir
service for the first time or at a
now location is given an authoriza-
tion for an initial supply of light
bulbs. The original issue includes
a bulb for each lighting socket in
the home or apartment, plus a
reasonable amount of spares.
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Dixiecrats Against
The rareified air of North Carolina's
famous resort at Ashville did not evoke
comparable lofty sentiments among the
Southern Governors who gathered there
recently for their annual conference. The
colorful landscape instead provided a back-
drop for rededication to narrow sectional
viewpoint.
The Southern leaders used the Gover-
nors' Conference as a convenient forum for
airing their dissent and for putting the
Democratic Party on notice that they have
sharpened their tomahawks to whack down
,any liberal that the national convention may
try to nominate for President
The sharpest warning came from Gov.
Eimest T. Hollings of South Carolina who
preldicted that at least seven states will bolt
if the Democrats nominate Senator Hubert
H. Ilumphrey of Minnesota, Gov. G. Mennen
Williams of Michigan, or some one else of
that same political stripe.
Hpllings named Alabama, Georgia, North
Carolipa, Virginia, Tennessee, Mississippi,
and Arkansas as the states whose delegates
would stalk out of the National Democratic
Convention and bolt the Party in the event
a liberal candidate is nominated.
Some of the Governors, like Leroy Col-
lins of Florida, and Luther H. Hodges of
North Carolina, while not wholly in dis-
agreement with Hollings' blueprint, were
somewhat apprehensive over the prospect
of being forced out of the Democratic Party
as a result of the Convention choice of a
Presidential candidate.
"The South," Hodges declared, "would
be foolish beyond comprehension to jump
out of the Democratic Party with the con-
trol it has in Congress."
On the other hand the Northern wing of
the Democratic Party would welcome such
a departure. The South has long been held
as an impediment to the liberal movement
in the Democratic Party. And it is a pretty
About PoopJo, Pleas
Aott Problem's
ly FRANK L STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The World next to the immortal Babe Ruth's
Series is over and many hearts
are broken — that is, the dyed in-
the-wool White Sox supporters. On
the other hand, millions of loyal-
ists and Dodger believers are still
celebrating. It is not an empty
victory. It is well-earned and
could not have come to a better
bunch of professional baseball
players.
Even though I was born in Chi-
cago and have long supported the
Whist Sux all through the days
15. Almost everybody got into the
sixth game slaughter with Moon
and Essegian stretching the Dodg-
er home run total to seven.
Another very helpful factor was
Dodger pitching. Manager Alston
made expert choice of his staff,
especially when he called upon the
invincible Larry Sherry to relieve
in tour games. The result? He
pitched 12is.innings with only oneLrberal Candidates of Yankee domination of t h e run scored against him. Sinci RifAmerican League, I am rejoicing starting pitcher finished a n y,well established assumption that the Party too, over my favorite major
can well afford to divorce itself from the league team's success, game, in this series. reliefers were
most important. Chicago not onlySouth. My loyalty goes back to the had no oi.e to equal Sherry. they
Should the Southern states bolt in 1960, tdhaey sco wl ohre ban
n  B rawni cth lisj ieitk iceey Rbbrboikbe were babes in his hands.
the results would hardly be dissimilar from son. Actually. I have suffered the The rags-to-riches saga of the
what happened 12 years ago. In 1948 the Dodgers' every loss. But my con- little noticed Dodgers is typical of
Dixiecrats or States' Rights ticket headed etirerdaoesuppsolr oluhgisn times surbgreseld- Hollywood. Almost everyone
by J. Strom Thurmond of South Carolina had more than twice as many Nees- thought the plot was fabricated—
of Texas, Senate Majority Leader.
Gov. Patterson of Alabama favors Sen-
ator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts.
According to Patterson, Kennedy "believes
in constitutional government."
The indications are clear that the South
is determined to have its way and will not
be easily quieted at the 1960 convention.
The Democratic Party should know by now
that its chances. of recapturing the White
House with a reactionary candidate are
extremely remote. The South is enough of
a drag to the Party, to listen to it or follow
its political formulation would be utterly
suicidal to the Democratic Party.
The Land Question In Kenya
Ever since the Royal Commission on
IEast Africa in 1956 recommended that theuse and transfer of land should be freed
from tribal restrictions, progressive Euro-
pean leaders in Kenya have tried to per-
suade the white farmers that the policy of
nerving the "white highlands" to white.
sit inned settlers, of whom there are in any
event only about 5,000, is outdated.
This week, the government of Kenya has
produced its long-awaited new land policy,
which lifts rigid tribal barriers throughout
the country. But it is the provisions for de-
')alizing the settlers' little England be-
ts eon Nairobi and Eldoret which will excite
oat political comment.
The old system of keeping African and
sian farmers out of the white reserve —
through the veto of the European-dominat-
ed Highlands Board, which had to approve
land transfers — has been abolished. A new
Board composed equally of white, Asian and
African members will advise the Governor
on land transfers: but local boards will first
consider proposed land sales, and only if this
is refused will an appeal be made to the Gov-
ernor.
In the highlands the local boards will
still be white-controlled; but the only
People Speak
• A Great Missourian Dies
Dear Editor: The late Donald
arr Nelson, by, reason of his
issouri birth, could have been
hissed an a southern man, hut I
found him to be one of the finest
white persons I have ever known.
, -.He came to the chemical labora-
tory of Sears Roebuck and com•
pany after graduating at the Uni-
versity of Missouri, where he
mind me employed. From his ar-
rival there until he passed on Sep-
tember 29th, 1959.
, I say again, he was one of the
. finest persons I have ever known.
When I was getting ready to be
married. he in a somewhat mys-
terious way ascertained the Inca-
tion the address where Lola
snd I were to domocile, and when
arrived at the apartment - 19 E.
'43rd street the day before mar-
.
riage, I found that he with the co-
operation of the other employees
of the chemical laboratory had
tilled the apartment even with
dishes and kitchen ware.
It would he hard for me to men-
„it lien the many kindnesses he has
.S extended me. I well remember
s how when I walked in 2 meeting
here where he was the guest speak-
er for a large group of executives.
lie stopped his discourse long
01:10U1i fly "there comes Wsl-
grounds on which they can refuse to ap-
prove transfers will be if the intending buy-
er seems unlikely to be able to maintain lo-
cal agricultural farming standards.
The progress made in land consolidation,
registration of title and improved African
farming standards in African areas will
make the natives suspicious if the boards
refuse permission to sell "white” land.
Moreover, few Africans will have the money
to buy the considerable acreages now in
estate agents' hands.
Black nationalists will feel that such
measures will entrench Europeans too long.
What they want is for the government to
buy the white man out and distribute the
land without much ado. But Africans are
tenacious of their own tribal rights, and the
alight weakening of these by the new sys-
tem in their own areas will draw off criti-
cism from the changes made in the control
of the white highlands. The policy is a be-
lated step forward. But it is a pity the gov-
ernment flinched from interfering with ex-
isting restrictive covenants designed to
keep suburban areas white, and it will be
vain to think that the step will take white
settlement entirely out of Kenya politics.
that is except the Dodgers — be.gm players as Chicago.Won 39 electoral votes, to 303 for Democrat
cause they knew they had the willThis time. they were the under-Truman and 189 for Republican Thomas 
and the heart. Then the drug storedog and needed support more thanDewey.
ever. They had the kind of fight experts and White Sox made the
Truman stood firm on the civil rights and fire and Wirt that Was most Dodgers mad with jibes at their
questionable ability and hall nark.evident in crucial games, a n dissue and won overwhelmingly despite the So it became the old formula —they seemed destined to win forSouthern defection, and public Opinion p0115. 
several reasons, determination, self - confidence,
This experience should have taught an un- First, they licked the best of prildi e and money Every Dodger
forgettable lesson to the Dixiecrats. This their league in the most closely %Iv'ear,ellhoaYnkisi 
thbetttebre wbinstel rf 1 ethdis
conclusion, however, seems remote from contested race of many moons. punchless. overmatched and corn:Then came the World Series. plaining ' White Sox.their thinking. They fell apart, seemingly, in a
They are talking about Gov. Hodges of miserable first game. Walt Al- Really, there were only two
North Carolina as a possible Vice-Presi- mon applied in, necessary glue dangerous White Sox Tediser 7td—nitnbeeet dh iKsee oluels
dential candidate on a ticket headed by 
-
and they bounced back into a
commanding 3 to 1 game lead. h'eowolisskiWiTh 
who
ol
Gov. Hollings of South Carolina. There does The White Sox's narrow 5th game RBI's and 391 average, as Welt as
not seem to be a meeting of the mInds on victory (1-0) foretold their doom, game little Nellie Fox who hit 375
other davOn any and had nine hits five consecu-
l 
this question of preferential candidates. 
would scored ' 
the Dodgers 
enough of the live. tint one short of tieing theGov. Faubus of Arkansas prefers Sen- many men they left stranded to record.
ator Richard B. Russell of Georgia as Presi- win.
But somehow, I suppose they 
tbNeV arl,tedgAelselsonti; tvibMenie hat le ntimaneasgeeed
possible, he would accept as an alternate
dential candidate. However, if that is not
was
sntendo tcbspliropyseetkliantutkheeirsswiwnnbiintge ideoswcelisatmabori bshdip.s i:.s lo
wi
tries. bit
selection either Senator Stuart Symington Sox die-bards would have you he- This was a team he himself cdet-
of Missouri or Senator Lyndon B. Johnson him. So they went back to Co- velooed. But even happier perhaps
miskey Par:. and achieved their is Roy Camnanella, who assisted
most impressive victory and the from a wheel chair, knowing full
world championship, well that his team had the stuff
How great were these Dodgers, to win. All of which adds up to
Well, they made history in sev. the greatest year in Dodger his-
eral ways. The first previous sea- torl7.
son 7th place team to win base- Those of you who read this shouldhall's greatest crown; first pinch be told
that the Defender. like allbatter to hit two World Seriess  1. newapa
Peri, has some real base-home runs. In addition, they 
 
new attendance records. hall prognosticatnrs. Thus I hadIn write this finale to the WorldThe Dodgers just had more fire Series benefito Rue staf-and power and more men to wield fers as Rnssell Lawson. and Bus-it. Almost each victory had dif-
sell Davis. They told me I wasferent batting stars. In the second 
game, it was diminutive Neal and 
crazy 
when I said the Dodgersh.,
pinch batter Essegian. In the wnu'" Win'
third game, veteran Carl Furillo Really, the record book don't or
came through; the fourth, it was couldn't convince me. It WAS sirn-
reliable Gil Hodges, and in the fi- ply my loyally and faith in a team
nal massacre, old man Duke Snid- that on past and present regard
er, after begging to play, showed for ability, truly deserved t h a
the Sox that he could still hit a World . Crown. Frankly, nothinghomer — his 11th in World Series was wrong with the White Sox or
play. This tied him with Mickey the L. A. Coliseum, but the Dod-
Mantle and inscribed his name gers and the scores.
ham Henry Huff one of the finest
persons I have ever known." All
the guests staked at me as I was
the only Negro in the audience.
During World War II, Dr. Haley
Bell of Detroit set up a shop to
make articles for the war effort,
but the big companies were not
giving him any work because he
was a Negro. His shop, Mr. Claude
A. Barnett recommended that Dr.
Reit see me as Mr. Barnett knew
of my friendship with Mr. Nelson
who was chairman of the War Pro-
duction Board.
When Dr. Bell, his daughter and
myself arrived at the War Produc-
tion Board in Washington, there
were about seventy-five people
waiting on the first floor to see
Mr. Nelson, so the guard said to
us, it would be impossible for us
to see him that day, whereupon I
handed him my card and asked
that he send it up to Mr. Nelson
which he did. In less than five
minutett Dr. Bell, his daughter and
myself were in Mr. Nelson's pri-
vate office, and the climax is that
when Dr. Bell returned to Detroit,
business was awaiting from the
big auto companies. Mr. Nelson
had already called and told them
what to do. Why wouldn't I mourn
the passing of such a friend?
—Wm. Henry Huff.
The Baisden Case
Dear Editor:
Congratulations was and is due
the two patrolmen who solved the
Swartz case, however, there are
two factors still difficult to under-
stand:
1. Is it lawful to rent apartments
to juveniles:
2. Why is it that Charles Baisden
is being tried in Adult Court
when within the past two
years there have been mur-
ders committed by teenagers
and each was tried in Juvenile
court. Two of the crimes were
premeditated (Palmer and the
lad in Morgan Park) the third,
DePriest, bus driver, I am not
sure whether the crime was
a momentary passion or
willfully directed act.
It would be a sad event for the
world and Chicaio if our officials
would use a minority group to en-
force strict examples of law and
Justice. What ever decision the
states attorney makes is to he
honored and acted upon. I am
praying that it shall he the same in
all cases regardless to social or
economical background. A. N. G. suggest where you can go?"
A veteran's eligibility for a GI
loan is not restored automatically
when he sells his GI-purchased
home and obtains a VA release
from liability to the government
on the loan, William E. Keith,
manager of the Veterans Adminis-
tration regional office in Chicago,
has warned.
Release of the veteran from lia-
bility to the government does not
affect VA's guaranty on the loan.
As long as the guaranty is out-
standing, no restoration of GI
loan rights can be extended the
veteran.
Even if the loan is paid in full,
thus relieving VA of liability to
the lender, a veteran's entitlement
to another GI loan may be re-
stored only when the property:
(1) Was taken by a government-
al agency for public use.
(2) Was destroyed by natural
hazard: or,
(3) WAS disposed of for compell-
ing reasons such as health, em-
ployment transfer, change to a
better job in another city, or other
reasons considered sufficient by
the VA.
In such cases, veterans should'
apply to the nearest VA office for
restoration of entitlement. Keith
said.
"I know where I'm goin' . . . Would
Anyhow, Minnie told me s h e mo1 ning. r,e c
thought she was going to have a with you all night up and down
heart attack lately which were Lenox Avenue. So no sooner than
when her best boy-friend left her. he goes to sleep, out you come to
So she went to the doctor and a bar. How do you expect that
fainted in Ms office. The doctor man to put up with your "
told Minnie she had to reduce. He "Minnie said, 'I put up with
said she was carrying too much him — and him nothing but an
weight for the size of her heart, old square from nowhere — too
"Minnie said she told the doe- hard working and sleepy to ever
tor the size of her heart could have any fun. Me. I am a young
not stand to be deserted by no woman. I got to have my day.' "
boy-friend that made as much " 'And nights, too,' I said. 'Min
money as the one who had just nie, you be's my cousin, but I
left her. He was working for the swear, if you was not related to
city and paying her rent regular. me, I would have nothing to do
Minnie said she told the dee it with you. I am a man, and I do
was the MONEY she lost when not approve of how you treats
she lost that man that made her mens. A man that puts out his
heart fail, not her weight." love — and his money — on a
"What did you say to that?" I woman is due to be respected.
asked Simple. You did not respect Mr. Jenk-
"I said, 'Shame on you, Minnie. ins.' "
Your health is worth more than "To hear the truth from me
money.' But Minnie said, 'It is made Minnie rqad. She hollered.
had enough to be poor — but to 'Jess Semple, do not tell me what
he poor and sick, too, is worse. I did and don't, neither what I
If I'm gonna be sick, let me have would and won't, should or shon't.
LAGOS. Nigeria — The prob-
lem which we call integration in
the field of government employ-
ment goes by another name in
Nigeria. Here the problem of job
integration is called Nigerianisa-
don.
The world renowned British civ-
il service has traditionally run
the governments in the various
British colonies. These career
workers have a high reputation
for efficiency and rectitude. Some
of this prestige has worn a little
thin in the last decade, but the
old reputation still lives.
When a colony becomes self-
governing, the agitation to replace
the British civil servants, most of
whom are white, with native per-
sonnel always produces delicate
problems. The important civil
service posts held by the expatri-
ate whites often become impor-
tant political plums for the party
in power.
One of the major problems for
the party in power, of course, is
to assure continuity of essential
services and to prove, in general,
that it is quite capable of run-
ning its own government with as
much or more efficiency than the
foreign masters and their expatri-
ate administrators.
When you consider that in some
colonies, the railroads, the light
and power companies, and other
utilities as well as communica-
tions are all run hy expatriate
civil servants, the task before the
native power in taking over con-
trot of the government is not al-
ways easy.
You must find native technici-
ans of every description to fill the
posts of expatriate. The demand
for trained and skilled native per-
sonnel is tremendous. Further the
political party in power may be
very wary about offering an im•
portant post to a qualified native
who is perhaps a member of the
opposition party.
It is not surprising therefore
that in a completely independent
nation like Ghana, you will find
many of the essential service
posts in the hands of the same
expatriates who held them when
Ghana was a colony. Their terms
of service may he different and
the tenure of their job contracts
may he limited, hut the expatri-
ates are still on the job.
Because of the enormous prob-
lems of running a government, it
can be easily seen that when an
African territory emerges as a
free nation, the power of the white
expatriates is not necessarily
eclipsed. The African cornea up
front in every sphere of govern-
ment operation but there is usual-
ly a white expatriate, at his el-
bow.
Here in Nigeria this problem
has long been anticipated and the
federal government embarked on
a planned program to train Ni-
gerians to take over the civil eery-
ice jobs held by the expatriates.
Thus the government has an offi-
cial Department of Nigerianisa-
'<Taos. •
during
'The go on a re
diet," said Simple, SOMA loot so I can suffer in com You ain't nothing more to methan a cousin. Jenkins was my
when you are having teeth pulled fort.'
friend at the bar. nice man — would give you any•
man. I have lost him. My heart
and can't eat anyhow." "I said, 'Minnie, you know you has done near about failed.' "
"The why and wherefore of that did not treat that man right. I The doctor says you are justremark is what?" I asked my met him fat,too that all,' I said 'Furth.myself, and he were a
ermore, Minnie, listen — and lis-
"My Cousin Minnie," said Sim. thing he's got. And what was you ten fluently! Everytime you get
ple, "is too fat. And no wonder! doing? Spending his money over broke, you conic wanting to bor.
She do not work if she can help the bar after he had gone to row money from me, and I am
it.- Spends her nights setting on sleep. You know Jenkins had to no bank. Minnie, I cannot be re-
a bar stool, her days sleeping. get up and go to work in the
. , sponsible for lending you money.
I am married, I got my own bud-
get to meet,' "
"Minnie utyg, 'Thu, had it -flgr
been for you, I would not hams-
come North looking for freedonfr,'
But I heard way down South, Mai.
you had come to Harlem -and'
made your way. I wanted to maks-
my way, too. Now here I is. Looir
at me! Harlem has did me goat'
Just being in New York has net
my spirit free. Down home.
knowed nothing of what it was tor
walk the streets without the shack7
lea of Jim Crow on my feet. Cou-
sin Jess, lend me twenty dollars
to pay my rent next week so I
can stay in the Free World.' "
"Minnie, you have been In the
North a long while. Do you moan
to tell me you have not got a
footholt yet?' "
" 'Gimme time, Simple, gimme
time. Meanwhile lend me twen-
ty.' "
"And what did you do ?"
asked.
"I lent her ten," said Simple.
lion.
It is something like setting up
a Department of Integration in
the U. S., to provide nonwhite
personnel for important govern-
ment jobs. This comparison, of
course, cannot be carried any fur-
ther.
One of the big political issues
in Nigeria today revolves around
this office of Nigerianisation. A
committee reviewed its work thus
far and the official reports show
that not too much has been ac-
complished. The number of Niger-
ians taking over these posts have
been few.
Many Nigerians feel that t h •
expatriates are merely playing a
game and not realiy preparing
Nigerians nor seeking qualified
Nigerians for important p O5 t s.
They insist that the expatriates
who have the good spots are in
no hurry to turn their jobs over
to Nigerians.
Anyway, none of the Nigerians
seem to he satisfied with the rate
of progress in Nigerianisation.
Their complaints about it remind
me of our own beefs about inte-
gration. In the Nigerian military
forces, for example, there are 279
officers and only 37 of them are
Nigerians. There are only thrt*
majors and -six captains.
Despite the slow start of Nig-
erianisation, there is no doubt
about the future. Independence,
comes in October. 1960 and the
pace of progress will quicken with.
out question.
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METROPOLITAN Op era
Star, Robert McFerrin, bari-
tone, takes time out follow-
ing his concert at Texas
Southern University, Hous-
ton, to give advice to young
Leonard Hayward, (right)
student basso, who will ap-
pear in concert at the univer-
sity in November. Otis Sim-
mons, director of the Univer-
sity Choir and Hayward's
voice instructor, listens. The
McFerrin concert was under
the auspices of the Univer-
sity Lyceum ('ommittee
chaired by Emanuel Camp-
bell.
Gen. Arambura Visits Texas Ranch
KINGSVILLE, Tex. — (UPI) — Gen. Pedro Eugenio Arambura,former president of Argentina, arrived at the famous King Ranch fora visit Monday•
Robert Wells, a ranch spokesman, said he came not to buy cat-tle or race horses but "for a rest."
Wells said Gen. Arambura and his wife and other members ofthe party will remain here until Tuesday when they will depart foran undisclosed destination.
Red China Warns India To 'Behave'
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Communist China nos reported Sun-day to have sent Indi a new note warning the government to makeits troops "behave properly" in disputed border areas.
The note mentioned as an example activity in northeast frontier,where a major Sino•Indian clash occurred last Wednesday.
Informed sources said the note blamed last week's fighting inthe Ladakh sector of Kashmir on the provocations of an Indian po-lice patrol which allegedly "intruded" into Chinese territory and at-tempted to encircle a Communist army entrenchment.
Lawyer To Seek Extradition Of Cuban
MIAMI — (UPI) — A Miami attorney said he would start ex-tradition proceedings here Monday against the former chief of theCuban Air Force, Maj. Pedro Diaz Lanz,
Attorney J. Edward Worton confirmed he had been asked by theCuban government to initiate the proceedings. He said he would filea complaint in federal court and a warrant for the arrest of Daiz
Lanz would be issued.
Worton said Diaz Lanz would be charged with inciting murder
and riot by dropping anti-Castro leaflets from a plane over Havanalast week.
Complete Report On Soviet Economy
WASHINGTON — 
— A report to a Congressional commit-tee says the Soviet economy is expanding rapidly hut questions
whether the growth is as fast as Premier Nikita Khrushchev has
claimed.
The analysis was prepared by a group of experts on the Soviet
economy for a House-Senate subcommittee in preparation for hear-ings next month to compare U.S- and Soviet economic strength.
The experts said Russia has been expanding its production faster
than this country in a move certain to strengthen its economic, mili-tary and political position throughout the world.
2 U. S. Physicists Get Nobel Prize
STOCKHOLM — (UPI) — Two American physicists were award-
ed the Nobel prize for physics Monday for their research into the
nature of the atom and the discovery of the anti. proton.
Dr. Emilio Segre, 54, and Dr. Owen Chamberlain, 39, both of theUniversity of California, share the $42,610 prize for their dis-
covery of the anti-proton in 1955.
Czechoslovokian chemist Prof, Jaroslav Heyrovsky, 69, won his
nation's first Nobel prize. He was given the $42,610 chemistry prizefor discovering the polargraphic method of chemical analysis by
electro-mechanical means.
TV Star's Wife En Route To Los Angeles
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Mrs. James Arness, wife at the televi-
sion star of the "Gunsmoke" series, was en route to Los Angeles
Monday—apparently in good condition after treatment for superficial
wounds on both wrists.
NEWS
Raps Way Heart Patients Transported
ATLANTIC CITY, N, .1, — (UPI) — The "noisy emergency man-
ner" In which heart attack patients are taken to the hospital was
criticized Monday by Dr. Robert Straus of the University of Kentucky.
"Frequently, persons stricken with a heart attack are made more
seriously ill by the emergency transportation to the hospital," Strauss
told the 87th annual meeting of the American Public Health Associa-
tion.
Straus, chairman of the department of behavioral science and
professor of sociology at the university, said there are many heart
patients for whom the "emotional impact of an emergency ride will
be more harmful than quiet transportation in private auto."
Undecided On Selling Jets To Castro
LONDON — (UPI) — British authorities have not decided whether WASHINGTON — (UPI) — J• Butler, 57, veteran newsman andthey will sell 17 late-model Hunter jet fighters to Premier Fidel Washington manager for editor and publisher magazine, collapsedCastro's Cuban revolutionary regime, it was reported Tuesday. at his office and died a short time later while enroute by ambulanceCastro wants the jets as replacements for 17 propeller-driven sea- to a hospital,
fury fighters made available by Britain to ouster ex-President Butler represented editor and publisher, a newspaper trade pub-Fulgencio Batista's government. lication, as its correspondent here for more than 25 years, He wroteThe United States, which is trying to halt arms shipments into byline stories entitled "Washington Focus" for E&P.
the troubled Caribbean area, has unofficially opposed the jet deal. Butler also was correspondent for film daily of New York, the
magazine of Wall Street, a fortnightly motion picture trade publica-
tion; and the newspaper of his birthplace, the new Britain (Conn.)
Herald.
Raps Informing Patients About Dying
Far East Reds Support Khrush's Plan
TOKYO — (UPI) — The Japanese and Chinese Communist par-
ties declared their full support Tuesday for Premier Nikita Khrush-
chev's new -peace offensive" but they strongly indicated far East-
ern tensions would continue for some time.
The view of the Asian Communist world was presented in a joint
communique issued after conferences between Chinese Communist
government chairman Liu Shao-Chi and Santo Mozaka, long-time
Japanese Red and a member of parliament.
Much of the statement was critical of U. S. policies in the far
East and called "U. S. imperialists" Communism's biggest enemy.
It condemned Japanese Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi's ''hostile
policy toward China- and pledged full support to Peiping in its ef-
forts to "liberate" Formosa.
Report Expulsion Of Embassy Chief
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The Soviet press reported the expulsion at
U. S. Embassy Security Chief Russell A. Langelle Tuesday briefly
and without comment,
The foreign office announcement that Langelle had been thrown
out of Russia because of "intelligence activities incompatible with
diplomatic status" was printed on the inside or back pages of Mos-
cow papers
The Communist organ Pravda and the government organ
lzvestia carried the story in their daily "in the foreign ministry"
department. Only the union organ Trud gave it a headline, "Spies
caught redhanded."
Seek Ban On Attempted Suicide As Crime
LONDON — (UPI) — A church of England committee recom-
mended Tuesday that attempted suicide should no longer be con-
sidered a crime under British law.
The recommendation was made by a four-member committee
established by the most Rev. Dr. Geoffrey Francis Fisher, arch-
bishop of Canterbury, in his role as primate of the Anglican church,
to study the question. It was set up following a House of Commons
debate on the subject of criminal guilt of suicides and would-be
Mrs. Armes, 38, was hospitalized briefly at Kaiser hospital for suicides'
The committee 'suggested that more information be collected onwhat were described by authorities as self-inflicted razor blade the cause of suicide. The reports said persons attempting to takewounds. The incident ocurred early Saturday in her room at the their own lives needed medical or spiritual help more than treat-Royal Hawaiian hotel.
meat by a court of law.Detectives said Mrs. Arness told them of having "difficulties
with her husband at home the last three years." However, she in-
sisted that she wants a reconciliation. Charge 69 Tots Died From Talc. Powder
BORDEAUX, France — (UPI) — Police charged Tuesday thatKhrush Returns From Romanian Varlation 69 babies have died over. the past three years after being sprinkled
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Premier Nikita Khrushchev. reported rest- with the same brand of talcum powder.
ed by a secret six-day trip to Romania, goes before the Supreme Jaciiiies Cazenave, manufacturer of the powder, which was said
Soviet (Parliament) Tuesday with what is expected to be a full-scale to contain arsenic, goes on trial Thursday for negligence in the 69
review of international developments, deaths and 234 cases in which children became ill after being dusted
Khrushchev returned Sunday from what was described as an un- with the powder.
official visit to Romania, primarily for a rest. It followed an arduous The first deaths were said to have occurred three years ago.
round of activities that took him to the United States and to Corn- The infants would develop sores and burns which would not heal, died
munist China in terrible pain and their bodies looked "as if they had been dipped
Diplomatic sources discounted speculation the trip had been ar- in boiling oil." police charged.
ranged as the initial step in a round of conferences with his allies
before his scheduled trip to Paris and to a possible summit confer- Says No Russia
ence.
Nehru Confers On Reply To Red Charges
NEW DELHI — (UPI) — Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru con-ferred Monday with India's no. 1 anti- Communist, Home Secretary
Govind Ballabah Pant, on the Indian reply to Peiping charges that
India is provoking the trouble in the disputed harder areas
Indian newspapers urged Nehru to take a more militant stand
against the Chinese Reds. Popular feeling also was running high in
the wake of the clash Wednesday between Indian Constabulary and
Red Chinese troops in Ladakh in Kashmir.
Official sources said Communist China informed New Delhi that
it was holding 10 Indians prisoners, Including seven of the 17 border
policemen India reported killed in Wednesday's clash. The other
three were captured the day previously, according to Peiping.
Joint Resolution Expected Before UN
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. — (UPI) — The United States and the
Soviet Union are expected to present a joint resolution to the United
Nations next week asking the new disarmament committee to con-
sider both Eastern and Western plans for disarming. • •
Diplomatic sources said U. S. Ambasador Henry Cabot Lodge
and Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Vastly V. Kuznetsov are near
agreement on the resolution, which they have been discussing since
early last week.
The menettre was expected to he put before the IJ. N's, main
political committe not later than Wednesday.
! BRUCE T. fit'elPHREVILLE
' of Hinsdale, III, receives cer-
tificate of honor from Mrs.
' Elizabeth Boggs, president of
' National Association for Re-
Veteran Newsman Collapses, Dies
Hold Stepfather For Slaying Of Tot
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — The body of an 18-month-old girl was
found buried in the Hollywood Hills and police were holding her step-
father as a suspect.
Santa Monica police said they found the body of Michele Graham
buried under a bush near Tareco Drive, a darl: desolate road locatedin the sparsely populated hills above the Hollywood freeway.
Officers said they were informed of the infant's death by her
mother, Mrs. Marriet Ann Graham, 28, of Nevada. They said she
called police after her husband told her he had killed the child by
"throwing" her.
Calls On People To Free Mainland
TAIPEI — (UPI) — President Chiang-Kai-Shek called on the
people of Formosa to free the China mainland from Communist rule.
The generallissimo reminded them that the Chinese liberated For-
mosa from Japanese rule in 1945.
Chiang, who will he 72 years old Saturday, issued a special mess-
age to commemorate this 14th anniversary of the end of the Japanese
occupation of Formosa.
He said that Formosa and Mainland China form an inseparable
nation.
He expressed sympathy and sorrow to Chinese living behind the
bambo curtain under what he called China's "worst misrule in his-
tory."
Heart Gives After Son Nabs TD Pass
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — Carl D. Brenn, 54, prominent Wau-
kesha businessman, collapsed and died of a heart attack after watch-
ing his son catch a touchdown pass at a high school football game.
Death came minutes after Timothy Brehm, 15, right halfback for
Waukesha Catholic Memorial high school, snagged the touchdown
toss. The elder Brehm collapsed on the sidelines and was dead on
arrival at a Milwaukee hospital.
Waukehsa Catholic Memorial defeated Notre Dane high school.
15-6. Brehm's son continued in the game, unaware his father was
dead.
Brehm was president of the Wilbur Warehouse and Sales co.,
Waukesha, and purchasing agent for the Wilbur Lumber co,
Wife Of TV Star Attempts Suicide
HONOLULU — (UPI) — Mrs. James Arness, estranged wife of
the star of television's Gunsmoke series, apparently attempted suicide
explaing that her husband is "cold" to her, according to police.
They said she was found in a bath tub in the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel with towels wrapped around her wrists which had been cut
slightly with a razor blade.
Police termed her injuries as merely "superficial."
In Hollywood, friends of the family said such incidents involving
the woman, Virginia, 38, "have happened before." ROME — (UPI) — A Rome magistrate Tuesday ordered moviej
Mrs. Arness complained to police here that her husband was too director Roberto Rossellini to return his three children to their')preoccupied with his careen She said he had turned "very cold to mother, Actress Ingrid Bergman.
me." police said. The decision was a provisional one and did not determine which.
parent would eventually gain custody of the children, Robertino, 9.CIA Analyst Drowns In Potomac and the 7-year-old twins Isalta and Isabella.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) The children had been with their father all summer under aAnalyst was believed drowned when he and his wife plunged hand-in- temporary agreement by which both parents have shared their cus-hand into the swirling Potomac river near here in an apparent tody alternately in Paris and Rome. Rossellini asked the court to
suicide pact. allow him to keep the children in Italy indefinitely.Both were swept through a large eddy at great falls on the Vir-
ginia side of the river.
But the woman, sobbing hysterically, was washed ashore and
rescued. Her husband was observed going down as he was swept
around a bend and presumed drowned.
The couple were identified as Mr. and Mrs. James A. Woodbiry,
both 32, by Capt. Harry Crosen of the Fairfax, Va•, county police.
Capt. Crosen said Mrs. Woodbury revealed the suicide pact but
said "she was hysterical at the time. We could not get a coherent
CIIRISTCHURCH, New Zealand. — (UPI) — Adm. Herbert G. story from her.''
Hopwood, commander-in-chief of the U. S. Pacific fleet, said Tues- 
n 'A' Subs In Pacific
larded Children, at final ban-
quet of association's conven-
tion in Cincinnati. Humphre-
ville has just completed a term
on the board of directors of the
organization which works use
welfare of America's 5,0041085
mentally retarded children and
adults.
France Wants Summit Meeting In Spring
PARIS — (UPI) — The French government said Wednesday an
East-West summit meeting would have the "best chance'" if held
next Spring-
The Cabinet announcement was issued after President Charles
De Gaulle met with his ministers and it undoubtedly reflected De
Gaulle's own thinking on the timing of a summit conference.
The United States and Britain are believed to favor a December
meeting, with West Germany going along with this timing. President
Eisenhower was understood to have suggested the December date
in three personal letters to De Gaulle.
LONDON — (UPI) — A leading British surgeon and cancer re-
search official said "it is an impertinence to tell a man that he is
about to die."
A. Dickson Wright, vice president of the Royal College of Surg-
eons and treasurer of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, referred
to cases of incurable cancer.
He said that this "caused unhappiness in sufferers from the
disease all over the world."
Wright said that often when a patient asked to be told the truth
he actually was asking that he be not told,
Actress Denies Catholicism Reports
BURGENSTOCK, Switzerland. — (UPI) — Actress Audrey Hep-
burn denied Tuesday a report from Rome that she planned to be-
come a Roman Catholic.
"I was brought up in the Protestant faith and I shall remain
Protestant," the 30-year-old star of "The Nun's Story" told UPI.
The •Italian weekly magazine Lo Specchio had reported Tuesday
the Brussels-born actress was influenced in a decision to become a
Catholic by two Dominican priests while she was worjcing on he.f
latest film, in which she appears as a nun who finally' leaves her
order.
Predicts Valuable Data From 'Moon'
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Russia's Lunik III will bring back informs•
lion on the moon and outer space "whose significance is difficult to
overestimate," a leading Soviet astronomer said Tuesday.
Astronomer Boris Kukarkin, writing in the newspaper Sovetskaya
Kultura (Soviet Culture), said "new valuable information on outer
space" already has been obtained by the Russians' third moon
probe, now gathering speed on its return toward earth from beyond
the moon.
"Of course, it is still too early to speak of any final results of
these observations," Kukarkin said.
Cancels TV Ads Over National Anthem
LONDON — (UPI) — Meat paste manufacturer Peter Sutherland
said he had canceled a $10,000 television advertising contract be-
cause the commercial TV company concerned does not play the
national anthem at day's end.
Sutherland said we would place no more ads with Granada
Television, one of the program-producing companies sharing Britain's
one commercial channel, and would urge other firms to boycott
Granada as well,
Spokesmen for Granada said they played "God Save the Que.
only on special occasions.
Orders Rossellini To Return Children ,)
Claims Kassem Killed One Assailant
LONDON — (UPI) — Newspapers here said Tuesday Iraqi
Premier Abdel Kassem shot and killed one of the gunmen who tried
to assassinate him in Bagdad last week.
The Laborite Daily Herald and the conservative Daily Mail dd.
fered on some details of the story, hut agreed that Kassem, trapped,
in a hail of bullets that killed his chauffeur and wounded him, drevr
his own revolver and killed one of his assailants.
Kassem was hit in the left arm and right hand by three bullets.
Flood Condition Worsen In W. Bengal
CALCUTTA. India. — (UPI) — New heavy rainfall worsened
conditions in West Bengal's disastrous floods Tuesday. The death
toll was reported to have reached 100.
Indian Army troops rescued some 200,000 persons marooned* by
Antarctic, he said he has no authority over the American teams now Central Illinois to gauge his changes among Democratic leaders of 
the midwest, struck Hardest at Mr. Eisenhower at a democratic rally ground, some as small as 150 square feet,
the floods, but thousands remained cut off on tiny specks of high
stationed there. 
The Indian Air Force was airdropping food and other aupplles,Catholics Support Archbishop Plaza here
iiday that "there are no Russian atomic submarines in the Pacific " Blasts Eisenhower Admnstration
Hopwood was answering a newsman's question about the possi- JOLIET, Ill. — (UPI) — Sen. John F. Kennedy, making a pitch
bility of Russian submarine cruising in the Antarcitc, for corn belt farm and industrial support, blasted the Eisenhower ad-
The admiral is here preparing for a flight to the Antarctic where ministration for its farm policies and "blunders" in the steel con-
he will spend a week studying operations. troversy.
Although Hopwood's Pacific command extends as far as the The Massachusetts presidential hopeful, touring downstate and
He accused the administration of "missteps, blunders and one- but was hampered in its efforts in some places where people were
BUENOS AIRES — (upo — Roman Catholic unionists called a sided intervention" in the steel strike and labeled the injunction pro- clinging to miniscule areas surrounded by flood waters,
meeting here Tuesday to demonstrate support for Archbishop An- vision of the Taft-Hartley law as an "unfair, one-sided generally Britain Orders Probe Of Jet Crashtonio J. Plaza, who has been campaigning for legalization of the useless tool of intervention."
LONDON — (UPI) — The government ordered a thorough inves-Peronist party. Driver Shoots Wife, Self In Quarrel ligation Tuesday of a crash which wrecked the second secret BritishMsgr Plaza's campaign has aroused considerable criticism InCongress. Military leaders denied last week that they sympathize jet fighter which has come to grief in two weeks. An American Was
with Msgr. Plaza's efforts, shot and wounded his wife and then killed himself during a family
KANKAKEE, 111. — (UPI) — A 50-year•old Kankakee truck driver
killed inisnupethresolnaitcestNeArn c ash,
In a television appearance Sunday night, the archbishop announc quarrel, police said. twin-jet fighter-bomber, designed toed for the first time that he held a "social week" for Communists
• 
Lester Pointer died in St. Mary's hospital in Kankakee. His wife, e"fsfimeui egngtled"e 
detection
nc bombs 
intoradar,
into 
crashed
enem y  territoryandpex al odddt levelseu 
tooduring 
ng loavi tofosrtand other Argentine workers during the recent Eucharistic Congress Tillie, 48, was in critical condition. ,
in Cordoba Police Said Painter's wife took a shotgun away f ram him Friday flight Monday..Msgr. Plaza also discourted reports that the body of ouster eX- night after an argument. Pointer returned to his home with a 45- The two men aboard American pilot William Alford of the U. 8.President Juan D. Peron's wife Eva was cremated and its ashes caliber revolver. police said, office of Naval Research's Landon ,branch and a British crewmate,thrown into the Plate Estuary. He AA ill he believes the body received the shot his wife in the arm and side and then put a bullet through were killed in the crash. Alford, on temporary assignment le LoafirlChristian burial in a foreign country. h don, was from Hampton, Va.is temple, police said-
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MRS. MARY PORTER. third
from left, Alpha Alpha Alpha
tea chairman, presents check
to Mrs. Ethel Venson, general
chairman 01 Green Tea. Others
are Mrs. Grace Williams,
Calls Green Tea
'Hugh Success'
The second annual Green Tea l
at Ellis Auditorium surpassed last
year's benefit and boosted the,
treasury of the Jessie Mahan Day
Care Center by $1,613, according
to Mrs. R. J. Venson, tea chair-
man.
Mrs. Venson, who is vice-chair-
man of the day care centers•
board, said that 15 organizations'
sponsored tables at the tea and
praised each one for "'splendid co-
operation."'
She listed the following persons
and institutions as outstanding
donors:
St. Paul Baptist church, Centen-
ary Methodist church, Mrs. Ed-
wina Gillum, Christian Women's
Guild. Universal Life Insurance
company, Tri-State hank, A. Maceo
Walker, Mrs. Ions Anderson, St.
Andrews CME church, Columbus
Baptist church and St. John Rap'
tot church.
"'The group is deeply grateful to
Mr. Onzie Horne, who did a mag
nificent -job as a volunteer work
er,"' Mrs. Venson said.
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker was co
chairman of the tea. Working with
Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Venson was
Mrs. W. B. Br000ks, a committee
member.
At a recent meeting, Atty. Hun
ter Lane was elected chairman of
the center's board. Airs. Venson
was named vice-chairman. Other
directors are Dr. Clara Brawner,
Dr. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. W. R
Irvin, Mrs. Ralph Levy, Rev. J. A.
McDaniel, Robert Ratcliff, Mrs. E.
G. Robbins, Mrs. R. T. White, Mrs.
Grace Williams, Sirs. Onzie Horne,
Mrs. W. B. Brooks, and Mrs. A.
Maceo Walker.
Miss Josephine Isabel a n d success of the tea. Several are U1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMUMMMIIIIIIIIIMMIMMIllttlillthulMrs. Cattle Stesens. Numer. pictured as this Page•
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' Gypsy-like weather of October's! and scores of others.
exhilarating Indian Summer has SEC BRIDGE CLUB
quickened physical and social pac- Tony's Inn was the scene of the
es of all here in our Memphis-on- lovely party given for the members
the Mississippi. 'Tis the time, too, of SKC Bridge Club by Mrs. Lew-
when the sports scene is dominat. is H. (Ann Reba) Twigs last Fri-
ed by the lure of the pigskin . . . day night. Filling in for absent
and beckoning the call, were the members were Mrs. Tithe Whalum
litany Memphians who converged and Mrs. Emma T. Johnson
In Nashville, Tenn., for two stellar and members Marian Pride, Ben
hotits — Fisk U's homecoming nice Williams Harriet Davis, Char.
game with Howard U. .. and the lesteen Miles, Gert Walker, Julia
Tennessee State U — Central Hopkins, Minnie Woods, Melba
State of Ohio game. making the Briscoe and Mildred Johnson shar-
trek were Harriette and Maceo ed in the fun of the evening, and
Walker, who besides looking in on openly coveted lovely prizes of sil-
their daughter, Pat, at Fisk, joined ver .which were won by Alma
in the hilarious fun that only Nash- Booth, Louise Davis and Juanita
yille affords during the football Arnold . . . and also the delec-
season — including the joy of see- table hors d'ouevres and cocktails
jog old grads and their younger which preceded a delicious turkey
editions . . . friends and acquaint- dinner.
lances from the distant corner of
the South and the North, East and
West also. Then too, there were
Dorothy and Joe Westbrooks. .
J. H. Roddy, Robert and Mai Rat-
cliffe — the latter visiting their
Fiskite daughter Roberta ... And; ZETA PHI BETA sorority
check for the Jessie Mahan
Day Care Center is present-
ed by Mrs. Onzie Horne, basil.
Set Strategy For New
College Fund Campaign
A group of about 20 local lead-
ers sat down to breakfast Satur-
day morning at LeMoyne college
and mapped plans for the 1959
campaign for the United Negro
recreation area over their garage. at the smart Lakeview Country College Fund drive in Memphis
Not only did the Walkers attend the club which is just across the and Shelby County.
Fisk Homecoming game (He's a street from the Little Home . . . The breakfast was arranged by
Fiakite too) . . . they also were then it was back to the home the Rev, Blair T. Hunt who is
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. W. S. for a tasty Italian dinner . . . serving as co-chairman of thel
Davis (TSU's prexy) in their box where lavish plans were • made campaign. C. Arthur Bruce, chairl
at the Tennessee-Central game. for the annual J-U-G's Charity man of LeMoyne's board of trus- I
Sueday morning there were also Ball . which is slated for 'Feb. 20. tees, is chairman,
the brunch guests of Mrs. Clotee Marie 'Bradford is the charming LeMoyne is one of the 33 mem-
Hemphill, widow of Stanley Hemp- new prexy . . , and Gwen Nash, bers of the UNCF.
hill of the well known old Nash' Velma Lois Jones, Delores Lewis,
!ale family and printing firm
. Helen Cooke and Erma Laws at-
fame . . . a real close friend of test to the delightful shenanigans
pur Margaret Rivers, and business of the meeting.
Many Memphians and especial-
ly members of Emmanuel Episco- MEMPHIS CO-ETTES
pal church will be pleased to know Lovely Jana Louise Davis enter-
tained the Memphis Co-Ettes atthat Janice Cochrane, daughter of
Father and Mrs. M. Byron coch- the Universal Lounge, assisted by
• her mother, Mrs. Louise Davis,
rane, a former rector of Emman-
uel, now of Dayton, Ohio, reign- and an aunt, Mrs. Jana Porter, re-
ed over the Homecoming festivi_ cently. The vivacious sub-debs de-
ties at Fisk as the charming 1959- lighted with their repast of barbe-
BO Miss Fisk. cue chicken, baked beans, slaw, charity, NAACP. 'Tis to a 
swank
JESSE MAHAN GREEN TEA , salad, condiments, French garlic 
event . . . with Mrs. H. S.
The Community Green Tea for bread and soft drinkh...with Lynn (Ruth) Lewis, handling 
general
the Jesse Mahan Center was a Marie Howell, the pres., steering' 
arrangements for the dance, and
scene of rare beauty at Ellis Audi. the course of business which cen-
torium's West Hall, Sunday a fort- tered around the presntation of
night ago, when scores of patrons their 'miss Prisajea'" who were
and well-wishers were on hand introducd as the new members of
to witness the stellar charity ai•_, the Memphis Co-Ettes last Sunday
will 
state this summer. Coveted bids
fair which was rehplendent with its at LeMoyne College's Faculty be in the mail this week. At
assortment of beautiful tables high-j Lounge in Brownlee Hall, mem- the Links' meeting at Mrs. Gib-
lighted with handsome table.bers Sylvia Williams, Betty Phil- son's Mrs. P. S. Booth and Mrs.
cloths, massive arrangements cif ilips. Velma Spencer. and Marilyn W. 0. Speight won the lucky prizes
all hues of fall flowers and the Harris welcomed the soon-to-be of the evening . . . which are
gleaming silver service sets. Early Coettes. who are: Paulette Brink- awarded sans games.
arrivals included Mrs. R. Q. VenileY' daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. MISS MANASSAS NEWSETTE
son, the general chairman an dJ... Brinkley; Geraldine Gray, .the Climaxing the first Jounalism
Mrs. Inez Brooks. Fifteen organiza-,!nu,ghter of Mr. and Mrs.. Willie. Clinic of Negro High Schools, held
tions participated, including Zeta V.• "ray; Eleanor Faye Williams, at Manassas High School last week
Phi Beta, Delta Sigma Theta and daughter of Mrs. Bernice Williams the crowning of Miss Manassas
Alpha Kappa Alpha sororities, Sec- and Jesse Williams; Jacqueline Newsette took place during the
ond Congregational Church, the Erc'dnax• daughter of Mr. and, Talent Show which climaxed the
24th Ward Civic Club, Jesse ma. Mrs. William T. Brodnax; Yvonne i celebration of Nat'l Newspaper
han Center, Metropolitan, minis. Jordan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.1Week, held by the Manassas chap-
sippi Boulevard, Mt. Pisgah, Mt. Fred Jordan; Ann Burford, daugh-I ter of Quill and Scroll and the
Olive, East Trigg Avenue and Mt. ter of Mr.. and Mrs. P. L. Bur- I Manassas Newsette. Miss Betty
Moriah churches, LeMoyne college ford; Annie Ruth Phillips a n d Mitchell, a tenth grader was
and the LeMoyne Alumni Associa- Georgia Phillips, daughters of crowned by Albert Thompson d
lion, Progressive Beauticians As. Rev. and Mrs. McKinley SeztOn;;' Benjamin Lanier, following t h e
sociation. Among the scores of per. Joan Hargraves, daughter of Mr. in ..i1.1d _g g ceremonies conducted by
sons present were the many lovely and Mrs. Allen B. Hargraves;;'Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mrs. Phil
hostesses who graced the tables,, and Gloria Lewers, daughter of .ip S. Booth, Mrs. R. Q. Venson
including Mrs. Caffrey Bartholo- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lewers. and Mr. George Sister, the latter
mew, Mrs. Georgia Dancy. Mrs. MEMPHIS LINKS of the Memphis Commercial A p-
CaHo 
\ 
lta Stewart, Mrs. George Ste- Members of the Memphis chap- thpeal. Participating in e journal-
yens, Mrs. Mary Horne Porter, ter of Links, Inc., received the ism clinic were editors L. F. Pal-
Mrs. William Williams, Mrs. Rose royal treatment at the lovely home i mer, Thadeus Stokes, Robert Rat-
Goodman, Mrs, Ozzie Horne, Mrs. 1 of Dr. and Mrs. W. W. Gibson chile and Malcolm Adams . . .
Vasco Smith, Mrs. Grace Bohan-! at McLemore and College sts. last which was followed by a general
nan, Mrs. Erma Jones, Mrs. Helen week . . . where they made final assembly address given by M, Ed-
Shelby, and others including Mrs. plans for their gala "Night in Ha- ward Meeman of the Memphis
Charles Iles, jr., Mrs. Leopold Iles with" subscription dance slated for Press Scimitar.
THREE C'S CLUB
Pert Martha Anderson was the
hostess to the Three C's Bridge
club last week . . • where again
cocktails, a delicious menu and
beautiful prizes were the piece
de resistance for these bridge en-
we hear too that Frances Hooks thusiasts. On hand were Laverne
was there  and naturally, Aoey, Meryl Glover, Ann Hall,
.1. W. Bowden, of our city now Mattie Hunt and prize winners
heads an insurance agency there, Helen Tarpley, Pauline Bowden
was about seeing friends and catch- and Helen Sawyer.
ling up on news of home.
I Socially speaking ... The Walk-
ers were in on the gay and posh
party of W. D. and Minverva
(Johnson) Hawkins and Dr. and
Mrs. S. 0. Roberts following the
game in the Hawkins' snazzy new
J-U-G'S INC.
Out in the lovely new Lakeview
section of Whitehaven, Mrs. Geri
Anderson Little entertained at her
lotely, homes for members of the
J.,11-G'a, Inc. . . and her interest-
ing party included a cocktail hour
Words of the Wise
Tradition does not mean
that the living are dead but
that the dead ars alive.
—(0. K. Chesterton)
Nov. 20, to which much social
significance will be attached . .
the proceeds going to their pet
Mrs. A. M. Walker, in charge of
decorations . . and the latter is
loaded with the authentic know-
how, having just visited the glo-
rious islands that are now our 50th
ens, second from right, to Mrs.
R. Q. Venson, second from
left. Watching presenta-
tion are Mrs. Edward I. Lew-
At long last there are signs
that the long reign of the pointed
toe shoe is beginning to crack up.
High time, for it has been pented
out over and over again dur'ng the
past year, there are faint but un-
THE GREAT WHITE felt
seven-eighths length coat is
worn with a slim black skirt,
black kid gloves, black oval
toe pumps and a black derby
Is. jr., anti-basileus, and Mn'
C. 11. Harris, Zeta's Green
Tea chairman. The Zetas were
among several groups w h o
participated In the benefit tea-
mistakable signs of a revolt
against these too uncomfortably
smart shoes.
The first zoncrete evidence of
this has been the eager acceptance
of the oval toe lasts. In the spring
accented with white, by Gene
Burr of Lowenstein's. Gar.
merit designed by Helen Dun-
can. Miss Rose Marle
ness is the model.
'Aside from the thrills of the new
Better Get Your Ticket
Now For Th
First among Fashion Shows in
this country is the Nationally pop-
War Ebony Fashion Fair.
There will be a thrill in every
frill, Thursday night, Nov. 12,
when t h e Ebony Fashion Fair
styles hit the stage at the Ellis
auditorium. These exciting models
brought down a house of more
than 1500 last year and the prom
ise is more fabulous styles for
this show than ever before.
The show is brought here under
the auspices of Delta Sigma The-
ta Sorority, the group that enter-
tains every age person from baby
to grandma with Breakfast For
Milady every year. However, the
major goal of the aggregation of
college women is to educate a girl
each year. As of now a young
wman graduates from college
each year who is schooled by Del-
ta money.
A second purpose for the fund
raising event is the annual Christ-
mas parties for children who must
be cared for by Family Welfare,
Each year these children are giv-
en articles of clothing, toys, fruits
and candies to cheer them for the
Christmas season,
Mrs. Vasco Smith, who succeed-
ed Mrs. A. Maceo Walker as pres-
ident of the local Alumnae Chap-
ter of Delta, was promised by the
management of the Fashion Ex-
travaganza that nothing in Holly-
wood in dress is more fabulous.
The Ebony Magazine will be
the new variations of the elongated
last were beginning to appear.
At that time there were two
trends, the oval flat tip and the
very pointed rigid tip.•In the shoe
market, the advance fall and win-
ter collections all center on the
elongated oval toe last at all price
levels in fashion shoes,
WHITE COATS THIS FALL .
"In a year of color the maverick
is white," the copy continues as
it is welcomed for it's ultra
-color
sensation. In action, the coats are
, bright by day, glamorous by night.
The look is all dash — great pock-
ets, bold buttons and elbow length
sleeves.
White coats have become a year
laround fashion and the smartest of
the season. Most important are
textured wools and cashmere in
natural creamy wool white, and
felt as seen being worn by the
model.
This fashion is also important in
bleached-white whites and a 11
shades of dyed off-white. When
buying a coat, consider buying a
white coat as one of your coats
for the coming year, to wear all
around the clock.
Club Notes
The Tennessee Social club met
with Mrs. Elizabeth Bailey at her
home at 300 Driver, apt. B., on
Oct. 14. Mrs. Bailey is the presi-
dent of the club; and following
devotions led by Mrs. Sammie Lee
Carter, the group engaged in the
usual session of business. The
November meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Mary Buford on
the first Thursday night in No-
vember, at 407 Foote Park, Apt.
B.
BOSTON SOCIAL
The Boston Street Social club
held its installation of officers
ceremony at the home of Mr. and
1.17,4 ET nES BRIDGE CLUB
Interrupted the game at the
last meeting long enough to
pose far the Tri-State Defend-
er lensman. The club was or-
ganized a year ago. St ated
left to right are Mmes. F. L.
and gorgeous fashions you will
have the thrill of trying for these
extra prizes.
• I Mrs. Annie Laura Willis, chair
e Ebony- Fair... of the event, anticipates a
early sell-out. For information
sent to the patrons of the show you may call her at JA 6-2693.
for one year with each adult tic-; Tickets for school children will be
ket stub. Aside from that there sold for $1.50 and a six months
will be a hundred door prizes , subscription of Ebony is guaran-
ranging in price from $5.00 sip. teed.
IT'S A SHAME that you can't
see too much of lovely Ebony
Fashion Fair model Alberta
' Culbreath for the Russian-
type outfit she has on, never-
theless the women will prob-
ably get a kick out of the en-
semble, It is a large black
Mrs. Polk, 737 Cella st., with Mrs.
Odell Murphy as hostess. The in-
stallation ceremony was held by
Mrs. Chism. The new officer slate
includes Mrs. Louise Gaines, pres-
ident; Mrs. One Hunt, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. Pearl Polk, secretary;
Mrs. Josephine London, asst. sec-
retary; Miss Fannie Fitch, social
Bass, Dorothy Moseley, Hattie
Travania Sarden, V. M. John
son, Jo Jones Perkins, hostess
and corresponding secretary.
Standing left to right are
Mmes, Delores Boone, treas-
urer; Ernestine Cunningham,
and white checked Mohair coat
with large .butterfly sleeves--
designed by Enzo of Italy. Rest
assured, men, Miss Culbreath
will probably wear something a
little more revealing than this
at the show coming to Mem.
phis on Nov. 12.
secretary; Mrs. Leola Wilso n,
treasurer; Mrs. Alice Evans, flor-
al treasurer; Mrs. Lucille Moore,
social treasurer; and Mrs. Joseph-
ine London, reporter. The next
meeting will be held at the home
of Mrs. Alice Bailey, 557 Boston
at.
reporter; Ella Mae Hewitt, re-
cording secretary; A. H. Mill-
er, vicepresident; Dan Suggs,
sr., and C. W. Phillips, presi-
dent. Staff photo by Billy Dun-
can.
TENNESSEE PROGRESSIVE BEAUTICIANS ASSOCIATION PRESENTS
THIRD ANNUAL HAIR STYLE & FASHION SHOW
Cavalcade Of Coiffure * Monday November 2 * HIGH FASHION
With A
Special Creation
Of Past Historical
Hair Styles Of
Each Era Also
Authentic Costumes
HIPPO DROME
500 BEALE AVE. MEMPHIS, TENN.
- 
DONATIONS -
Advance $1.35 — At Door $1.50
With
Helen Duncan
As Feature Model Along
With Other Outstanding
Models Who Will Fashion
The Latest Clothing Styles
LANOSHEEN Hair Pressing RESTOGLO Hair and Scalp Conditioner
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School Notes
By
MARKHAM STANSBURY
DITORIAL
WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
It is otp; belief that a boy or ,
oup of boys who would have the I
uts? to stomp a female should
barred from affairs where I
rmal citizens take part.
A person of that nature should
ostracized for he is endanger-
g the lives of taxpayers person- ,
possessions — their children.;
We are referring to an incidenti
at occurred at Washington Sts-
turn when the Hamilton Wildcats,
mped the Washington Warriors1
to?.
Immediately following the half-1
me activities, one of Washing-1
's majorettes was stomped on
nd required hospital treatment.)
he incident occurred as the ma-I
rette placed the Washington
igh school flag in the hand room.
Just thought we would let you
(whoever pulled the prank) know
that while Satan (enemy of man
and of goodness) was with you.
God was with the majorette and
he was not badly injured.
Speaking on behalf of intelligent
and clear thinking students from
all Memphis high schools, we are
pleading that this incident that oc-
curred at that football game be
the last
'There is no good ending to a
person, especially a man or boy,
who pulls a stunt that is injurious
to a fellow citizen.
We hope that you consider our
plea. If not, just keep it up and
see what happens.
Y-TE ENS
' Recently the BTW Y-Teens met
to. hold an election of officers for
this school year. The officers are
Myrtle Greer, president; Olia
Reed, vice pesident; Eva Brown.
secretary: Robbie Ford, assistant
secretary. Sandra Arms.. treasure;
Joyce Confer, asistant treasurer;
,Geraldine Renard, chaplain; Lou-
iise Askew and Clatelette Jones,
ergeants-at-arms; Jannie Half-
cre, reporter; and advisors are
Mrs. B. McClellan and Mrs. C. S.
Watson.
12-5 A
These are the officers of the
72-3A class; Willie Chapman, pros-
dent; William Lambert, vice-
sident; Earlene Burks, secre-
ry; Necie Price, assistant secre- 2nd: No_change yet.
tary; Clarice Dortch, treasurer;
Olia Mae Reed, chaplain; Doris
Thompson business manager; Jack
Greer, sergeant-at-arms; & Rich-
ard 'fownsel, reporter.
BAND
We would like to congratulate
our band under the direction of
Walter Martin. for the fine per-
formance they displayed at the
recent football game.
A special salute goes to the
drum section. Featured on the bass
drum is Leandrew Cunningham.
On Snares are Maurice White,
Johrmy McKinney, Jimmy Brodie
and Charles Sesaley. and "Mr.
Cymbal," Leonard Lee.
The band was swinging with its
Washington Warriors to the tune
of "Poison Ivy."
CHARITY ORGANIZATION
The members of the Jaycerettes
Charity organization a r e busy
.naking pans for their aimeal tea
to be held Nov. 15. at YMCA.
The pragram for the tea will
cons* of talent a..o fashions.
They are asking for models from
,,arious social clubs.
The support you give them will
he greatly appreciated. All money!
raised by this orgie.iyation is do-
....ated to some charity.
Officers of the club are: Presi-
dent. Eleanor Addison; vice-pres-'
Went, Joyce Vaulx; secretary.
Faith Jackson; assistant sec ,
Shirley Boyde; treasurer, Victoria
Alexander; a n d business manag-
er. Magnolia Clark
CURRENT COUPLES
Pearl Jennings and Nathaniel,
Sanders, Verneda Wiley and Jer-
ry Suggs, Ruthie Milligan and
Hose Davis, Patsy IVilliford and
Cleaveland Stewart, Joe Brown and
Gina Starks, Johnette Reed and
Andrew Hearn, Elvin Russell and
Lessie Walker, Willie M. Alacklain
and L. H. White, Joe Johnson
and Joseph Watkins (Hamilton),
Calvin Russell and Betty Payne,
Warrett Bullard and Ural Williams
(Manassas.)
DAFFINATION
A chaperone is an old maid who
!never got on the first team, but
who still wants to intercept a few
, passes.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
1st: How's the boy who swallow-
ed the half
-dollar?
Nashville Mixing Plan
Reaches Supreme Court
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The U. tunity to ever enter a desegregat-S. Supreme Court was asked to-, ed class.
day to review a lower court's de- I According to a petition for a writeision which approved the Nash- of certiorari filed with the highvile, Tenn. 12-year "stair
-step" Court today by NAACP Legal De-public school desegregation plan. fense and Educational Fund at-The U. S. Court of Appeals for torneys, the lower court based itsIt'' Sixth Circuit on June 17, 1959, findings largely on local hostility
.. itirmed a district court ruling and antipathy to desegregation
tc,
hich permitted the Nashville rather than on the issue of howhool authorities to begin deseg- soon desegregation could "preen-
' .gating its classrooms with the cabby" be accomplished,irst grade and to continue at the The Supreme Court was asked
rate of one grade per year. This to reverse this decision and orderplan takes 12 years to complete the lower court to reconsider thefirst grade at the time of the fil- facts as they apply to the case.ine of the suit are denied an oppor-
Cowboy-Detective Slade
Premier On
SHOTGUN SLADE, a fast mov-
ing new adventure - mystery ser-
ies set against a backdrop of fron-I
tier turbulence, will have its pre-!
lettere in Memphis on WREC TV,l
Znnel 3 at 9:30 Saturday nite,Iber 31 replacing Silent Sere-
(It will be co-sponsored by
Phillips Petroleum and Blue Plate
Fonds>.
The half hour television dramas
!follow the reckless exploits of a
)(geed, "detective on horseback"
hotgun Slade.
The star of the series is six-foot-
um Scott Brady. fresh from his
table triumph in the smash
Channel 3
Broadss•ay musical, "-Destry Rides
Again." Shotgun Slade, as por-
trayed by Brady, is a min of
great physical strength, He is also
handsomely endowed with a pro-
ficiency for using guns, being ex-
tremely accurate with a weapon
he has created nimself. It is a
sawed-off piece with a shotgun
barrel for close work and a rifle
barrel for lethal purposes at a
great distance.
Scott Bady is an ideal choice
for his role in these action-pack-
ed adventure programs as he is
a talented actor and fine athlete.
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
for Mrs. Geraldine L• Clark
October 19 drew many friends
to Pilgrim Baptist church to
contribute to the festive occa-
sion. Front row left to right
are Mrs. Jean Owens, M r s.
Harrison Brown, Mrs. F. D.
It Happened In
WALKER
HOMES
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
CHURCH NEWS
Sunday, Oct. 18, the No. I cho-
rus of the Riveiside MB church
sponsored a musical program. Ap-
proximately 200 members an d
friends were present to witness
the glorious occasiaii.
Special guest on the program
was Mrs. Agnes Gibson of t he
Gibson's Kindergarten. Two selec-
tions were rendered by the kinder-
garten, an instrumental by the kin-
dergarten band and a duett by
Gail Dandridge and Susan Joyce
Tapan, which was enjoyed by every
one.
Mrs. Peters gave sonic very in-
spiring remarks. The speaker of
the evening was Mr. Alec Moss,
and his subject was the "Necessity
of Music."
Rev. 0. D. White is pastor of
the church and Mrs. Charlene
Dandridge is church reporter.
The Walker Memorial Christian
church located at Ford Road is
celebrating Loyalty Month. Mon-
day night, Oct. 19 was youth night,
and every participant or) ;lie pro-
gram exhibited a beautiful picture
of the future church. Visitors pre-
sent were civic leaders along with
their many guests: Mrs. Agnes
Gibson of the Gibson's Kindergar-
ten, the kindergarten band, Lb e
Gospel Sons, the Sanders Singers,
Master James Crittenden of the
Walker Homes Jr. civic club,
and Mrs. Grettie Adair from the
Jr. Civic deb.
All visitors were met with a
warm welcome by the courteous
members of the church. Rev. Wal-
lace Herd, an eleven-year-old min-
ister delivered a very inspiring
message. His subject was "I.iving
Waters." The young minister was
,introduced by his father, Mr.
!Wallace Herd, jr.
I Mrs. Johnnie M. Petus was mis-tress of ceremonies.
'SOCIAL NEWS
The Faithful 12 Charity club
held its regular meeting at the
home of Mrs. Marvin Dawkins, 202
Elder Road. Important business
, was the raising of funds for the
-Christmas baskets for the needy.
I Mrs. Mildred Wright is presi-
dent of the club ano' Mrs. elattie
IL. Adams is secretary.
!OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Weekend visitors in Memphis
were Mrs. Daisy Walker of Gary,
Ind., and Mrs. Tennie B. Burke
of St. Louis who were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Smith of
272 Glencoe rd. Mrs. Walker la
the cousin of Mr. and Mrs. Smith
and Mrs. Burke is a long time
friend of the family.
FORD ROAD SCHOOL
The Ford Road school PTA held
Its annual Father's Night, Octob-
er 20 in the school cafetorium with
the fifth and sixth grade boys con.
ducting the devotion.
The active ushers were Mrs. Ag-
nes Gibson, second vice president;
Mrs. Dorothy Jones and Mrs.
Alma Thompson. There were at
least 200 fathers and their fami-
lies present. Vice-preeident John-
Adams. Mrs. Clark. Mrs, Hat-
tie Kelly and Mrs. Lulu Grady.
Rack row left to right are E.
D. Scott. Rev, Harrison
Set,, Oct. 31, 1933
Manassas High News
NEWSPAPER WEEK 13-acme-old sophomore Betty Jean
The Louis B. Itobacin Chapter if Mitchell. Betty resides at the home
the Quill and Scroll and The Ma of her mother, Mrs. Hazel Mitch-
nesse' Newsette had their first ell. 283 A. Dixie Mall.
chapel program concerning Nation She attends St. Anthony church.
al Newspaper Week. The drogram Betty is majoring in science, for
was held Wednesday, Oct. 21, at she plans to become a doctor.
She is a new stu-
dent here at Ma-
nassas, f ro m
Father Bertrand.
In the contest of
Miss Newsette,
2 p. m. in the Cora P. Taylor audi-I
torium. Edward J. Isleewan, edit-I
or of the Memphis Press Scimitar,'
was the main speaker for the hour.
During the early part of the day,
the Newsette staff and students on
the school paper at the other high
and junior high schools met in the
library for information on news-
paper writing. There were six
men from the various papers of
the city present. They were Mal-
colm Adams, who talked on re-
Betty won over
three other con-
testants from' I.
grades 9 thrash
12. The title of
Miss Mitchell her writing was
Your Newspaper,
and Laware Wright, 9th grade,
is very proud of Betty, along with
fourth place. The sophomore class
Brown, Rev. F. D. Adams, eating to find out better things to,improve our school paper. 
their advisors.
'TIGERS DEFEAT WARRIORSApostle A. W. Williams, and
A. C. Clark. (Staff photo by
Billy Duncan)
55 'Brains' Make
Leath Honor Roll
porting; Robert R. Ratcliffe, on. Freedom Textbooks." She aso wonfeature writing; L. F. Palmer, jr. ' several gifts for her win. Others
editoriel writing; Orgill Hancock, , running were Maggie Manklins,headline. Thaddeus Stokes, column 12 grad, second place: Beverly
writing and Clark Pomteous, news Williams, il grade, third place;gathering. These six men spoke
very freely to us concerning news-
paper writing. It was most inter-
The honor roll for the Leath Jackson and Ruth McCoy; Grade 4-
school, 427 Luden ave., reads as , 4,1c. Glennie Glover, Doris Parker,
follows: Beverly Jean Stewart, Edna Ma
Grade 1-A) Linda Fay Kidd, rie Brown, Bettie Alexander, A. C.
Mary Alice Norton and Lonnetta
Williamson; Grade 1-2A. Ivory
Jean Broce: Grade 1-3A. Candice
Wells and Reginald Couch; Grade
1-4A. Bessie Briley, Antonette
Green, Clotea Poole and Clara
Williams• Grade 1-5A. Sharon Lau-
nie M. Peters greeted these won-
derful fathers. There was joy writ-
ten on the face of each father.
Mrs. Adrena Gooch, president of
the Shelby County Council of PTA
is always on hand to help us with
the PTA objectives and songs.
Issiah Goodrich, our wonderful
principal, introduced the panelists.
The head panelist was Samuel
Peace who is well known as an
orator. Other panelists were James
Watson, Felton Earls, president of
the Walker Homes Civic club;
Rev. J. T. Freeman, Elder G. A.
Evans, Lewis 0. Swingler. Rev.
N. A. Crawford. Prof. Cassell
Knox and Albert F. Harris.
The discussion period was titled
"Father's Responsibility in th e
Home and Community." The panel-
ists had done research and really
had something to talk about. All
fathers admitted they did have hid-
den responsibilities.
There were 33 teachers present.
The fathers were seated with their
sons. Distinguished PTA presidents
and their entire executiveb oards
were also present. Some of the
presidents were Mrs. Bessie Na-
thaniel, Weaver school; Mrs. N. A.
Crawford, Mitchell school; Mrs.
Rita Jones, Miss. Blvd. Seventh
Day Adventist PTA; and Mrs. Ka-
therine Tappan, Walker school.
The principals included' Profes-
sors Alonzo Weaver, Mitchell rd.;
C. W. Horner, Walker school, and
Monroe Jackson.
Prof. Issiah Goodrich gave the
closing remarks which added a
special touch to the occasion, Mrs.
Mary Ann Wrusken, cooperative
and alert president of Ford Road
PTA also helped to close the oc-
casion with words of thanks.
FREE! 500 TURKEYS!
250 AT EACH STORE
As is our custom each year, we will give away 500 turkeys—approximately 10 pounds each dressed—beginning
at once—throughout the Thanksgiving and Christmas season-25 each week-5 each on Fridays and Satur-
days and 3 each other days.
You don't have to buy anything to win—you get a free ticket at any of our check-out stands and you don't
even have to be present ?o win.
Store No. 1 — 2861 Lamar
OPEN 24 HOURS PER DAY
7 DAYS PER WEEK—PH GL 2.7611
"WE NEVER CLOSE"
Store No. 2 2251 SOUTHBELLEVUE
OPEN 6 AM. TO 1 A.M.
6 DAYS PER WEEK—PH, WH 11-3114
PLENTY OF EASY PARKING
PLENTY
OF
EASY
PARKING
The Manassas senior team de-
feated the Washington Warriors
Friday night, Oct. 23, at Melrose
stadium. This was quite a ball-
game for it seemed like a stand
still game for the Tigers. The
Tigers were held until the last
quarter, when the break came.
The Tigers won 12 to 7, Outstand-
ing players were W. Jones, J.
Laird. E. Davis, Albert Sane,
Richard Stevenson, C. Taylor and
touchdowns were fleet footed Eu-
gene Davis and Warren Jones.
Also the Jun m ior tea of N! anal-
ass deleated the Junior team of
Washington, 19-6. After losing their
first game to Porter, the juniors
came back to win. Coach for theMU ALPHA THETA Juniors is .1. Jones, the physical
One of the outstanding chute' on ed teacher for Man A s sss . Outstand-
Woods, Alfonso Coleman and Ed- the campus is the Mu Alpha Theta, mg players were Charles Bridge-
derdale, Yasmine Ragsdale. Jo die Perkins; Grade 5-4A. Etta Al- a mathematic club, Out of this water, QB, Jeff Matthews, half-
Brenda Williams, lichen Dyson, len, Mary Glover, Ruby Johnson, gloriocie day with us. I'm sure you back; Lawrence Carter, David La-
and Nanette Payne, Grade 2 2A. Brenda Fox, Alma Nichols, James 
such as Napoleon B. Williams, Al- nier Danish Cobbs, Ed Laird, Cal-
Lloyd Taylor, James White and Thomas and Pauline Ward; Grade bert Thompson, Edna Madison, Su- yin Haliburton, Orem Jones, Jes-
reathe Toy and many others. These sic Evens, Atarshall Hobson; Le-Sandra II a milton.
young people ars working to noir Bee, Ronald Hill and JohnGrade 2-3A. Bessie Slaton and
achieve in math. Reed. Scoring the touchdowns wereSheila Pearce; Grade 2-5A. Fannie
Williams and Xazahlia Couch;
officers were elected for the year TOP TEN GENTS
The club had its first meeting, Jeff Mathew, Charles liridgewat-
Thursday, Oct. 22. The following sr and Ores 'Jones,
50-60. Cleoplitis Owens, president: Ernest Withers, Louis Holmes,
Nellie Ciagler, vice president; Na- Theodore McKnight, Don Willianis,
talyn McKinney, secretary; Lucy Daniel Brown, James Cox, Oliver
Barber, assistant secretary; Na- Haney, Roosevelt Richardson, Tyle
poleon B. Williams, treasurer; Gammon and Hebert Smith,
Freddie Williams, business manag- TOP TEN ('O-EDS
er; Edna Madison, parliamentar- Laware Wright, Seolina Cos, •
tan; Beverly Williams, chaplain; Helen Tolliver Annette Ivory,
and Sureatha Toy and Rome Lee Magnolia Bush, Phyllis McCain
Shirley Crawford, Brent Brewst•
You will hear more about this am. Annie Ruth Phillips and De.
club in the near future.. Lois Benton,
Albert Thompson i Man aaaaa )QUIZ 'FM
'til'IManassas QUM 'Em team Fred Malone t Melrose 1, Robert
defeated Hamilton Saturday, Oet.irFalnydnu HamiltonR(ober  iiain,ninkg‘ath(DerougBiaesrt,•,
Johnney NIcGlown Manassas),
Markham Stansbury (B. T. W.
la miles Brenard ( Douglas ). Odii
Dockery (Hamilton), and Roscoe
Nevels (Manassas.)
CO-EDS (CITYWIDE)
Betty Mitchell (Man sssss ) Hor-
tense Spillers (Melrose), Carolyn
better fellows. The advisors for Wells (Hamilton), Poris Ingram,
this club are: Mrs. 0. Hodge and (Father Bertrand', Earline Nick-
ols (Douglass), Maggie Hankins
(Alan sssss ), Franey Dailey (B. T. '
W..), Ernestine Henderson (Doug-
las), Claudette Green (Hamilton)
and Beverly Williams (Manassas).
Grade 3-A. Virginia E. Floyd and
Ronald Smith; Grade 3-3A. Anne elpal
Chambers, Edward Couch Ill, Dar-
nell Howard and Robert George
Taylor; Grade 5-2A. Rosetta Kim-
mns, Yvonne McCoy, Melfin Cha-
ney, Dannie Shields, Willie in
)1-3A. Regina Barham, Rosa Lee
Burson, Rita J. Ilarvey, Fannnie
Palmer, Castine White and Lillian
Irene Young.
C. NI. heard is the school prin.
Calls Green Tea
'Hugh Success
The second annual Green Tea
at Ellis Auditorium surpassed last
'ear's benefit and boosted the
treasury of the Jessie Mahan Day
Care Center by $1,613, according
to Mrs. R. J. Venson, tea chair-
' man.
' Mrs. Venson, who is vice-chair'
man of the day care center's
!board, said, that 15 organizations
I sponsored tables at the tea and
praised each one for "splendid co- I
operation.'"
She listed the following persons
and institutionn as outstanding
donors:
Klondyke PTA
Begins Drive
For Members
Mrs. E. L. Cody. president of
the Lincoln school PTA, installed
officers of the PTA of Klondybe
school at treir recent meeting.
The Klondyke PTA has launched
a drive for 1,000 members.
Installed were Mrs. A. M. Able,
president; Mrs. Willean Tyler.
secretary; and Mrs. Jean Boyd,
assistant secretary.
Members of the group. named
Mrs Able, Mrs. Tyler, and Mrs.
L. P. Jackson as delegates to the
PTA congress in Jackson, Tenn ,
November 12.
A program was presented by the
parents after which Miss Anna
Jones, principal of Klondyke
school, presented the new teach-
ers and addressed the group.
The cafetorium was beautifully
decorated by Mr. Cook and Mr.
Merriweather McCoy with the ac-
cent on Autumn and the empha-
sis on the 1,000 new members the
PTA is seeking.
The meeting ended. with a re-
past with Mrs. Stable Bingham in
charge. She was assisted by Mrs.
Warren and Mrs. Pinny. Meetings
will be held on the third Thursday
night in each month at the
school's cafetorium at 7:30
Royal Crown
HAIR DRESSING
SIPH„fsLy
15C
Pe a^ le
A9n at
anEssit
America's Finest
for DRESSING
• Contains pure. imported Olive Oil
and gowns Oil of Bergamot!
• Perfect A a pressing, use
• Keeps the "love took” in your
Schools present along with their
editors • in - chief were: Warren
Jackson, Carver; Coby Smith,
llyde Park; Hortense Spillers, Mel-
rose; Paris Ingram, Father Ber-
trand, Carolyn Wells, Hamilton;
Earline Nickols, Douglas and Mar-
khum Stansbury, Booker T. Wash-
ington. Also we had guests from
Wonder High school in West Stern-
phis. The editor in chief of that
school paper is Floyd Prete. To
all of the persons who were pres-
ent and their advisors, the News 
ette Staff would like to thank all of
you for coining out to share this
glorious day with us. I'm sure yti
got quite a bit of vital information
out of the clinic.
St. Paul Baptist church, Centen-
ary Methodist church, Mrs. Ed-
wina Gillum, Christian Women's
Guild, Universal Life Insurance
company. Tri-State bank, A. NI A CeO
Walker, Mrs. Iona Anderson, St.
Andrews CM R church, ( olumhus
Baptist church and St. John Bap-
tat church.
"The group is deeply grateful to
Mr. Onzie Horne, who did a mag-
nificent. job as a volunteer work-
er." Mrs. Venson said.
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker us-as co.
chairman of the tea. Working with
Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Venson was
Mrs. W. B. Br000ks, a committee
member.
At a recent meeting, Atty. Hun-
ter Lane was elected chairman of
the center's board. Mrs. Veneon
was named vice-chairman. Other
directors are Or, Clara Brawner,
Dr. W. W. Gibson, Mrs. W. R.
Irvin, Mrs. Ralph Levy, Rev, J. A.
McDaniel, Robert Ratcliff, Mrs. K.
G. Robbins, Mrs. R. T. White, Mrs.
Grace Williams, Mrs. Onzie Horne,
Mrs. W. B. Brooks, and Mrs. A.;
Maceo Walker.
•
Blanchard, reporters.
24, by a score of 930400. 0 ur
team outscored Hamilton with
questions asked by the Commercial
Appeal
TOP GENTLEMEN CLUB
The Top Gentlemen club had
its election for the year 59-60.
These young men have joined to-
gether to help themselves become
Mr. C. Corry.
The officers for the year are
Louis Holmes, president; Charles
Poole, secretary; Clifford Tucker,
assistant secretary, Henry Brown,
treasurer; Henry Wheathey, buat. The El-Cottes Social club. con.
ness manager; Haywood Crowder sisting of 11 charming young ladies
and Lero Jameminson, reporters; have just observed their first an-
Don Williams, chaplain; Lester niversary at Tony's Inn. Their
Taylor, parliamentarian; and Sam sweetheart for the year is Roselle
Clark, sergeant at arms. Blanchard. Miss Rose Marie Cavi-
SPOTLIGHT ness, a new teacher, is their ad-
This week's spotlight turns to visor.
Who Will Be
MISS BRONZE WEST
TENNESSEE?
Open To Al/ High School Seniors
Scholarships And Valuable Prizes
Await The Lucky Winners In This
Annual Pageant Patterned After
The Miss America Contest.
Deadline, Oct. 30, 1959
Sponsored by The
Jackson Alumnae Chapter
Of Delta Sigma Theta
—Scholarships Only On Talent-
-Application Blank—
Name
Address
City or Town
Talent
A.
Mad or nom your en trano• blooks t• Mrs A. Cooke 120 Halo Se ,
/adman Tem or Mn A Mart,,, 204 Tonyar4 Meimo. Toon
So k 3 939
DEFENDER c
 
ritics
 
 
Hail Howard U. Choir S
HAPPY' CHILDREN are the
three pretty misses above
who form a part of the Mon-
Methodists
Plan Study
Of Schools
Clark college President James
P. Brawley has been named chair-
man of the Methodist Commission
on Christian Higher Education's
Committee to Study the Needs of
Negro Colleges Supported by the
Methodist church.
Members of the Committee are
Methodist Bishop J. W. E. Bowen;
Dr. A. Hollis Edens. president of
Duke university; Dr. Robert H.
Hamill, pastor of Wesley Metho-
dist church and co-director of the
Wesley Foundation at Madison,
Wis.: Dr. Russell J. Hunibert,
president of DePauw university;
and Dr. Willis M. Tate, president
of Southern Methodist university.
The Committee will be working
closely with Methodism's Race Re-
lations Sunday, February 14. on
which the Commission on Chris-
tian Higher Education and t Is
Methodist Board of Education
will seek contributions amounting
.to S1,000,000 from approximately
9.700,000 members of the Metho-
dist church .
Hyde Park High
To Hold College
Conference Meet
College Conference Night will
be held at Hyde Park High Nov
6, from 7 to 10 p.m.
Arrangements base been made
with a number of leading colleges
for the parents of Hyde Park High
school students to confer with rep-
resentatives of the schools at that
time,
This will be the very first oc-
rasion when parents. as well as
the students themselves, may dis-
cuss
.
I e college admission
officers entrance requirements,•
tuition fees scholarships, school
loans, courses available, living
costs, and part-time jobs to de-
fray expenses.
Where a student may he unde-
cided as to which college may of-
fer the best opportunity to further
his education. this program al-
lows him and his parents to get
full information from no less than
three schools in one evening. In
these discussions, groups of stu-
dents and their parents may at-
tend each of three forty-minute
sessions conducted by representa-
tives of the various schools.
I,angston Hughes noted author
treat Interracial youngsters
eho play and learn together
at the Negro Community cen.
Ft"
THE NEGRO COMMUNITY
Center, of Montreal. founded
in 1926, is a gathering place
for chi.dren of all raves and
creeds in the area which it
serves. Housed in a fortress.
like structure, the center was
ter. Three categories of chil-
dren, juniors, intermediates
and seniors use the center's
facilities every day.
incorporated in 1949 as
member of the Welfare Fed-
eration of Montreal. Some 20
staff members provide a well
rounded program for children
from nursery school age to
teenagers.
a
THE ANNUAL FASHION
show held recent!), in the new
Union United church, on De.
Lisle Street, In Montreal, was
highly successful because of
"UNITE
tions In
the
Prof.
was
by
MEN OF %LI, Na-
Brotherhood Bond,"
theme of an address
profes•
nor of education at McGill
Set Annual
Benefit For
ays Medical Rise Boys Club
ill Boost Cost
-Tile ever quickening pace in the
forward progress of medical sci-
ence'' will be the largest single
factor in the inevitable rise in hos•
pital costs, the director of the So-
ciety of the New York Hospital
said ir an article in Hospitals, IC
Journal of the American Hospital
association.
Dr. Henry D. Pratt, director of
tl'- New York • Hospital. added
,that -an accelerating increase in
the number and complexity of sci-
en i ic procetiires portends
need for more new and expensive
technical equipment. for new space
, to house it and for more people to
operate it",
Dr. Pratt pointed out that the
thiehest daily hospital costs are in
Icaliforn ia. and said this ie due
Langston Huges "in large measure to unionization
Selected To Open Bs; area where costs often exceed
'60 History Week $so A day."
As one way to economize, Dr.
hitt suggested that the smaller
and poet, will speak in Chicago
Sunday, February 7, opening Ne-
gro History Week for 1950
The announcement was made
by Mise Leo F. Sparks, pre%
ident of the afro- emerican
Heritage Association, under A
mmitimommillimulmililliti nntfiontli11111111111
whose auspices the Chicago De• Old-Timers
 Partyfender columnist will speak.
of hospitals in the San Frencisco
hospital not attempt to offer com-
plicated procedures, such as open'
heart surgery. He felt that these
cases should he referred to larger .
teaching centers to avoid dupli-
cation of expensive personnel and
equipment".
H said there is also a saving to
the community when ambulatory
car is available and when "treat-
ment, can be carried out without
the necessity of occupying an ex-
pensive hospital bed".
Dr. Pratt said that many charg-
es of inefficiency in hospital oper-
ation are the result of insufficient
funds. "The administrator hat no
alternative hut to economize rig-
idly", the author observed. "As a
result, some services suffer and
are rot entirely to the liking of
the patient who erroneously charg-
es inefficiency. There is no doubt
ttat in this sense our hospitals
rated he more efficiently managed
if more funds were available for
,operation".
Recreation Group To
Hold Fall Conference
''Cooperative Progress in Recrea-
tion for Illinois" will he the theme
- •I‘e •^',1 toieme Recreation As.
sociation Fall Conference to be
held in Peoria.
Meeting in the Pere Marquette
hotel, Nov 12, 13 and 14 the con-
ference will be under the general
e,`airmanship of Neve Harms,
Perrier Recreation quperie' "dent,
t'terr Clisi
tion President, announced today,
abashSets
A procram is being planned to
linvite all of the "old-timers" of
the Wabash YMCA to a big fel-
lowship banquet.
The affair will be under the di-
rection of Harry Jones, long-time
member of the Wabash 'Y' end
former member of the Boys' Sec-
tion at Wabash and Frayser T.
Lane. who served as program
secretary of the Wabash YMCA
in 1924.
Planner, as a reunion roe 'lung.
thq affair will involve such pen-
John Hughes,
Looking forward to the show of
shows "These Happy Fellows" the
Women's Auxiliary of the South
Side Boys' Club sponsors its sec-
ond "night with the men" a mam-
moth benefit for the boys club,
Monday, Nov. 16, at 0:30 P. in.
at Roberts Show club, 6622 S.!
Park aye
The production brings to the pub-i
lie again the all-male fashion ex-,
travaganza, featuring modes,'
music and men of distinction in
the season's latest trends, high- ,
lighted by guest artists from stage,.
TV and music world.
This production is gauged to sur-
pass last's year's presentation so
far as participation, content and
staging are concerned.
The Women's Auxiliary under the,
presidency of Mrs. George Frank-,
lin Proctor', has appointed 'com-
mittee chairwomen to make their
annual project an overwhelming
success.
With Miss Alfaney Walker as
chairman of the project, Mrs.,
Mary Booth, is chairman of the
program book; Mrs, Pauline West,
Mrs. Agnes Jackson, Mrs. Esther
Harrell, Mrs. Carrie Tate, Mrs.
Helen Lewis, Mrs. Ada Mills, Mrs.
Grace Church, and Mrs. Jean
Himes, director of the Boys club
are working with a Volunteer
'Group under the leadership of Mrs.
1Theresa Yancey, for the success
of the fashion show.
behind-the-scenes work of
many interested persons. Over
400 persons heard commenta•
tor Mairuth Hodge describe
the model's dresses while Cot
pie as A. L. Jackson, former exe-
cutive secretary of the Wabash
'Y'; Howard Gould: Bill Robin-
son; Leon Scott, Horace Johnson,
and many others who spent their
boyhood days at Wabash.
The purpose of the "old-timers
banquet" is one of fellowship to
enable these men to get together
and reminisce "the good times"
they had at the Wabash 'Y'.
Persons who were members of
the Wabash YMCA hack in the
'200, '30s and the early '401 are,
unisersil,. given In the ban-
quet hall of the new Union
United church in Montreal.
The banquet, gisen by t h e
stewards of the church com•
Icy Ramsay provided Piano
music. Sonic of the show's or-
ganizers above are, left to
right, front, Eunice Este, Glo•
ria Simmons, Enid Living-
memorated the First Thanks.
'thing of the (Tuition of 36.
tear dream of the pastor, the
Rev. Charles Este. Prior to
completion of the new church.
mphony
Featured In ,
Villa-Lobos
Choral Work
stone and Gertrude Health.
waite. Back Row: left to right,
Shirley Carrington, 51 uriel
Bourne and Eileen Moore.
Sy THEODORE C. STONE
Enthusiasm ran so high at the
concert given by the National
Symphony Orchestra, Howard
Mitchell. conductor, in Constitu-
tion Hall, Fridey, Oct. 16, that
one of the main pieces on the pro-
gram had to be repeated.
The peformances was held in
honor of top drawer music cri-
tics, who were attending the 1959
Music Critics Worshop held in
Washington, D. C. Oct. 16, 17,
and IL at the Roger Smith Hotel.
It was a special Bonus Concert
for the guests of the fourth estate
and the regular subscribers of the
concert series offered by the Na-
tional Symphony, and it was has-
many, but familiar to a very fele
ed on music which was new
indeed.
The evening's highlight was the
vigorous performance of Hector
Villa-Lobos' Chorus No. 10, feW
Orchestra a n d chorus, which
came midway the program.
Howard University choir, War-
ner Lawson, director, was chosen
to sing the Villa-Lobos, and it was
this presentation that made the
top of the news so far as most of
the 57 visiting critics were con-
cerned.
The choir sang with all of the
vitality and verve it could muster
and the audience responded with
rare excitement to the tremendous
rapturous rhythmic impulse emit-
ted by the resounding corrobora-
tion.
The Howard choir after but
three weeks of reassembly gam
proof that it was equal to t Is •
d
task of tackling a work whi
emanded much, but rewarded
t
plenty for those musicality, sen-
sitivity and agility could match it.
The choir was more than ad..
quate, it matched in lustre, vol-
ume, and musicianship all of the
demands, thus gaihing the highest
praise from critics and music lov-
ers alike.
At the end of the performance
the ovation was distinct and as-
sured, requiring a repetition of
the work. Conductors Mitchell and
been thrilled in being an warmly
received in their effort,
The concert held in addition, to
Villa
-Lobos, Ginastera's, "Esters-
Lawson, and the choir must hsv•
cia" (Ballet Suite) performed forits second time in Washington,
Copland's Appalachian Spring,
and Beethoven's Symphony No. 7
in A Major.
The first three works were of
contemporary means and afforded
the orchestra to show a wide
ministers of white churches in range of skill in their projectio.Montreal graciously loaned Basically the music held exctheir pulpits to Rev. Este and sive rhythmic range and through-his congregation. out the Ginaaters, one could feel
the balletic sweep which was the
 life and core of the piece. Cop-
Scottish Rite Group
Holds 73rd Meeting
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ses-
sions of the 73rd Annual 46,)eeting
of the United Supreme Council,
Ancent and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry, Southern
Jurisdiction, Prince Han Affilia-
tion, met in Masonic Temple
Building, Oct. 18-20. Delegates,
from 22 states were present.
Dr. Charles E. Stewart, pastor
of Union AME church, Philadel-,
phia, delivered the annual memor-
ial sermon in memory of 28 who
departed this life during the year.
Atty. Thurgood Marshall w a s
among the guest speakers.
Sessions were presided over by
Sovereign Grand Commander Dr.
Willard W. Allen, Baltimore, who
Was assisted by Lt. Grand Com-
mander John G. Lewis, jr., Baton
Rouge, La
ALI.EN ADVISED
Allen advised the group to work
for the extension of Prince Hall
Masonry, the elimination of bogus
and clandestine Masonry and the,
securing of first class citizenship
for all Americans.
He advsed the purchase o fI 0
requested to contact James E.
Gleason, executive secretary of
the Wabash YMCA at the 'Y' of-
fice. Gleason said from the names sod.
and addresses receeed a list will Featured speakers of the two.be compiled and invitations will day convention are Robert M.be sent out. 
Feemster, Wall Street Journal,Also, anyone who has hail
as a staff member, voluni
d any
New York City, and Saul Mindel,connection with the Wabash
chief of the Post Office Depart-
! d d Se -teer or a member is requested to
contact the secretary. Gleayonition • Washington.
said the branch hope's to bring Awards in the 1959 Illinois news-
together at least 60 members of tpeper contest will be presented at
the Wabash alumni. "It will be the annuarNanquet by Chairman
greatly appreciated if these pen. Ken Smith, Rochelle News-Leader.
pie will get their names and ad. The IPA Student Award also will
dresses to my office," Gleason be presented to a University of
added. Illinois journalism senior.
Powell To Speak
At Press Meet
URBANA.CHAMPAIGN, III. —
An address by speaker Paul Powell
of the Illinois House of Representa-
tives will highlight the banquet cif
the 94th annual fall meeting of the'
Illinois Press Association Oct. 29-
$1 at Hotel St. Nicholas, Spring-
-10,000 of U. S. Savings Bonds this Robert H. Campbell. Arthur G
year and advised all members to Washington, Marion S. Harris
 
 
 
 
 
 As an important assignmentJones, James Ric-hie, Thomas each critic was required to fileWesley, and Arthur M. Town
-I his review of the concert by 9:30send, M.D.; the following morning, with MilesWalter Wren. David B. Garner, Kastendieck, president, MusicSammie T. Hendersen, Arthur R. Critic, New York Journal Ameri-King, Charley Wardley, James T. can.Walker, Irvin H. Kilkrease, jr.,
Wiliam A. Newson, John T. WI-
hams, George L. Russell, Arthur
E. Choate, Aaron Williams, jr.,
Walter H. Rice, John F. Cole, Eu-
gene Summerrow;
L. W. Easterling, A. R. Rich-
ardson, Rev, George D. Carnes,
Johnnie White, jr., Dr. Haywood
N. Doty, James G. Trott, Dr. Sam-
uel E. Duncan, Dr. Robert T. Al-
len, Harry A. Brewer, Robert J.
Holden and W. K. Payne.
land's colorful piece formed an
agreeable foil for the almost sav-
age Villa
-Lobos which followed.
Concluding the concert. Beetho-
ven came into its own with its ser-
ene and eloquent touch of genius.
Beethoven occupied its right-
ful plane by ending a program
which gave the hearers much to
:hink about and certainly a great
• deal to comport.Louis A Jackson.Columbus
n U.S. Pact Jo s
WASHINGTON — Hope for an
end to the exclusion of Negroes
from employment in certain build-
ing trades in the District of Col-
umbia, where Federal construc-
tion projects are involved, was
expressed recently by Irving Fer-
man, executive vice - chairman of
the President's Committee on Gov-
ernment Contracts.
"Recent negotiations with gov-
ernment contractors indicate to
the President's Committee that,
this distressful situation may soon,
Le remedied," Ferman said, in an I
address to an economic and social'
workshop of the American Council'
on Human Rights which was con-
ducted at Howard university.
The committee has substantiat-
ed the validity of complaints
which have been filed with itsi
staff alleging discrimination
against Negroes in the hiring of
skilled construction workers on
such projects as the Capitol East
'Front and the third House Office
Building, Ferman said.
Despite evidence that initial
blame for the situation may rest
with certain building trades union
locals, the Committee aide told his
audience that "we do not think
that contractors can any longer
sign conracts with the Govern-
ment involving nondiecrimination
clauses ad then offer as a de-
fense to noncompliance the exclu-
sionary practices of unions with
which they have labor agree-
ments."
Ferman expressed confidence
that the problem will soon be re
solved with the cooperation of all
concerned. He said the equal job
opportunity program of the Prete
dent's Committee can be symbol
ized in no better fashion than to
'free access to employment for all
qui:Wied workers in Federal con
struction projects in the nation's,
capital.
add to their purchases.
Nine were elevated to the stat-
us of emeritus and removed from
active duty on the council. These
included William A. Jones and C.
Mansell Lawrence, Md.; H. T.
Willis and John Edgar Smith, Dis-
trict of Columbia; James A. "Bill-
board" Jackson, N. Y.: E. D.
Johnson. Tex.: Dr. E. W. Duncan,
La.; and Thomas Harris, Ark.
Seven were given active status.
These included M. L. Ward; Ed-
ward E. Crawford, Eugene Fisher
and Emmet Draper, Robert J.
Walters and X. L. Neal, E. D.
Gibson.
GET BOOSTS
Among those elevated to the
33rd and last degree were Magnus
A. Jone,. Richard D Jackson,
Sees End To Bias
The reviews were used as nbasis for a discussion session of
review analysis.
In the session where music cri-ticism, actual a n d theoretical
claimed interest diverse (spina:
were expressed. and much g
11i
was accomplished.
Among the contributors to thisdiscussion periods were Paul Hein-
ry Lang, New York Herald tri-bune: Thomas B. Sherman, t.Louis Post
-Dispatch; W. L. 
1,, 
n-derwood. Wichita Falls Times;Paul Hume, Washington Poet:Theodore Charles Stone, ChicagoDefender; Harold Rosenfeld Berk-shire Herald; Bayard F. Ennis,
Charleston Gazette; Lenore Craw-ford, London Free Press. Ontario:
b Raymond Morin. Worcester Tele.gram: Harold Spivacke, Libraryof Congress; Mrs. Jouett Shouse.Chairman of the President's Mu-sic Committee of the People topeople program; Arthur Vogel,Chief, Cultural Operations, Unite HStates Information Agency, aHarold Boxer, Music directoVoice of America.
Howard Mitchell. conductor tthe National Symphony Orches-tra; Robert Parris, composer,and assistant music critic to thesWrahsehtningltaoyron aPnosatn:o paantrdon 
of 
ErnestSchein, 
were panelists for one of thesessions which arnueed widespread interest among the critics.
Words of the WiseA min Should never be
ashamed to wars he hem bein the wrong; whIeb k betsaying In other words, thatbe le ',neer today Hien bewas yesterday.
—(Alexander Pope*
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People no longer cry "don't fence me in." At least it's an
out-of-date attitude with home-owners who have an eye
for style, because today's fences are more interesting, varied,
and beautiful than ever.
The secret is the fine pre- are making many more types
eervatives any home-owner of fence out of other regular
can easily apply that make lumber. The humble two-by-
the use of ordinary lumber four can form an attractive
for fences more practical geometric pattern in a fence
than in by-gone years. The and gate as in the illustra-
Western Pine Association re- Don, and it will stand up to
ports, for example, that pan- the elements with the proper
cling lumber is becoming in- preservative treatment.
creasingly popular because Some of the best and most
of the pentachlorophenol available woods for fencing
preservatives that will pro- come from the western pine
tete a fence for generations. region. There are ten species
Thus the old plain fence has to choose from: Idaho white
been "fancied up" with many pine, ponderosa pine, sugar
new shapes that are painted, pine, ingelmann $pruc e,
stained, or left natural. lodgepole pine, white fir,
Quite apart train this, how- Douglas tir. larch, incense
do-Lt-yourealt, elitists cedar, and inland red cadet.,
Helps Heal And Clear
Itchy Skin Rash!
7
.ffeto-
-11cluld or ointment—a doc-tor's antiseptic, promptly relievesRatans, stops scratching and tohelps heal and clear surface akin
rash es.Buy txtc
for 
s zemostr.„,thUrns 
stubborn c•see!
FAMILY
FINANCE, Inc.
CASH
• Autos
• Furniture
• Signature
WORRYS
Lew, Low Monthly Napes
This Money Number"
161 Madison - JA 7-3421
61 No. Third - JA 7-1402
Skyscraper Deal
Makes History
NEW YORK — 
— A
seventy-floor skysciaper on Wall
street, forth tallest building in the
world, was sold to the 1-ighest bid-
der Tuesday at an auction that
made real 'stale history.
The sale of 40 Wall street and
one half the land on which it
stands is the largest and most '
valuable unit of real estate ever
autioned in this country. The sky-
scraper's valuation for tax pur-
poses is $18.750.000 and the mini-
mum set for bids was S17.000.000.
Prospective bidders in the ma-
hogany-panelled. antique-furnished
dining room of the $750,000 Wall
street club on the building's 26th
floor had to deposit certified or
bank checks for $200.000 each in
order to have the privilege of bid-
ding.
GM Official, 45,
Dies In Ann Arbor
ANN ARBOR. Mich.— (UPI1—
Victor H. Sutherlen, 43, general
saes manager for General Motors',
Oldsmobile division, died Monday
following a brief illness.
Sutherlen had joined Oldsmo-
bile as an assistant car distributor ,
in the Los Angeles office in 1936.
, He became general sales manager
in 1938.
He is survived by his wife, three
daughters, two sons, his father
and a brother.
LAREVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
—Nestled against a beautiful
wooded backdrop, just in front
of a fabulous layout for golf,
List Prices Of
New Small
Economy Cars
Valiant, .1 y.
luxurious economy ear, will selli
for $14 more than Chevrolet's Cor-1
vair and 671 more than Ford'si
Falcon, the corporation revealed
Tuesday.
Harry E. Chesebrogh. general
manager of the Plymouth-De Soto-
Valiant Division, said the Valiant
will be available in six models in
a four-door sedan and station
wagon series. Prices on the four-
door sedans range from 61,874 on
the lovv-priced V-100 series to
61.946 on the V-200 series.
The station wagons will go into
produaion within the next two
weeks and prices for the six and
nine passenger models will be an-
nounced later.
The Valiant prices compared
Ever wonder about what really
goes into the concrete floors of
your 'louse', They can really look
pretty but in time prove that
beauty is really only skin deep.
Properly constructed floors in-
volve careful planning and dedi-
cated craftsmanship. To come up
with really substantial flooring,
the sub-base must he properly
prepared: the concrete must be
carefully mixed and placed: there
must be adequate reinforcement
and sufficient curing time.
swimming and other recrea-
tion, is the Lake%iew Country
Club. l'he club offers, not only
luxury relaxation, but pro-
vides meeting places for coro•
munity groups and a special
gathering spot for teen seers.
It ill wonderfully convenient 
G
to new home owners in beau-
tiful Lakeside ardens. (Staff
photo by Hardin).
Year 'Round Benefits
Hot Water Outdoors Has
DETROIT — (UPI) — TWO De-, The trend to mixing indoors with' Outdoor entertaining is wheretroit men hoped Tuesday they,
out — and living all over the lot—I
the biggest help. With hot water
this "hot" idea turns out to be
NEW YORY — (UPli — The may soon be able to wipe out a
now kind of modern America. has prompted much that's new in;
right there for cooking and dish-
washing. you'll have a real kit-
chen-in-the-open.
No doubt plenty of other uses
coin. to mind with hot water at
brother — a hot water faucet, one's disposal. What about squirt-
The convenience of having hot ing it into the children's wading
water at hand outdoors is obvious pool to warm it up a bit?
when all possible uses crowd to A home with a hot water heat-
mind. Right off, you think of car- ing system that has summer-
the sidewalks that shoppers would washing — no more lugging hot winter hook-up is well equipped
have to use if they tried to take water from the kitchen.
a cart home with them. It will tielp in window-washing,
too Th eWeise,, simply attached toWhen the special wheels hit the 'the tap and carried from window
magnetized area, they atop, to window, is ready to fill the
R Modern ApartmentsIndividual HomesOr Duplexes — Call
J.D. MARKS REALTY
62 N. MAIN JA. 5-1796
•3 Bedroom
•1 Bath
•Large Lot
*Wall Heat
ATTENTION FHA 221 CERTIFICATE HOLDERS
'NOt MONEY DOWN'
Price 
 $7,925.00
Closing 
 
 
 $ 250.00
Notes $ 53.00 per month
Notes Include Taxes end Insurance
LAKEVIEW GARDENS
Live Modern In A "Wolfe" Built Home
Buy Now For A Merry Christmas
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOPPING CENTER LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes
SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK
DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road, drive South
on Horn Lake Road to one block South of Geeter School.
1
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crime wave—supermarket "cart-
P
If the system developed by Ic-
ing Stamen and Richard Gerloff
works, cartnappers could become
just a legend, like Jesse James.
The Stollman-Gerloff plan is to
put special wheels on supermarket
carts and then sink magnets in
weakening of the finished slab.
As for curing, the experienced
craftsman covers his work with
building paper, sand. soil, straw
or some other material which Can
be kept wet for several days
Curing requires sufficient water
to complete the chemical reaction
which makes for the slab's
strength. Drying out too,fast will
alter this action.
Welded wire fabric is the usual
reinforcement used. Provided all
the other construction factors areThirty percent of the strength carefully followed, this reinforce"of the slab depends on the rein- in e n t will practically insureforcement. The suit under a slab. against cracking. It adds tensilemust be firm and well compacted strength to the slab.or replaced by gravel or other'
granular material which will fur-1
Without these conditions, the slab TRI-STATE DEFENDER 13nish firm, long lasting support.
may settle and crack.
Improperly mixed, concrete 5t..
will be weak and brittle. It will
easily crack. Equally as import-
ant is the placing of the cement
The experienced contractor dumps
it from the ready-mix truck as
close to its final resting place as
possible. This avoids excessive
working and handling of the plas-
tic mix which might result in
segregation of the aggregate and
outdoor equipment. One current
fancy that makes great sense is
to install, beside the outside cold-
water hose connection, its twin
for installation of an outside hot
water tap, with abundant heated
water for extra uses.
Homeowners with forced hot air
systems might consider the ad-
 scrub bucket whenever needed, vantages of installing an oil-fired
with 61.860 for the four-door Chevy In cold weather, a hose-down of hot water heater if interested in
and 81,920 for the high priced Con- the ed hntrance path or pavement an outdoor hot water tap. Hot
vair model. Ford has only one
twee 
ul 
andesnao‘qv
uick 
iYoU.IY 
tmunstrndeot ft
this water recovery in such a unit isfour-door model which sells for in full sunshine to avoid re.fregg. so rapid that the supply is contin$1,103. ing). 110115.
ewe.. W..' • '
;;-tuitiS **It& '.1 AoNfaii\Is
list Nei
Ili
* PROVINCIAL
* CONTEMPORARY
* TRADITIONAL
to visit our new
showrooms f o r
special custom
w o r k, interior
decorating, cus-
tom furniture de-
sign, upholstering
Our qualified dec
orators and design-
ers team with skilled
craftsmen in execut-
ing superb furnishings
to complement your
way of living. Terms
available.
Furniture • Draperies • Carpeting • Accessories • Upholstering
720 JEFFERSON AVENUE
ideas incorporated INTERIOR DESIGN BYDOTTIE 4g DON HARRIS
Open 'Til 5 P.M. Daily—Later by Appointment Only— JA. 6 -7124
ACHING MUSCLES
Rellev• pains of tired, sore, &shine
mueslis with STANSACK, tablets
or powders. STANBACK sets fait
to bring comforting relief . • •
beeause th• STANBACK formula
eombines eeeeee I prescription typo
Ingredients for feet relief of polo.
The Mg awaited 'Miss Le
Moyne' contest is underway.
Students were busy this week
nominating lovely co-eds for the
1title.
Later, the nominees will be nar-1
rowed down to three by a commit-
tee of judges and then voted on
by the student body.
To be nominated, a girl must:
be single, have an accumulative'
average of 1.5, and must have par-
ticipated in at least two extra cur-
ricular activities, and she 1111111
possess charm, poise, talent and
a pleasing personality.
Currently reigning as 'Miss Le-
Moyne' is a junior, Miss Pearliel
G. Owens.
Words of the Wise
lie who Neese& children
will be remembered With
*agate by men.
—flames BooveNB
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
4ROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
1,51.151
1,11 PRIM111,171
For Homes You Want
To Live In At Terms
You Can Afford—Call
Dattel Realty
Company
42 No. Second
Specializing In
Sales - Rental
Insurance
North -South - East
G. I. and FHA Terms
Available
We Will Build On
Your Lot,
Phone JA. 6-8379
We Can Answer All Your
Questions On Property,
We Build, Repair and
Remodel Homes
Free Estimates
Call JA. 5-1861 or JA* 7-2083
CORNETTE Realty Co.
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3tork Stops
t John Gaston hospital
7.1669
ighter, Thirteen, to Mr. and
Lnmelt Glass of 2246 Griggs.
ighter, Patricia Jean, to Mr.
:s. John L. Savage of 667
1, Floyd, to Mr, and Mrs.
Murphy of 3081 McAdoo.
1, M. L., to Mr. and Mrs.
Covington of 1050 S. Lau'
tighter. Elaine, to Mr. and
harlie Calhoun of 227 Tur-
ughter, Armintra, to Mr.
s. Jo• L. Johnson of 2387
ughter, Carolyn Ann, to
rs. Tommie Taylor of 1644
a.
8, 16511
ri, Rodney Stevens, to Mr.
rs. Bob George Tuggle of
ark.
iughter, Loretta Joyce, to
id Mrs. Brinkley W. Bobo
Lapalom a.
Calvin Earl, to Mr. and
J. Martin of 1415 Breed-
THINE E
555 to too ilia lolly celled
Ur kit th*( oRik. jut,
is 01104E1.. Pm*
is is set•aill.
nks Hemorrhoids
ithout Surgery
Itch-Relieves Pain
le first time science has found
.ealing substance with the as-
ig ability to shrink hernor-
ind to relieve pain - without
. In case after case, while
relieving pain, actual redo,-
,hritikagel took place. Most
-; of all -results were author-
at sufferers made astonishing
•nts like "Piles have ceased to
-oblem!" The secret is a new
substance i Bio-Dyneff
of a world-famous research
•.This substanc• is now •vail-
euppository Of OM taint form
'reparatto* He. At all drug
- money back guarantee.
A daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Houston of 855 Mos-
by.
A son, Vertis, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Vertia Harvey of 200 E. But-
ler.
A son, Stephen to Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Harris of 1577 Sidney.
A daughter, Francesca Rornina,
to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Sprouse
of 1758 Farrington.
A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Jones of 1479
Sunset.
A son, Michael Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Bates of 394 La-
Clede.
Oct. 19
A daughter, Cheryl Annette, to
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry Jones
of 1138 McLeon.
A son, Elton Jerome, to Mr.
and Sirs. Alfred G. Hampton of
1408 S. Orleans.
A son, Henry Thomas, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie T. Burton of 3404
Randolph.
A daughter, Linda Gail, to Mr.
and Mrs. William S. Jones of 1486
Ethlyn.
A daughter, Cynthia Lorene, to
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Craft of 1358
S. Main.
A daughter, Lovie Lajuana, to
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Scott of
401 D. Wellington.
Twin Sons, Alvin and Calvin, to
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Nance of 1028
Florida.
A daughter, Debra Elaine, to
Mr, and Mrs. George Anderson of
654 Walker.
A son, Reginald Stewart, to Mr.
Ind Mrs. Johnnie Harris of 766 A.
Austin Mall.
A daughter, Allicie Resheal, to
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bryant of 410
H. Lauderdale.
A son, Jimniie Lewis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvania Jones of 1394 Green-
wood.
A son, Willie James Lumpkin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lumpkin
of 816 Spesd.
Oct. 20, rife
A son, Rickey. to Mr. and Mrs.
Elrich Johnson of 1724 Barksdale.
Triple's, Audwin Gene, Aubrey
Eugene, and Audrey Anita, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Raines of 1339
Men and Women Over 65
now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
3.650 Life and Burial Insurance to age '70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
•osts you nothing to find out - call day or night including
day. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mail a card with your name,
-ess and nearest phone number to:
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
ded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating corn-
ice in America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
o 21 years experience.
Part Time Agents Needed - Good Pay.
"
A son, Dortie Andan, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey E. Smith of 593 How'
ell.
A daughter, Carol Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Ballentine
of 1856 Rile.
A son, Jesse Odell, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Lee Norflet of 491 Le-
Clede.
A son, John Terrel, to Sir. and
Mrs. Johnnie firce of 3019 Tillman
Cove, Apt. 5.
A non, Phillin Stanley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E. Holmes of
1941 Castalia Apt. 12.
A daus,hter Alelvatasky, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edilfus Cain of 1304 Vol-
lentine.
Oct. 11
A daughter, Mary Jane to Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Alexander of
852 E. McLemore Mall.
A son, Michael Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Brown of 3078
cAdm.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Payne of 1705 Rayner.
A daughter. Shasta Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Ferris of 1637
Barton.
A son, Christopher Alexander,
to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Woodears
of 660 N. 6th st.
A son, Timothy Leon, to Mr.
and Mrs. George Seymour of 852
Mosby.
Oct. 22
A daughter, Jacqueline Denise,
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pollard
of 866 N. Second,
A son, Curtis :Maurice, to Mr.
and Sirs. Joseph Manning of 1137
Pearce.
A daughter, Karen Reece, to Mr.
and Sirs. Drew Johnson of 2578
Donald rd.
A daughtar. Delois Jan, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Coleman of 494
East Geor;la.
A son, Michael DeCleave. to
Mr, and Mrs. Premis Harvey of
1060 Bellevue.
A daughter, Cynthia Lynn, to
Mr. vie Mrs Timothy Brown of
528 lielskell. Apt. 3.
Itmn at E. H. Crump Memorial
Hospital
Oct. 8
A daughter, Janice Elaine, to
Sir. and Mrs. James C. Quinn of
2026 Hubert.
Oct, 10,
A son. Eugene Jethro, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Farley of Rt. 1, Box
.71l, Crawfordsville, Ark.
A daughter, Judith Lee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Holmes of 612
JOE LOUIS launches protege-
Discussing the first recording
of his new teen-age protege,
ex.heavyweight champion Joe
Louis (II introduces i5 year-
old Floyd Henderson (3rd from
11 to comic Jerry Lester (2nd
from It just before the two
appeared on Lester's Holly'
wood TV show. At right is
WREC
Highlights
song-writer Cecil Count t a1-
ter, who arranged rock 'n'
roll version of "Tenderly" for
Henderson to record.
John Willliams. Witty comedy of
love and marriage, and the rival-
ry between the aristocracy and
the middle class.
10:00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
-Jane Eyre"' with Joan Fontaine,
Orson Welles, Margaret O'Brien
Peggy Ann Garner. An English
orphan girl becomes governess in
a mysterious household. Based on
novel by Charlottle Bronte.
Friday, Oct. 30
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE'
with Kitty Kelly, "Mr. Peabody
and the Mermaid" with Witham
Powell, Irene Hervey, Ann Blythe.
A Bostonian, while fishing, hooks
a mermaid and brings her home;
then fallls in love with her.
6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, "Inci-
dent for the tSalking Death" with
Eric Fleming, Clint Eastwood. I
The trail herders try to find water
for a thirsty herd, but trespass on
Indian territory; face death as a ,
result. John Drew Barrymore is ,
guest.
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA-
REE, Frontier adventure w i th
Earl liolliman, Judi Meredith,
Jeanette Nolan. "Return to Mo-
niQue." A stylish young lady re-
turns home to Colorado after a
stay in France, announces her en-
gagement to a wealthy business
Irian who is recognized by Sun-
dance as an ex-con with a motor-
,
.8:00 to 9:30, DESILU PLAY-
HOUSE. Desi Arnez stars in first
straight lc role 
in "So Tender. So Profane," play-
ing the part of a Cuban-Ameri-
can who undergoes a severe emu-
8.30 to 10:00, PLAYHOUSE 90, tional ordeal when his wayward
"Misalliance" by George Bernard sister comes to live with his fami-
Shaw. Starrring Robert Morley, ly. Pedro Armendariz is featured.
Kenneth Haigh, Clair Bloom, Slob' George Murphy is host.
han McKenna, Rod Taylor and • 9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE,
Gig Young stars in "Walking Din- Mason when a wealthy and crip-
Dixon. lance." A man, seeking to escape pled old man takes her prize race
OCTOBER 14 the pressures of life, slips into his horse as payment for a mortgage
A daughter, Pamela Rochelle, to own past while visiting his old on her property. Raymond Burr,
Mr. and Mrs. Leandras Jones of home town. Barbara Hale starred.
2598 Supreme. 9:30 to 10:00, PERSON TO PER. 7:30 to 8:00, WANTED, DEAD
A daughter, Karen La Vette. to SON, with Charles Collingwood as OR ALIVE. Bounty hunter Josh,
Sir. and Mrs. Noble Mobley of 396 host guests TBA. Randall battles it out with a ty-
King Rd. 
'
10:00 to 10:30, U. S. MARSHAL, rannical town marshal who refus-
A son. Terence Jerome, to Mr. A ruthless woman engineers a es to release the Army deserter
and Sirs. James Martin of 1200 highly profitable stolen car racket Josh has been hired to capture.
Harrel.
Effie Rd. 
with her older son in "My Sons."
A son, Phillip Ellis, to Mr. and 
Ara, wyd Cunningham of 850 N. 
John Bromfield stars. Guest star
Bellevu..
Oct. 11
A son. Ronald Eric, to Mr. and
Mrs. Winstonc Albright of 1218
Marble.
A eaughter, Cynthia Yvette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Jackson of
1901 Carver.
OCTOBER 12
A daughter, Paulette Faye, to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thomas of
1626 Pennsylvania.
A son, Virgia Lee, jr.. to Sir.
and Mrs. Virgia L. Clayborn of
589 Pontotoc,
OCTOBER 13
A son, Frank Allen, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Allen Hood of 541
LeClede.
A daughter, Vicki Rene', to Sir.
and Mrs. David Hurt of 347 W.
HE NEW LIGHT CIVIC CLUB
OF ORANGE MOUND
"Building and Maintaining A Respectable Community"
RALPH LOFTON, President
2716 Enterprise St. Memphis, Tennessee
is application is to be filled out by the needy
io desires Christmas baskets from The New;
ght Civic Club of Orange Mound and mail-
to the chairman of the sick, social, and wel-
ire committee, Rev. Edgar Mays, 2724 En-
;prise Ave., City, before Nov.15,1959. Any
Tlications received after Nov. 15 will not,
considered.
ame
ddress
 
Age 
ependents Phone No.
2, the members of the New Light Civic Club of Orange
mind remain dedicated to serve you in your civic, social,
k and welfare community needs. Mrs. Lucile Hill, Sec'y.
Thursday, Oct. 29
2:30 to 3:00, VERDICT IS
YOURS, A suit for personal dam-
ages, injuries and the like is tried
in civil court. A child was hurt
when he fell into an excavation
on John Crowley's property. The
trial begins today.
4:00 to 5:30, EARLY MOVIE
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Topaz."
with John Barrymore
6:30 to 7:00, BORDER PATROL,
"In A Deadly Fashion." Canadian
mobster enters country illegally to
get boxer to throw big champion-
ship fight. Border Patrol deputy
traps mobster. Richard Webb stars
as deputy Don Jagger.
7:00 to 7:30, BETTY HUTTON
SHOW, Goldie returns to the cho-
rus lines for friendship and senti-
mental reasons, is caught by her
rich ward.
7:30 to 8 p. m., JOHNNNY IN-
GO, Western featuring Don Du-
rant and Karen Sharpe. An old
gunfighter friend pleads to be ar-
rested and put in jail, but the sher-
iff is not aware of his real motives..
8:00 to 8:30, ZANE GREY THE-
ATRE, Ann Baxter stars in "Hand-
on the Latch, drama of a lonely
sensitive woman whose husband,
a Union Army purchasing agent,
has hidden money intended for
buying supplies for Rebel prison-
era
A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Anthony of 3346
Formosa Rd.
Twin daughters, Mary Ann and
Marjorie, to Mr. and Sirs. A, E.
Howard, jr, of 190 Fairview Drive.
is Mary Astor.
10:30 to 12:000, LATE MOVIE,
"Laura" with Gene Tierney, Clif-
ton Webb, Dana Andrews, Vincent
Price. A dead woman returns
TELEVISION TIME
7- r
'Gosh.' /a the exc./tie/new,
I forgo/ we hod o rv se4 roo!"
J u sT
MARE
MADAM BELL
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
(EnglIsh Lady)
Thls Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is bark after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay hi her new home
Are won Dissatisfied with marriage? MI,.
yna lost faith In your husband. •Ife or sweetheart?
 Ara yo•
In had health? Ar• you discouraged? If any of these 
are Tees
problems, come let MADAM BELL visite you at once 
he
will read it, to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business la not a succes• If you hays
failed In the rest com• see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi Stst•
Line. on .be way to Hernando licr home Is 2 blocks 
below
where she used to slay right aside the DeSoto Slolel. Re 
aura
Catch yellow boa marked Pihitehayen gists Line end get
off at Slice Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM 
RELL'h
HAND
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY SI 
TOO LATE
to Innk to, the RED BRICK HOUSE. and you'll fled her 
there
at all times. 1811. sever had an Wire la West Memphis
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO 
CHARGE
Hours g a m Is C p m
Readings Dilly opew es Sundays
I don't malt any home calls or answer any letters Be sure
to look for the right sigh and the right name
from the dead to haunt her would
he killer and the detective who
learned enough about her in the
investigation to adore her mem-
ory.
Saturday, October 31
10:30 to 11:00 a 
RANGER, "Gold Townm" . ALdOeNaEd
.
prospector, a phoney EnstlkI,nan
and a kidnaping figure in the story
of how the Lone Ranger protects
a 100,000 dollar inheritance from
falling into the hands of a false
her
.
 Cruise- While Sky King is offir.
11:00 to 11:30, SKY KING, "Ter-
ro 
on his annual tour of duty with the
Naval Reserve, his niece and her
friends board Sky's schooner where
the party is threatened by three
escaped convicts. Kirby Grant and
Gloria Winters star.
12.30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS-
SIDY, "In Old Mexico" with Wil-
liam Boyd. Hopy tangles with a
murder gang.
2:30 to 4:00, EARLY MOVIE,
"Laura" with Gene Tierney, Dana
Andrews, Clifton Webb. Pretty
woman, supposedly dead, returns:
midway in the investigation of her
death.
4:00 to 5:30, SHIRLEY TEMPLE;
THEATRE; "Rebecca of Sunny.I
brook Farm" with Shirley Temple'
Gloria Stuart. The child star int
this beloved story.
5:30 to 6:00, ANNIE OAKLEY,
"Justice Guns," with Gail Davis.
Annie i's forced into a gun duel
with a lightning fast glinslinger,
who challenges her.-teacher.
6:00 to 6:30, TO TELL THE
TRL.111 (I wonder if this panel
show is honest )
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON,
"Case of the Startled Stallion." A
woman seeks the help of Perry
rest
STAN BACK
against any
p,ePtIrstion
you've ever
used
G eeeee
too/ Nwselitep.ng
ilwribnem
HEADACHE
Ease PAINS OF HEADACHE, NEURAL-
GIA. NEURITIS with STANBACK
TABLETS or POWDERS. STANBACN
combines several medically proven pain
relievers . . The added effectiveness
of these MULTIPLE ingredients bongs
faster, more complete relief, easing
anxiety and tension usually accom-
panying pain. Sireft rodf wee
STAN BACK
s%NdilloA
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
'HE NACERUHA CLUB held its
monthly meeting ci th..i lovely new
CIPAIST CHURCH school, An en-
joyable evening was mjoyed by
all. Mr John Clark is president.
THE LADIES RELIEF CLUB'.
held their monthly meeting at the,
lovely home of Mrs, Clyde Moore
as hostess.. Mrs. Clarence Smith,;
president, conducted the meeting,I
which was opened with Mrs. Wes-
ley Stewart conducting the devo-I
tion The jresident presides overi
the business session. During the
visiting hour the hostess served
delicious refreshment. The meet-,
ing adjourned to meet with Mr.
M. C. Jeffers,
MRS. ROBERT SMITH attended,
the hristening of her grand neph-
ew which was held at the New,
Hope CME church with Rev. Col-
Fns as pastor. The baby is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Earl Henderson, Mrs. Henderson
is the former Virginia Sue Wash-
ington of Pine Bluff.
FORREST CITIANS who attend-
ed the School Administrator's
8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY. New
series adventure on the high seas
with John Vivyan. Lucky saves a
notorious gambler from being kill-
ed by paying off his gambling
debt. Conrad Nagel plays the
gambler. Lucky acquires t he
gambler's ship, setting himself up
, with the floating casino I or ,lrcis.
9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE, An
Indian girl is shot, and Mat takes
in three suspects, confident t h e
!guilty one will try to escape, re-
seating himself. James Arnese
stars.
meeting which was held at the Bap-
tist Hotel in Hot Springs, Ark.,
were Mr. C. T. Cobb, Mr, B. ..
Williams, Mr. Charles Latimar,
Mrs. Overtis Wilson, Mrs. A. P.
Suggs And Mrs. C. E. Allen.
MR. AND MRS. ISSAC WIL-
rtURN are the proud pumas of a
son who made his arrival at the
Forest Me ooriat hospital.
MR. AND MRS. M. C. JEF-
FERS Si. had as their week end
house ggest Mr. and Mrs. John
Wesley Jeffers of Brinkley. Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffers are the par-
ents of Mr Jeffers.
THE EUREKA CIVIC AND SO-
CIAL :1.1.B presented their an-
nual art show which was held in
the lovely new Christ Church
school. Using as their them.,
"Every Season Is An Season,"
articles were displayed in four di-
visions - Spring, Summer, Au-
tumn and Winter.
On display were household hints,
flower arrangements, applied de-
signs, crocheted items. handmade
rugs, centerpieces made of cand-
les, flower planters and bakery.
Upon arrival, guests were greet-
ed by Mrs Wilma Soggs. The tea
table was attractively decorated
with lovely fall flower!. Tea was
served by Mrs. Waltst Moore-
head assisted by Marilyn and Ste•
chaonie Livingston who are mem.
'ders of the Junior ch.b. Mrs. '1'.
R. Delaney is pret'der, end Mrs.
Walter 'Moorehead chairman.
MR. MARTIN I. the fath-
er of Misses Laura and Myrtle
I 'ones .4 • j11 on 'le sick list.
I We wish for him a speedy ream-
try.
Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M, --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M. --- 3:30 P.M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 AM, --- 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:30 P.M.
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M. --- 5:30 P.M.
Save Red Scissors Coupons On
BORDEN'S SILVER COW
EVAPORATED MILK
Hear Bro. Bob - 1:45 P.M. - Mon., Fri.
--JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
TIRED FEET
Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
NOW ONLY
61"
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEE1 5 WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FA I IL,UE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
NOW VI 00
ON SALE
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
...
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chao. 80, III.
Inclosed is 85 00 lelus 30, +et
Please send Vigeos• Feet Tonle re -
Mime fprintl 
Address 
Coty  Zone State
DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
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Sam Jones Ni 'Pitcher Of Year
Giants' 21 Game
Winner At Poll
". BILL BURRELL of Illinois, UPI By FRED DOWN
. !Midwest Line man of the Week.,
Bill Burrell
UPI Lineman
Of The Week
B II Burell, a high school full-
back who though he never could,
make a Big Ten team, was namedi
United Piess International's Mid-,
west Lineman of the Week.
' Burrell, Illinois' captain and,
star guard, was about to graduate!
Clifton, Ill., Central High school'
11 1955 when he talks things over I
• •
' 1
time Illini center.
• There only were 330 students at,
Clifton and Burrell felt this was,
1the way things should be.
1
'I told Mr. Cunz that I guessed,
my best bet was to enroll at
some small -w en c g,
Burrell said. said I'd seen a l
lot of Big Ten games and watch-
ed those 220-pound fullbacks and
250-pound tackles plunge around.
I was anly 195 pounds. I looked'
at Mr. Cunz and said I guess I
knew my place.
' ''But Mr. Cunt didn't think
like that. He said that when he
was in high school, he was a
halfback hut they shifted him to
enter in college. He kept telling
e that I would probably be shift-
d to guard and just to give it a
try."
Two years later, as a sopho•
ore. Burrell became first string
uard in the season's third game.
"I guess Mr. Cunzrwas right,"
urrell said. "I guess he was
ght."
"You just can't help but ad.
Shire Bill," Illini Coach Ray Eli-
et said. "He gives you 100 per
tent and there's simply nothing
won't do.
Against Minnesota, he played 58
mutes because our second string
t guard was hurt and couldn't
me in."
• 'There isn't a better guard in
e nation than Burrell," Minnes-
ta Coach Murray Warmath said
after the game. "That guy's in on
,you just about every time you
urn around."
Against Warmath's Gophers,
Burrell made 18 tackles, recov-
ered a fumble and intercepted
pass.
. G. Dupre Lost
o Baltimore Colts
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Sant
(Toothpick) Jones, sidearming
workhorse of the San Francisco
Giants' razor-thin mound corps,
was named the National League's
Pitcher of the Year by United
Press international.
The 34-year-old Jones, a native
of Stewartsville, Ohio, received
16 votes from the 24-man commit-
tee of N.L. experts to win handily
over Elroy Face, the amazing re-
lief are of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
who compiled an 18-1 record dur-
ing the campaign.
Face, who had a two-season
streak of 22 consecutive victories
broken when he lost his only de-
cision of the year to the Los An-
geles Dodgers on Sept. 11, was
second with six votes. Johnny An-
tonelli of the Giants a n d Lew
Biirdette of the Milwaukee Braves
split the remaining two votes
Once regarded in rival dugout.,
as a power-type pitcher who
could not be relied upon to win
''Big Games' because of faulty
controLthe 6-foot, 4-inch, 215,pound
Jones made a Herculean effort
to bring the Giants their first pen-
nant in San Francisco.
1
,ly as 1952 but his wildness cooled
,Manager Al Lopez' enthusiasm
o-Hit Gameland he could not crack a staff that Nincluded Early Wynn, Bob Lemonand Mike Garcia. He went hack to
Indianapolis in the American As-
sociation and then bobbed up with
Forced to relieve in between the Chicago Cubs, with whom he
starts, Jones appeared in 50 games had a composite 23-34 record dur-
and 271 innings, compiled a 21.15 ing the 1955 and 1956 seasons.
record and a 2.19 earned run With the Cardinals he won 12
average and pitched four shutouts, games and lost nine in 1957 and
He turned in his most dramatic had a 14-13 mark in 1958.
performance on the final Friday Always respected for his wicked
of the campaign when he kept curve and blazing fast ball. Jones
the Giants' mathematical pennant pitched a no-hille, against t Is e
hopes alive by pitching a seven- Pittsburgh in 1955 and has
inning no-hitter against the St. led the league in strikeouts three
Louis Cardinals. years. Ile fanned 207 hatters this
It was ironic that the Cardinals year to finish second in that de.
were Jones' foes that night be-Ipartment to Los Angeles' Don
cause it was they who gambled by Drysdale.
trading the big fireballer to the 1 Fare appeared in 57 games and
Giants for first -baseman BillI93 innings in compiling the most
White and infielder Ray Jablonski. sensational relief-pitching record
The Cardinals were well aware of of all time. He had a 2.71 earned
Jones' potential but sought addi-,run average. his 18 victories set
tional punch for their lineup, a record for a relief pitcher, and
White's fine 1958 season and his his 22 straight wins over a two-
youth probably justify the deal- year period fell two short of an
from the Cardinals' viewpoint but all-time mark.
the Giants, of course, reaped much Antonelli had a 19.10 record for
the Giants while Burdette posted a
21-15 mark for the Braves.
SAM JONES
WHEN UCLA CO A CH Bill
Barnes hollers "Smith" he has
to be careful sot to get trampl-
ed ia rash that follows for
more spectacular results this year.
with the Cleveland Indians as ear- 
,000 For
Jones reached the major leagues
Caribbean Baseball
BY United Pew. Intern • tion•1
CUBAN LEAOUE
ALMENDARES 000 010 OM -- 47-3
HABANA 013 000 000-34,1
Hamner. Cuellar ,S) Narenin IS Grant
rsi and Jones: Chum, Rodrigues 151
Oulierres IS and Kitt: WP 7 N•ranlo
ii-0', Outlet,. (3-11. HR-Quintent OM),
. Jean 110), Breeding Ilittl, Ailleon (1.0.
NEW YORK (UPI) — W lit VENEZUELAN ASSOCIATION
Chamberlain made a brilliant for- PAMPER() 110 000 000. 2-11.-co
mal debut in the National Basket- "car and Brady: Brecht" and Cocker. 
000 000 000 
0-4-0
ball Association when he scored
VALENCIA 100 001 000-24-143 points in leading the Philadel- CARACAS 320 110 015-14'i
phi& Warriors to a 118-109 vic• 0,1:::,;*LIed Leg„.7, jeme"e' Led''' (3);
tory over the New York Knick-
1 BALTIMORE, Md. — (UPI) _ erbockers before 15.127 fans at 
cAGuAZUERTO RICAN LEAGUE
000 020 700-412-2
The Baltimore Colts learned that Madison Square Garden. SAN JUAN 100 
000 304-4114
Olgel, fichrell Oh and Pereira: Arroyo,
halfback L. G. Dupre w i 1 I be The 7-foot, 2-inch Chamberlain DsamIssets '7'. 8.."" '''' R'''' 15)
scored 16 of his points in t h e sasialtIrEd'AT MAY AOUEZ. Poetponed.
Rain.
o' for the season with a ruptured
blood vessel in the thigh and
aced him on the injured reserve
t.
The Colts immediately announc-
ex-Washington Redskins half-
ck Mike Sommers had been
ed to replace Dupre.
oach Weeb Ewbank has indi-
ted that Alex Hawkins South
rolina Rookie, will start at Du-
's regular left halfback slot.
Ewbank said that the doctors
aid Dupre definitely must miss
the next three games and they
Cannot guarantee his return even
then. It was then that Ewbank
decided to put Dupre on the in-
reserve list.
CAMDEN, N. J.—(UPI)—Bour-
Prince probably will be made
supplementary nomination in the
Chamberlain
Scores 43
In Debut
third quarter when the Warriors
widened their 55-52 halftime ad.
vantage to 85-77.
In all, Chamberlain connect-
ed on 17 of 27 field goal at-
tempts and nine of 15 from the
free throw line. He also grab-
bed 13 rebounds and blocked
numerous Knickerbocker ;hots.
Guy Rodgers, starting his sec-
ond season in the NBA, contri-
puled 19 points and 11 assists in
Chamberlain's chief supporting
role.
The Knickerbockers fell behind
by 10 points in the first period
and battled back to take the lead
momentarily just before halftime.
However, their shooting was poor
and the combination of C Is a m-
berlain, Rodgers and Paul Arizin
steadily pulled Philadelphia away
. 31 Garden State, world's rich- in e "con 3
thoroughbred race, after a re- Ken Sears led the ICnickerbock-
t seven.length victory. I erg with 35 points.
•
AL
'11 •
"MR. A&T"—Charlie Debase
Is affectionately termed "Mr.
ALT." He is not only a senior
and star halfback with ALT
la •
ii
VENEZUELA OCCIDENTAL LEAGUE
CABINAS 200 000 020-4-141
RA PINO8 000 020 000-2' 43
Harr), 11,0. and C. Bell, Hobaugh. J.
)delonder. tit. R•rboca tgi and Moss.
On TV Series
What are the odds against a
no-run game?
That was the question Cosmo-
politan Insurance Company of
Illinois had to answer for TV pro-
ducer Max Cooper, who is putting
up a stake of $10,000 for any
pitcher turning the trick during
his Winter TV Baseball show seen
every Saturday night at 10 p.m.
on WBKB. The program features
major leaguers in off-season ball
games down in Havana. closest
' place to the U. S. where baseball
lean be played year around
I Producer Cooper, taking no
chances, wanted to insure his big
$10,000 prize for a no-hitter and
Cosmopolitan set to work figuring
I the odds. The figure wan 1300 to
one, based on the fact that 53
no-hit, no-run games have been
achieved in 59 American League
seasons. The premium a t w s se. working in a shipyard to buildac-
cordingly, and now Cuban Winter
League pitchers will aim to beat
the odds.
The best bet is probably Camilo
Pascual. the Senator ace who though he is only 18, will do morehurled six ahutouts for Washington speedily the things it took his
while winning more than a quarter father so long to accomplish.
(17) of all their games last sea- 
 1
son. One of them was a one-hit- 
Jersey Joe knows how brutal
ter against Detroit, another a four- 
and merciless the ring can be. the,
started boxing when he was 16 and
hitter against the White Sox. 
Camilo could he the fellow to cop he
etween the years of 1930 and 1941
the ten grand. 
gave it up a half dozen times.,
During the depression years he,
Syracuse Would Like
To Buy Walter Dukes
SYRACUSE, N. Y. — (UPI) —
Officials of the Syracuse Nate
said they were interested in ob-
taining Walter Dukes who quit the
Detroit Pistons in a salary dis-
pute.
Dan Biasone, president of the
Nats, said he spoke with Detroit
officials about the possibility of
a trade for the 7-foot Seton Hall
All - American.
Coach Paul Seymour said Dukes
"could make a tremendous dif-
ference for us because of his re-
bounding and defensive ability."
410,,
ye-di - A •10° 1^14
1-balit ,+It* Irtt e, *
O . Orede
e 41r* ..
College Usti's, but is also
president of the Student Coun-
cil and an honor student. He
welcomes t h e homecoming
It,
*.
-4
crowd which attended the re
cent ALT College Maryland
State College football game
played in Greensboro. He also I
played in the game.
Bruins have four fellows name
Smith, all unrelated. Here
they are with no left to rigrt
;identification needed. Ray is a
fullback. Bob and Skip are half-
backs, and Earl is an end.—
UPI Telephoto.
Joe Walcott Looks
For Son To Become
Heavyweight King
DEFENDER
Sot, Oct. 31, 1959
—016
SAPERSTEIN AND ALTHEA
By DAN BURLEY she is: a Nigro girl worth a poke.
Vi'llEREUPON WE DIG into the tiltl milion through expert exploit.
Ilion and exposure and Sapersteinlatest and most potent sports hook•
master there. There was no bigup -- that between amateur tennis • 
champion Althea Gibson and sports oroblem. Althea was sitting around
waiting to be signed by somebody.promoter Abe Saperstein, boss of
the Harlem Globetrotters and sun- Undeniably she had ,e-ached the
dry- operations. The understanding fork in the road. Another year
Is that for signing for a four month of amateur tennis and she'd be
tennis tour with pretty Karol Fag washed up. Unlike the white stars
seros. Althea, twice Wimbledon and he has defeated, there was no so-dal 400 set waiting for her with'U. S. tennis titlist, is to receive 
the staggering sum of 1100.000
cold cash from Abe, who knows a
sure thing when he sees it, not-
withstanding a drumming band-
leader rioted "Sir" something or
the other', whose drumming didn't
get Abe into the Joe Glaser brack-
et in the world of jazz.
* • •
1
1 RUT $100.00 is a lot of loot to
be paid anyone for four months'
work, no lowrating of Althea in-
tended, of course . . . Abe had
'em stewing and disbelieving when
he went Into the papers with that
M5,000 a season he paid Wilt The
Stilt Chamberlain to play basket-
ball with his Globetrotters . . .
But Saperstein is too shrewd to be
carried away by !sentiment, al-
though on occasion he can be
very sentimental as witness his
various deals with such gents as
the late Josh Gibson, Luscious
Luke Easter, erstwhile Cleveland
Indian homerun bangerouter;
Reece (Goose) Tatum and the
aforementioned drummer named
"Sir something or the other who
was a stumbling block to Abe's in,
vasion of the wonderful world of
jazz.
Cooper had also posted a $1,000
pr re or a grand slam homer, and at one period, tried to exist with
carried a hod, used a shovel and,
Bob Allison, Washington slugger his large family on a $9.50 weekly I
who is expected to he named relief check.
American League Rookie of the
fore winter ball ends. He belted 
In 1941 he left the ring behind,Year, is top choice to collect be-
nne grand stammer for the Nets 
he thought, for good. For three
the past season. 
years he "lived from hand to
The odds against a man scoring 
mouth." The Walcotts were living
four runs with a long clout are 
in a ramshackle house whose brok-
1499 to one. This ratio is based on 
henerwleipn,doew 
house
es wfeerre stuffed withjee
statistics showing that in some 
somehow scraped together $9 a
BY OSCAR FRALEY
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Old Jer-
sey Joe Walcott is "doin' real
good" today and looking forward
eagerly to a return to the ring
wars.
Not that the former heavyweight
champion of the world plans a
comeback. He left that behind hint
the night he sat on his pants in a
Chicago ring and effortlessly gave
up his chance to regain the title
from Rocky Marciano.
His ambitions are centered in his
son, Vincent, w h o will climb
through the pro ropes "in about
six months."
"Ile's not gonna do any ama-
teur boxing," Joe said. ''I'm train-
in' him and I'll manage him. He's
himself up and he can move and
he can hit. I know. I work with
him myself."
There is an unspoken hope that
Vincent. a 180-pound six•footer al-
JOE WALCOTT
young m a n named Mercian°
caught up to him at last and Jer-
sey Joe's days of glory were over.
Ile still looks fit, this quiet, po-
lite and humble man, and he
shrugs off questions as to his fi-
nancial status with a quick "I'm
doin' real good. Jus' fine."
.fersey Joe has a piece of a motel
with the man who brought him
back and he also works for the
City of Camden, N. J., doing youth
work. And it is typical of him that,
unlike so many fighters of the
past, lie regards the current crop
as better than he was. So many
of them insist "I'd ruin these
hums today." Not Jersey Joe.
"With all due respect to Louis
and Charles, and even Walcott,"
he says quietly, "Floyd Patterson
and Rocky Marciano were better
month rent. When e was dredgedfighters. That Patterson is one of41,964 at-bats in the American by fight manager Felix Bocchic-
loop last season, only 28 grand icio. 
the best I've ever seen."i up
now then that he lost the titlestammers were recorded. The Getting anywhere in the fight
figures for both no-hitters and to Ingemar Johansson?
grand slam drives, of course, vary
a bit from year to year, but the
average points up the rarity of
each feat.
Pascual is figured as a poten-
tial jackpot winner not only be-
cause of his natural skills but
the fact that he knows most Cu-
ban League batters well. Ile's
had six years of this competition.
Allison is playing his second year
In Cuban winter ball. His bat pac-
ed the Almendares team to the
circuit title in 1958-59.
i f
Durelle Gets 9th
Rd. TKO Win Over
Young Beau Jack
MONCTON, N. B.—(11P1)—Cana-
da's Fighting Fisherman, Yvon
Durelle, scored a ninth-round TKO
victory over Young Beau Jack of
Boston in a scheduled 10 - round
fight.
Durelle knocked the Boston fight-
er down three times in the ninth
and the fight was stopped. Jack
w s on the canvas four times prey.
ious to the ninth round. Durelle
knocked him down twice in the
seventh round and twice in the
fifth.
Jack who weighed 1751/2 pounds,
was leading on points when the
fight was called. Durelle, who
weighed 190, was badly out of con-
dition and was outboxed by the
young Boston fighter.
Jack came oust of the fight un-
marked while Durelle had a cut
over the left eye and was bleeding
from the nose.
It was Durelle's third REM since
losing to world champion Archie
Moore in Montreal Aug. 12 in his
second quest for Monre's crown.
The fight also served as a tune-
up for Durelle's fight with George
Choral° of Toronto for tre Cana-
dian heavyweight championship in
Toronto Nov. rf.
game cans ior mniiuence.
many invetigations have revealed,
and the gimpy Felix had "connec-
tions." Slowly but surely he pilot-
ed the stocky, muscular Walcott
toward a title shot and then in De-
cember, 1947, Jersey Joe climbed
through the ropes against Joe
Louis. He knocked Louis down
twice and yet lost a decision which
is disputed to this day.
There was another fight with
Louis and then two challenges
against the Brown Bomber's suc-
cessor, Ezzard Charles. Finally,
on his fifth attempt, Jersey Joe
knocked out Charles to take the big
crown. In September of 1952, when
the 38-year-old Walcott had been
champion for one year and two
months, Father Time and the
PANAMANIAN Jockey Frederick
Rose, 27, injured in spill M. Golden
Gate Fields, Calif., died In a
Berkeley. Calif., hospital. Rose
one of the few Negro jockeys in
the United States, had been un-
'conscious since his mount, Hy-
'Gain, fell with him on stretch run,
throwing him to track and sp-
prently kicking him. He suffered
a fractured skull. UPI Telephoto
"I honestly believe that Patter-
son was overtrained," Walcott in-
sisted evenly. "I saw him a couple
of weeks before the fight and he
was really something The night
of the fight he couldn't seem to
move.
"Johansson is a fine fighter, un-
derstand," he added. "But to
knock a man down seven times
and not be able to keep him there
can't he considered the mark of
a really great fighter."
Walcott straightened his neat
gray suit and predicted:
"I think Patterson will beat him
if they fight again."
There was no prediction about
the future of his son. Although old
Jersey Joe's eye's light up when
he speaks of him. But you can't
be blamed for thinking that the
ring hasn't heard the last of the
Walcotts when the talk turns to
champions.
Baylor Paces Laker
Attack Over Detroit
DETROIT.—(UPI)— The Minne-
apolis Lakers, spurred by the third
period scoring and rebounding of
Elgin Baylor, took a 120-101 exhi-
bition victory over the Detroit Pis-
tons.
The two teams were evenly
matched for the first two periods
and the Lakers had only a three
point lead at halftime.
But Baylor popped in 16 of his
game total of 30 points in the third
quarter to stretch the Lakers' lead.
Guard Dick Garmaker added 26
points to the Laker total Bailey
Howell had 18 and Chuck Noble 15
for Detroit.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y .—
(UP1)—Crowds totaling 115,6.44 bet
$5,729,944 during the 42-night, 16th
annual fall harness racing meet
at Saratoga Raceway this OM
Both figures are records-
• • •
SAPERSTEIN SIMPLY moved
Olsen arms. Perhaps she could
base married white, but again,
such marriages (unless the Negro
girl is making $S00,000 or more a
year) usually wind up with the
colored wife hissing a pimping
white husband on her hands. So,
Althea couldn't bank on the altar.
OUT OF TENNIS and the peculi-
ar waya the so-called amateur set-
up makes "available" spending
money and traveling and expense
funds to its darlings of the mo-
ment, Althea faced a bleak future:
Harlem with its crowded middle-
class living quarters, few job op-
portunities because she has no
clerical background to be a typist
or secretary; she has no known
skills outside the clay courts school
teachers, and her beliefs in her
ability to sing the blues can be dis-
missed as just that.
Another phase brings up the fact
.that Althea, while universally ad-
'mired, would have a rough time M
.it were she cast loose to sample
the tender sympathies of Negroes
In general. Many of them are still
irked because they think she be-
came a "white folks" Negro and on
.her visits to Chicago and other
,cities with large colored popula-
tions, few ever saw her around.
in where all the other "angels", • • •
(meaning those with manna, loose-, ALL OF WHICH points stronglyly translated as bread) feared to to the fact that Althea really metput their size his. Althea was run- Santa Claus when Saperstein cams
rung around loose ever since she down her chimney with his bag
startled the tennis hors d'ouvres loaded with $$$ sign promises. (She
set by bowing out of Wimbledon hasn't gotten hold of that bread
competition in 1959 and otherwise yet!) But at least. Saperstein mov-
curtailing drastically her other 46 to make  the promises concrete.tennis commitments. And Althea will be one helluva as.
But nobody wanted any part of ,4et to Globetrotter games.
her. In fact, there were some whol That, boys and girls, is the real
were so crass and unused to the lreason Abe saw the light in .41-
niceties of semantics (having to thee Gibson. She'll build his box-do with the science of words) that once on continental as well as pos.
they were crude enough to observe sIble European, Canadian and
that Althea's looks would militate South American tours. The girl is
against her as a pro tennis player a n ctuallyw  a y 
the 
yyouI 
Joe
altmulti.47hfeyt'ellnndiistimfarnod keep people in great droves 
y 
paying to get in to see her extra deep to pay to see her in
perform.
If, some of these "angels" as-
serted, her face was of the Lena
cutta. Tennis, you see, Is an al.Horne, Dorothy Dandridge, Bar-
bara McNair or Cecilia Cooper most universal sport where bap
mould, they would gladly invest ketball la just becoming known. ,
in her future as a pay-for-play
tennis player.
• • •
Montreal as they will in Buenos
Aires, Casablanca. Melbourne,
London, Paris, Moscow and Cal-
• • •
ALL THIS WORDAGE brings me
to some adventures as pros involvs
BUT ABE, LONG a reaper la ins first, little Eddie Tolan, the
the colored sports vineyard, knew one-time Dark Express of the Uni-
what the score was in not only versity of Michigan, and Jesse
Althea's Case but in that of many Owens, the lad who made Hitler
other Negro stars with unique and take low in Berlin.
unquestionable ability. Where oth•' My book says that after Tolan
ers hemmed and hawed, Saper- had outrun all competiton, induct-
!stein recognized Althea for what ing Emmett Toppino of Tulane,
 George Simpson of Ohio State and
Frank Wykoff, the blonde flying
sYank' all from California, he listened withF big ears to offers to turn pro.
First emissary he talked with
and listened to was th'e late Bill
Bojangles Robinson, the tapdanc-
er, who was making a mint as the
world's greatest tapper. Bill
Eddie in to see Marty Forkins,
Bill's lifelong manager. In 193.5,
Tolan turned pro.
• • •
FORKINS HAD TOLAN run-
ning against racehorses in Aus-
tralia, racing auotmobiles in Paris
and Stockholm and running FROM
the money, so he dropped the lit-
tle bespectacled speedster and To-
Ian had to go for himself. He's
making it, though, in Detroit poli-
tics. Forkins next sent Bojangles
tapping his way in to talk to Jes-
se Owens, who had conqured his
arch rivals, Ben Johnson, Eulace
Peacock, Ralph Metcalfe, Wykoft
and one race against Tolan and
who was the biggest man in the
sports world - even bigger than
Joe Louis who hadn't made his
"God is on our side" speech up
to the time. Jesse was big because
he made Hitler look smaller than
he was. So Bojangles talked Jesse
Into turning pro. This was late in
1936.
Voted Top
News Story
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
New York Yankees' collapse won
out by a whisker over Harvey
Iladdix' perfect game in t h e
United Press International's bal-
baseball story of the year.
The UPI board of 44 experts
representing every city in the
major leagues gave the story of
the Yankees' collapse M points
compared to 62 for Haddis'
epic losing effort against the
Milwaukee Braves on May 26.
The formation of the Continen-
tal League ranked third with
44 points. The Chicago White
Sox' first pennant victory since
919 was fourth with 34 points
and the Frank Lane vs. Joe
Gordon fiasco in Cleveland was
nest with 14 points.
The Yankees story received 12
first - place votes, 13 seconds
and four thirds compared to 14
firsts, six seconds and eight thirds
for Middle' game. Three points
were awarded for a first-choice
vote, two for a second and one
for a third.
Nineteen stories were mention-
ed by the experts, including the
Los Angeles Dodgers' rise from
seventh place to a world chant.
pionship, Elroy Face's remark-
able string of 17 straight v i c-
holies and his 18-1 season rec-
ord. Willie McCovey's debut, Gene
Conley's comeback and S a ndy
Koufax' record-tying 18-strikeout
performance.
Following shows vote by story:
Pt,,
66
62
44
Yankees' decline
Haddix' perfect game
Continental league
White Sox' A.L. pennant
victory
Frank Lane-Joe Gordon
Dodgers' comeback
Elroy Face streak
Sam Jones' one•hitter
Willie McCovey debut
34
14
• • •
THIS TIME, FORKINS came up
with something new. The big noise
on the American scene then were
the bandleaders — Duke Ellington,
Don Redman, Jimmie Lunceford,
Cab Calloway, Earl Hines and
Satchmo Armstrong who could
play music; and Lucky Millinder,
Willie Bryant, Ralph Cooper and
others who couldn't Neither could
Jesse, but he got a baton and a
band and picked up a quick $4,000
on theater and night club tours be-
fore Forkins and he parted.
The late baseball man, Hank Rig-
ney out of Toledo, Ohio, who svas
killed in an auto crash a year ago,
became Jesse's next pro pilot and
Hank had Jesse racing horses in
Havana before the sprinter sprint-
ing after cash wound up with Abe
Saperstein. Abe was the man who
put him on his present path. Noth-
ing undignified as Jesse made
speeches at ball games, later an-
nounced Globetrotter games. Ax
in the instance of Althea Gibson,
Saperstein proved a Santa Claus
to Jesse and Jesse has never for-
3 gotten him. Neither will Althea.
Veeck buys White Sox 1
Ilarmon Killebrew's homers 3
National League race 2
Gene Conley's comeback 2
Luis Aparicio's fielding
Tito Francona's hitting 2
Sandy Koufax' 18 strikeouts 2
Larry Sherry's Series heroics 1
Hoyt Wilhelm's comeback 1
Williams-Musial slumps "e"- 1
CHAPEL HILL, N. C.—(UP1)--
Dick Kepley, a 6-foot, 8-inch cen-
ter who suffered an ankle injury
on the first day of practice, may
be lost to the North Carolina bas-
ketball team until the Dixie
Classic Tournament in December.
Kepley averaged 10.6 point, A
game list /411011.
Who will win the prep league
crown? Will it be the pre-season
favorite Father Bertrand? Or
does Hamilton have the moment-
um to capture their second cham-
pionship since participating in
the circuit? Will the speedy Ma-
nassas Tigers rise for the occas-
ion and take the laurels to the far
Northside? The answer to these
questions will certainly give us the
1950 loop winner. -
I have been guessing all year,
so I see no reason to stop now.
Some of my predictions have back-
fired, but I have picked more win-
ners than I have lost. Taking that
first question under consideration,
I am still on the Bertrand band
wagon. I feel that Bertrand has
more of a balanced attack plus
size and speed to live up to the
pre-season prediction. Bertrand
has an offense that can throw
and run, Bertrand's defense is al-
ways superb. I am going to stay
with the Thunderbolts for the
crown.
Hamilton is not to be counted
out, because the lads from around.
Parkway have the one weapon,'
that could bring them their first
championship since 2945. These
fourteen years of famine in foot-
ball circles may come to a close
Thursday night. The passing of
Lawrence Fant and the receiving
of Malfred Bolden and Oliver In-
gram have been sensational all
season. The big problem for the
coaches at Hamilton has been find-
ing a running back with blinding
speed to foster their passing game.
The wildcats have the size and the
desire. The coaching staff has
built this team. Coach Earl Wynn
and Coach Jesse Joseph entered
the prep league five years ago.
This season, they received a big
lift in the addition of Coach Clar-
ence Brownlee. This club has been
in the making and now it has
reached its fruition.
Basing the coming game with
Bertrand on one or two if's, the
day of football famine will have
come to a close at Hamilton high.
Provided that nature smiles on the
Wildcats and their backs put a
little more zest into their running
there will be a jubilant moment
at Hamilton.
The "Go Go" Tigers must be
razor sharp to stop Bertrand. Ma-
nassas is capable of playing an in-
spired game now that they need
one victory to tie or win the crown.
Manassas has the little scatback,
who has won the hearts of all the
Memphis fans and especially Ti-
gers fans. Davis is the boy that
made the run to beat the fired up
warriors. With Davis at his best,
and from all indications he will
be, because this will be the
Northsiders last game. The Tigers
may take the honors to the Tigers'
den.
Coaches Johnny Jolmson, Wil-
liam Roach and Emmit Simon, jr.,
have done a remarkable job with
an inexperienced Manassas team.
This squad lost a number of boys
from last season's team plus the
losss of Coach Robert Crawford,'
the quarterback coach. To bounce
back with such a small team and
be in contention when the finalJ
gun sounds is an accomplishment.'
This week's prediction: Bertrand
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
United Press International major
college football ratings.
(Won-Lost records in parentheses)
TEAM
1—Louisian State (6-0)
2—Northwestern (5-0)
3—Mississippi (6-0)
4—Texas (6-0)
5—Syracuse (6-0)
6—Southern California
7—Penn State (6-0)
6—Auburn (4-1)
9—Wisconsin (4-1)
10—Georgia Tech (5-1)
11. Prdue, 12, Clemson, 13. Wash-
ington, 14. Tennessee, 15. (Tie).
Oklahoma, Air Force Academy,
Oregon and Yale, 3 each; 19 (Tie),
Michigan State and Texas Chris-
tian, 2 each.
will have trouble containing the
air-minded Wildcats, but this con-
test looms as the battle for royal-
ty. Another interesting phase of
this contest will be the individual
performance of the two centers,
guards and above all quarterback,
(Fant vs. Jacobs.) It will be Ber-
trand by a mere 2 or 3 points.
Once potent Melrose will play
their last prep game with BTU'
Friday night. This will be an in-
teresting contest as both teams
will try to salvage a successful
season. I have been, all season,
prone to Melrose in all but one con-
test, so I don't have any reason
to change the script. It will be
Melrose. This Melrose team has
been suffering with injuries to key
players all season and lack of
experience. If they could get all
the boys into harness; the oppon-;
ents are in for a tough evening of
football.
DO YOU HAVE A SON
OR DAUGHTER
In COLLEGE
Keep your collegian abreast
, with the latest developments
`; in the Mid-South. Send a sub-
'scription to the TRI-STATE
DEFENDER — A thoughtful
gift that never stops giving!
Call JA. 6-8397
One Year $6.00 — Six Months $3.50
Place Your Order —We'll Bill You
?MARK TWAIN according to a biography, once ordered 25 barrels of
Old Crow for his favorite tavern, Klaproth's in Elmira, N.Y.
Time has left its seal of approval on this superior bourbon.
Old Crow won the popularity of young America 124 years ago,
and today it is still the nation's favorite!
LIGHT • MILD • 90 PROOF
  -
ANYONE FOR FOOTBALL?
Staff Photographer Billy Dun-
can was nosing around at the
Hamilton-Booker T. Wash-
ington football game a while
back and happened to run
across thi sbev yof beauties
taking in the action of the
game. From left are Misses
Martha Little of LeMoynn; Ma-
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The red
hot Fisk University Bulldogs put
the dressing on Homecoming cele-
brations here Saturday with a
hard fought 8-6 win over Howard
university.
Overcoming a six point deficit,
Coach Eugene Stevenson's Fisk
gridders pushed across a TD in
the second quarter and carried a
lead into halftime which they nev-
er turned loose.
Howard struck first midway the
first quarter when Theodore Hill-
man plunged across the goal line
from the two-yard line. The score
climaxed a determined drive from
the Howard 45 yard line. A run-
ning conversion attempt failed
and ultimately meant defeat for
the invaders from the nation's
capital.
, Quarterback Joe Lewis of Hous-
ton teamed up with sensational
Freshman °wale), Sweeney of
THE OLD CIO V DISTILLERY CO, PRANKFORT. LT. IIIENTUCLY SYEAICIrr 1101.3.1KIN 417131.5,KEY
Han Pegues, Washington;
Bonny Webber, ex-Washington-
ian; Sandra Pegues, Washing-
ton; Gemetta Wallace, es-
Washingtonian; 'Lynn Howell,
Father Bertrand (what was
she doing there?); and Joyce
Lynom, of LeMoyne. Hmmnb
wonder how the game came
out?
Nashville to tally the big one for
Fisk. Not long before half time.
Lewis connected with Freshman
James Smith of Nashville for an
aerial gain of 36 yards. Sweeney 1
then tossed the pigskin to Lewis
who scampered into paychrt.
Switching up, Lewis hit Sween
ey with a perfect pass for the
two extra points that gave the
Bulldogs their third straight win.
The Fisk squad has dropped only
one game this season,t heir open-
er with Tuskegee.
Next Saturday Fisk leaves home
ground to tangle with Knoxville.
WARREN JONES, Manassas
quarterback almost runs rough-
shod over the referee as he fades
out to throw one of his passes
that partially led to the downfall
Booker T. Washington last wee
in Melrose stadium. Traditions
rivals. the Manassas team was be
hind until the second quarter by
score of 6-0. but came stormin
back to take a 124 win over thei
South side foes. (Staff pia by Bill
Duncan)
LOANS
SIGNATURES
AUTO
-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhil•
Purpose
•mire like to say ,ea to ,our
leas requests"
Sam Ovromi•Homo overlaid
2 Locations
in n•ammi .1,11 S-71113
II Se. Mali — IA 5.1351
Examined and Sopervismi
by 94ste Department
4 lasararce and Rankin
INGROWN NAIL
Kurrroia Inoue
iiimetiets
WWI
• fen drove et OUTGROCS bring birms44
neSer from tormenting moo of ingrown Min.
OUTGRO tone:mai Me Min underseeth
sail, elloen the mil to be cut and thoeeco
end discomfort. 
0r
111 on ,tienipl to settle ao estate
seizes is being conducted both here and
III Little Rock. Ark. for the Purim., of
locating Bessie and Emma Jones. dough.
here of Parise Smith Jones. or their des.
rendants Tne Jones family formerly hoed
In Little Rock with their grand fitire014.
Horace and Fannie Smith All moved to
Memphis years ago where the family
seems to have dropped from sight Any.
one having any knowledge of this f•mil4
or of Iheir whereabouts please contact
K Allen of the United Research Corn.
pa.. by mail. at 1024 Majestic Bids.,
Detroit 24, Michigan.
Also Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri., 7:35 p.m.
Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
 Wednesday, October 28, 10:00 P. M. 
"Alexander Graham Bell,/ with Don Amecheand Loretta Young
"Jane Eyre1) with Orson Wellsand Joan Fontaine
and Gene Tierney
starring Victor Mature
and Shelley Winters
"How Green Was My Valley" d Maureen O'Hara
awnith Walter Pidgeon
with Jennifer Jones
and Charles Boyer
